In this essay collection we survey the nationalist narratives and emergent industrial policies being proposed by governments with differing economic and geopolitical motivations. The national policies surveyed in this collection have largely functioned to reinforce the notion that AI is both a socially and geopolitically important sector, and therefore worthy of government strategies (and spending) to promote it. With such far-reaching consequences for the public at stake – from the allocation of public funds to the rapid promotion of AI tools in sensitive social domains through procurement mandates – any claims to advancing public good must be scrutinized.
Why AI? Critiquing AI Industrial Policy

In the past year and a half, with the release of sophisticated AI tools to the public, interest in the speculative promise of AI technologies has exploded across the globe. AI is now firmly positioned as a critical strategic technology for the geopolitical and economic ambitions of nation-states. As governments, and the public, solidify their orientation toward the AI industry, we are forced to wrestle with the relative advantages and disadvantages of AI industrial policy — a term referring to government spending, investment, and regulatory strategies focused on the AI industry. Many governments are increasingly focused on promoting, nurturing, and growing national AI economies—and the industries that underpin them.

This uptick in government support opens up space to question: why AI? Current industrial policy frequently assumes a world in which government spending — whether on the procurement of AI products or development of the industry — is a goal that should take precedence over others in the name of ‘innovation’.

But before investing deeper in the development of an AI industry we need concrete and material answers to questions like: Do efficiencies gained through AI-based climate modeling justify the energy cost of training these models? Should we invest in the advancement of edtech at the cost of providing more students school lunch, or AI medical software over funding home healthcare?

In this essay collection we survey the nationalist narratives and emergent industrial policies being proposed by governments with differing economic and geopolitical motivations. The national policies surveyed in this collection have largely functioned to reinforce the notion that AI is both a socially and geopolitically important sector, and therefore worthy of government strategies (and spending) to promote it. We find that true to historical tradition, governments are using industrial policy as a tool to increase their own geopolitical leverage and economic competitiveness – even as they cloak those objectives underneath thinly defined “AI for social good” aims.

Perspectives in this collection also warn that industrial policy as it is currently structured functions only to further expand and concentrate private (largely US-based) power, under the banner of democratization. Simply diversifying the range of actors involved in AI development while commercial entities continue to define the horizon for development does little to contest their dominance. With such far-reaching consequences for the public at stake – from the allocation of public funds to the rapid promotion of AI tools in sensitive
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social domains through procurement mandates – any claims to advancing public good must be put under the scanner.

Here we build on scholarship calling for a more democratic practice of industrial policy¹ to reject the notion that the current trajectory of AI-centered development is inevitable.

Instead of naturalizing the idea that larger and larger scale AI is a self-evident public good, we must start by seeking a clear-eyed understanding of the ways that AI acts on our core social and economic institutions, and to whom AI’s benefits and harms accrue.

We need to look at which business models make social benefit more–or less–likely, and what the impact is on workers, the environment, and democracy. The evidence suggests that while benefits accrue to a handful of corporate actors, current AI industrial policy perpetuates a long cycle of racialized disenfranchisement of groups that reap few of the benefits and bear most of the harms.² Instead, we must recognize that benefits to corporate actors often manifest as harms to the people subject to corporate AI systems.

This is why we need to look beyond our current echo chambers. For a conversation about AI and the public good to meaningfully take place, industrial policy will need to answer to the imperatives of a public beyond the tech and defense industries, and particularly to those structurally disadvantaged groups that have already borne the brunt of the costs of this industry. While this collection grapples with the limitations of the current approach to AI industrial policy, and the narratives that support it, the work ahead is a much more difficult task: articulating the kind of economy we want in the first place, and where–if at all–AI could play a part. We intend for this to serve as a provocation for taking this conversation forward, beyond the geographic boundaries of the United States and EU, and beyond the silos of tech policy debates.
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Executive Summary
by Amba Kak

What Are You Reading?

In this collection of essays, we bring together for the first time various emergent global perspectives on AI industrial policy. “AI industrial policy” refers to a set of investment, regulatory, and government-spending strategies that aim to shape—and, at present, largely promote—national prowess on artificial intelligence. The essays in this collection, and this broader project, begin to challenge this narrow focus on national competitiveness in favor of one that is grounded in a (democratically contested) understanding of public benefit. Each of the regions analyzed here has created its own narrative of AI development; together, these stories illuminate emergent trends in the way governments are choosing to respond to this uniquely charged moment.
What Counts as Industrial Policy?

The essays in this collection reflect a clear uptick in AI policies being trialed by governments globally, while also drawing attention to the lack of a coherent and clearly defined vision behind these moves. The industrial policy tools in play are wide ranging: from direct investments and tax credits to hybrid public-private AI initiatives to the platformization of government assets towards AI development; alongside regulatory strategies like competition and antimonopoly policy.\(^3\)

In the US and the EU, the term “industrial policy” is being used to describe major flagship public investment initiatives in clean-energy generation, and in the technology sector, especially vis-à-vis semiconductors.\(^4\) In other regions, “industrial policy” is a less familiar term in public discourse, and AI-related government investments are typically narrated as part of national AI strategies or innovation policy initiatives aimed at bolstering the growth and competitiveness of the domestic AI market.

In this collection, we survey the expanse of what currently counts as “industrial policy.” This includes traditional levers like direct investments, subsidies, and tax credits of the kind we see in the US CHIPS Act; but also, working backward from the multiple forms of market-shaping we see in practice, reveals varied and often subtle institutional and policy engineering.

For one, there’s an uptick in hybrid public-private arrangements that evade any strict state-versus-market binary through the “merging or fusion of public and private resources.”\(^5\) This is in part explained by the concentration of AI-related resources and expertise within the private sector that makes it almost inevitable
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that all roads (and explicitly, profits and revenue) will lead back to industry, even in the implementation of public AI infrastructure. The pilot for the US National AI Research Resource, which Amba Kak and Sarah Myers West analyze in detail in Chapter 2, for example, invites AI companies to offer up donated resources on a public-private marketplace hosted by the National Science Foundation, alongside access to existing government supercomputers, datasets, and research resources. Other public-private moves happen in tandem, complementing each other. For example, with the UK government investing close to $1.5 billion in compute investments, Microsoft pledged close to double that amount toward building out AI cloud infrastructure in the country.⁶

There’s also the emergence of practices best understood within what is termed the “de-risking state,”⁷ a mainstream government tool of “crowding in” private capital, where the government spearheads the creation of a new ecosystem that is lucrative for private actors, but where the state bears most of the real risk. This is by no means a recent phenomenon. As Susannah Glickman describes in Chapter 1, programs like the Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR) were designed to ensure that venture capitalists (VCs) bore less risk, creating what she terms “a permanent role for the VC in industrial policy”, while simultaneously integrating VCs into decisions regarding which entities received state funding.

We find a striking contemporary example of this trend in India. Jyoti Panday and Mila T Samdub describe in Chapter 4 that the Indian state has created foundational software data platforms (for example, a set of platforms known as “IndiaStack”) enabling private and public access that have facilitated the emergence of a lucrative domestic market subsidized by government spending. These hybrid infrastructures, promoted globally under the broader umbrella of “digital public infrastructure” or DPI, are all set to provide the foundation for AI-enabled use cases. While these initiatives have already reaped dividends for the private sector, Panday and Samdub also draw attention to their “significant costs when it comes to citizens’ rights and state power.”

In a similar vein, Matt Davies, in Chapter 5, spotlights the “platformization” of UK government assets, including valuable and highly sensitive NHS data, to service
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the private sector. He warns: “Even the AI Safety Institute—heralded as a ‘startup within government’\(^8\) and an attempt to do something different by building state capacity on AI—risks essentially becoming the provider of voluntary services to large incumbent companies.”

Another consistent theme is that the uptick in AI industrial policies often walks hand in hand with a non-interventionist or weak regulatory posture that serves the same ends. Or, as in the case of trade deals, the creation of legal regimes that entrench this deregulatory posture. **Antitrust or competition regulation should be viewed, then, as a kind of industrial policy.** As Glickman argues in Chapter 1: “A coup of bipartisan American propaganda promoting the myth of the lone American entrepreneurial tech genius has been to veil the equally bipartisan support for tech industrial policy.” After decades of inaction, however, now that the US has taken a renewed aggressive stance on competition under the Biden Administration, efforts to reinvigorate public alternatives in AI find it difficult, if not impossible, to evade entrenching power back into this concentrated market (more on this below). In the UK, the failure to block Google’s acquisition of DeepMind has been questioned by influential tech figures who fault it for giving away what would have been a real national champion in AI. (Ian Hogarth, the British venture capitalist who was also Chair of the UK AI Safety Taskforce, asks, “Is there a case to be made for the UK to reverse this acquisition and buy DeepMind out of Google and reinstate it as some kind of independent entity?”) The AI hype cycle fueled by the release of ChatGPT landed at a time when considerable progress had already been made on advancing regulation for the AI sector, most notably in the EU. In Chapter 3, Max von Thun argues that the focus on promoting European champions and competitiveness in AI has “in some instances led policymakers to actively undermine efforts to impose regulatory guardrails, most notably in relation to the EU’s AI Act.”

“AI” Interventions up and down the stack

The term “AI” is a fuzzy umbrella term for a suite of technologies, few of which are actually new, often distracting from the reality that AI is both a product of, and amplifying, concentrated power in the tech industry. For a decade, AI has been
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routinely invoked in policy documents as one of many technologies of the future, in the same breath as blockchain or quantum computing, in service of broad pro-innovation policies or specific infrastructural upgrades. But in the more recent past, and with a growing drumbeat of attention and investment in AI, it has been established as worthy of its own dedicated industrial strategies. **Today AI provides an attractive banner for industrial policies aimed at inputs necessary for AI development, and a more central feature of broad-based government technology initiatives.** Semiconductors are a perfect example; Glickman explains in Chapter 1 that “the history of AI is inseparable from the history of semiconductors,” and that “the technofuturist promises of AI have functioned to provide cover for the funding of more banal improvements in chips and chip infrastructure.” A closer look at the public relations and policy narrative around the CHIPS Act, too, as Kak and West undertake in Chapter 2, reveals that AI was only one among a list of industries that the Act would benefit—but the ChatGPT-triggered upswing of demand for state-of-the-art chips in spring 2023 gave renewed momentum and attention to homegrown investment in semiconductors for AI. This led to a decision by TSMC to expand its investments in the US, though ultimately the company’s supply chain for chip production will remain globally distributed.

**Focusing only on industrial policies specifically earmarked for AI can therefore be an underinclusive lens that overindexes on recent developments that are branded around AI, and can lead to missing the forest for the trees.** Instead, many essays in this collection track interventions at different points of layers in the AI stack—or, various “inputs” necessary for AI development. Those include: compute, data, models, and labor.

Given that the infrastructure needed to develop AI is monopolized up and down the stack, most notoriously within cloud computing, data centers, and the chips needed to process AI, the shoring up of compute resources is a key focal point for many national AI industrial policies. The UAE is a particularly interesting case study in this regard. Islam Al Khatib notes that the capital-intensive nature of compute resources for AI has made the region an unavoidable partner for those who, like Sam Altman, need to raise staggering amounts of capital to set up alternatives to Nvidia’s chokehold on the chip market.

Compute initiatives foreground that there are no straightforward paths to “democratizing” what is already a concentrated and vertically integrated industry. We wonder, then, whether this is even an appropriate goal; whether through
arrangements made with cloud providers or procurement of GPUs, public investments in AI will accrue to one or another concentrated sector. Europe in particular has seen a great deal of activity around public investment in chips and government supercomputers, and the most recent 2024 European Commission Innovation package proposes a new initiative to develop state-of-the-art chips for AI development. The French government has allocated over a billion euros toward funding public supercomputers even as it seeks €7 billion worth of private institutional investment into AI. As Samdub and Panday detail in Chapter 4, the Indian and Japanese governments, too, have launched AI-specific cloud computing infrastructure built in a centralized facility, rather than in a way that relied on using commercial cloud solutions. This is an attempt to avoid depending on providers like Amazon’s AWS or Microsoft’s Azure. They note that despite the relatively tiny capacity of India’s public compute initiative (‘AIRAWAT’) compared to the capacity enjoyed by large tech companies, offered at a discount to Indian startups, it still offers an attractive option in a market where demand far outstrips supply.

After compute, the next area of heat across jurisdictions appears to be data. Across various regions we see similar efforts to increase access to properly cleaned, labeled, and structured (or “AI-ready”) data for AI development. The primary focus of these efforts has been on making government datasets available for direct access by companies and researchers, as well as standardization and benchmarking to improve the usability of these datasets with comparatively less focus on ensuring the privacy and security of this data. Even as data is readily acknowledged as a key input (and therefore a bottleneck) in AI development, the US government rarely calls attention to the fact that a large amount of such high-quality datasets are controlled by private industry, and specifically by big tech companies. By contrast, in Europe and India, as part of a broader movement to call attention to US Big Tech data monopolies, there have been one-off proposals for mandating data-sharing and private-sector contributions to data commons.

Market Concentration and National Champions

Instead of enforcing regulations on industries prone to natural monopolies—those with high start-up costs and other barriers to entry—governments have typically tried to wield them as extensions of state power. In the US, this has certainly been the case with the semiconductor industry.
As Glickman explores in Chapter 2, the dependencies on scale in this sector have led some in government to believe they had to rely on industry consolidation to continue making advances in the field. With AI, the “bigger is better” paradigm for large general-purpose models means that market concentration at every layer of the stack is only intensifying. Industrial policy formulations, then, all lead to partnerships with large tech companies. In addition, a fast-evolving and increasingly institutionalized discourse around AI not only promotes these technologies as necessary to economic and national security interests, but also positions Big Tech firms as themselves security assets that need to be bolstered rather than held back by regulation. Under this narrative, all that is required is to ensure that these commercial actors are sufficiently responsive to the strategic needs of the state.

In the US, the home of most frontrunner AI companies, the current government’s orientation however marks a historically significant rupture with Big Tech. The Biden administration has deliberately created distance between Big Tech interests and US state interests across policy domains from trade to technology. They have boldly confronted the concentration of power in the tech sector with a muscular orientation of US enforcement agencies against Big Tech, an integration of competition concerns in procurement guidance, and a clear assertion that “the answer to the rising power of foreign monopolies and cartels is not the tolerance of domestic monopolization.” However, Kak and West argue in their chapter that despite these efforts, industrial policy initiatives under the banner of democratizing AI still fail to challenge the deep structural dependencies on private technology companies at every layer of the AI stack, and especially compute. Kak and West question whether “democratization” of AI alone is an appropriate litmus test for public AI. They write, “simply diversifying the range of actors involved in AI development while commercial entities continue to define the horizon for research does little to contest their dominance.”

Outside the US, however, there are different approaches and degrees of comfort with a “national champions”-focused AI industrial strategy. In Europe, we see official narratives that take aim at the concentration of power in foreign tech industries. This is true for the Commission’s flagship efforts but is also heightened
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in member states like France, Germany, and Italy, as von Thun explores in Chapter 3. In these countries, the desire for national AI champions has motivated a range of public investments and regulatory postures in the past few years. **But the intention for autonomy alone cannot wish away the reality. It will continue to be a formidable challenge to develop industrial strategies that meaningfully steer clear of dependency on US Big Tech.** In February 2024, Microsoft acquired a minority stake in France’s main AI champion, Mistral, with an agenda explicitly focused on building applications for government use in Europe. Davies points to a similar tension in the UK, arguing that the current blitz of activity to build the UK’s public supercomputer “offers a fantasy of independence that masks deeper structural dependence on a paradigm of AI development led by, and wholly dependent on, funding and infrastructures provided by Silicon Valley.”

### Pitting “Innovation” Against Regulation

On the surface, pro-regulatory stances are more mainstream than ever, with high-level support from powerful industry actors. Today innumerable and largely voluntary governance initiatives exist around mitigating AI risks and creating responsible AI use. **However, we are simultaneously seeing a well-funded “innovation versus regulation” narrative gather steam.** This depicts industrial strategy efforts that promote the AI industry as pro-innovation, while regulatory efforts are characterized as hampering national competitiveness. In this context, “regulatory sandboxes” have become increasingly popular. These are flexible regulatory arrangements aimed at encouraging time-bound experimentation unhampered by onerous regulation.

To be clear, AI regulation, much like any other domain of technology and data policy, has rarely been immune to economic logics. In Chapter 3, von Thun tracks the consistent effort to foreground the economic and strategic benefits of the EU’s flagship AI Act, including positioning the EU as setting the rules of the global market and underscoring exceptions for small businesses. But in the post-ChatGPT AI race, European industry players and big-tech lobby groups have worked to whip up fears about Europe’s lack of competitiveness in AI, and push for a weaker regulatory regime. Reportedly fueled by domestic companies like Mistral and Aleph Alpha, France, Germany, and Italy argued that imposing strict regulatory
requirements on foundation models would hamper the continent’s ability to compete—arguments soon belied by Mistral’s partnership with Microsoft. In the UK too, Davies tracks the “contradictory impulses” of deregulatory strategies carried out through legislative proposals that deliberately avoid interventionist approaches and a broader unwillingness to endow regulators with new statutory powers to address current harms with AI.

In other regions, like India and South Africa, we explore how AI regulation has been reduced to an empty signifier, often bandied about as a national priority despite lack of meaningful legal progress to meet mounting challenges with AI systems concerning privacy, security, competition, and discrimination. The UAE’s Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence, Omar Al Olama, meanwhile, positions the UAE as “a testing ground for AI advancements and the construction of experimental regulatory frameworks.”

But there are also other regulatory currents, outside those explicitly focused on AI, that are already shaping the market. This was also a concern in the heated public discourse of the past year; where discussion has been narrowly preoccupied with future risk scenarios and novel policies, rather than how to leverage existing regulatory frameworks. In the EU, for example, the Digital Markets Act and the Data Act both have the explicit aim of boosting Europe’s economic competitiveness and establishing technological sovereignty and von Thun argues that there is tremendous scope to harness the DMA proactively so that it “could be used to promote a fairer and more diverse AI European ecosystem.” In South Africa, too, despite almost no progress on AI-specific regulation, the Competition Commission concluded its market inquiry on big-tech platforms with bold recommendations and enforceable remedies around competition concerns like self-preferencing and algorithmic pricing.

Beyond the US-China AI Arms Race

The “US-China AI arms race” has lurked in the background of policy discussions on AI for close to a decade now. Initially a sporadic talking point for tech executives, it has evolved to become an increasingly institutionalized position, represented by collaborative initiatives between government, military, and tech-industry actors.
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and reinforced by legislation and regulatory debates. In the US, this race has been invoked to both kindle an appetite across party lines for increased public investment for AI, and also push back against calls for slower, more intentional AI development and stronger regulatory protections.

The bipolarity of the US-China framing has always been myopic, leaving out the complex ways in which other regions participate in the dynamic. This is even truer today as an increasing number of governments make strong nationalistic plays around their role in the AI future. Yet this narrative persists. For one, the idea that we are in a geopolitically sensitive AI race has only gained traction in the scramble to market post-ChatGPT. As AI is heralded today as the digital infrastructure of the future, security implications mean that striving for hegemony in this domain is non-optional. As Khatib notes in her essay, the UAE sees becoming “the best” in AI as crucial to securing the country’s stability in any “post-oil” future: “the association of AI with fantasies of ‘absolute sovereignty,’ ‘progress,’ and the persisting belief that ‘future wars’ will be centered around data and information (language of information war and cyberwars) rather than land and resources.”

The US-China Arms Race, has largely been tracked using inconstant quantitative metrics like most-cited papers or patents. So too are AI-related national readiness rankings and metrics proliferating, guiding the allocation of public resources. As Sandra Makumbirofa argues, South Africa’s AI strategy has been guided by the need to be perceived as leading AI on the continent, despite a complete lack of defined metrics or broader public discourse on why, and how, the nation intends to achieve these objectives.

We observe opportunistic behavior amidst the escalating tensions between the US and China, with countries like the UAE attempting to play “both sides.” More recently, India has positioned itself as a stable “democratic” semiconductor hub that could function as an alternative to Taiwan.

Strands of AI nationalism do exist outside of the US-China geopolitical framing: AI developmentalism, for example. Panday and Samdub note that India’s national AI strategy headlines the goal of becoming an “AI garage for 40% of the world” alongside calls for using AI for economic development, “particularly in Global South
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13 For an updated timeline of the proliferation of the US-China AI arms race, see https://ainowinstitute.org/publication/tracking-the-us-and-china-ai-arms-race

countries, which may provide markets for solutions developed in India.” A closely related theme is localization: the idea that countries with large addressable markets will find their niche catering to the specific needs of their population. Promoting linguistic diversity in AI is a prominent example of this; as Khatib notes, Jais, UAE’s LLM, was not a PR exercise oriented solely at the Global North—“it also offers 400 million Arabic speakers access to generative AI technologies.”

What Does “AI for the Public Good” Really Mean?

The AI industrial policies we’ve surveyed here have largely functioned to reinforce the notion that AI is a socially as well as geopolitically important sector, and therefore worthy of government strategies to promote it. This needn’t necessarily be the case, as Amy Kapczynski and Joel Michaels argue in a forthcoming paper. Industrial policy, they state, must be held to strict standards of ensuring AI meets public aims. This might not necessitate growth; it may include demoting certain sectors that cause public harm—cryptocurrency, for example.

Does the premise that AI advances public aims hold up? We recently argued, “with an overwhelming focus on AI-driven harms, we’ve missed a key piece of the puzzle: demanding that firms articulate, clearly and with evidence to back it, what the benefits of AI are to the public.” We still see no persuasive or cohesive articulation of a vision for social good that justifies public endorsement—and taxpayer dollars—outside of shallow assertions that AI will lead to productivity gains and leapfrogging advancements in fields like medicine and climatology. Partly, this stems from the fact that “AI” is often used as an empty signifier for technological innovation. Since the ChatGPT-inspired AI hype wave, it is easier than ever for governments and industry advocates to coast by on high-level assertions about AI without pointing to real-world use cases. As Davies puts it, the UK “central government has rarely, if ever, advanced a coherent vision for the role that a domestic AI sector should play within the UK economy.” We find a similar conundrum across US AI policy documents, where outside of generic policy narratives about pushing the frontiers of science and the public good, there’s no meaningful scrutiny of either the current or speculative advancements. Nor is there
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acknowledgement of the enormous and well-evidenced energy and water costs to this industry. In South Africa, Makumbirofa explores this disjunction: the government is apparently convinced that AI prowess is crucial for economic development but has no answer for how this will help high unemployment, racial inequality, and unreliable electricity supply.

Makumbirofa explores, too, how the current Ramaphosa government routinely advocates for AI in government procurement amid calls to cut public-sector employment costs. In fact, data-driven tools like AI have routinely and historically been used across the world to justify austerity measures that disenfranchise the public. Glickman takes us back to the Clinton years, where technology was likened to a lifeboat that would save the public from living in inadequate material conditions. Instead, it “provided cover for the Clinton administration to significantly cut welfare.”

With such far-reaching consequences for the public at stake – from the allocation of public funds (that would otherwise go elsewhere) to the rapid promotion of AI tools in sensitive social domains through procurement mandates – any claims to advancing public good must be put under the scanner. This is especially challenging given that the current paradigm for large-scale AI is a product of concentrated power in the AI industry, making it difficult to develop a clear-eyed account of the public benefits of AI outside of the terms set by the market. The adoption of large scale general purpose AI as a priority in US federal R&D strategies, for example, never acknowledges the market, financial, and environmental impacts that the compute and data dependencies that this trajectory entails. Moreover, with ever-larger-scale general-purpose AI models like LLMs often positioned by industry stakeholders as stepping stones to forms of so-called “artificial general intelligence” (AGI), there is a wholesale acceptance that scale is a proxy for progress and performance. The promise of AGI is also inextricably linked to national security dominance—whenever builds AGI first will win the AI race—making the commercial and national security goalposts all but meld into one another.

The inability of current AI industrial policy to meaningfully make a public interest case is as much a failure of process as it is of substance. As Kapzynski and Michaels argue, industrial policy mechanisms must be designed to be responsive and accountable to the public beyond powerful elite interest groups, and the need for
“organized capacity of structurally disadvantaged groups” to influence policy. Without a procedural focus on democratic deliberation, the ‘public interest’ aims of industrial policy will inevitably fall back into a framing that looks at AI primarily as part of the arsenal for the US-China race. For example, one critique of current industrial policy argues for a pivot to “AI manufacturing”.\textsuperscript{17} It takes aim at Silicon Valley’s “consumer-focused” approach to innovation for its failure to create middle-class job growth and align appropriately with defense interests.\textsuperscript{18} But this manufacturing-focused vision, likely to be propelled forward under the political banner of rivaling China, will inevitably function to galvanize big tech to ‘innovate’ on manufacturing, potentially further entrenching concentrated power (Amazon, for example would have a clear edge given their investment in supply chain optimization\textsuperscript{19} and generative AI use cases for manufacturing\textsuperscript{20}). It’s perhaps obvious that industrial policy visions will reflect the constituencies they are designed to appeal to (the manufacturing-focused AI project, for example, is clearly designed for political appeal to the white, male, working class). But AI’s potentially most harmful impacts — from discrimination to informational harms to workplace surveillance — disproportionately burden people of color, making it imperative for structurally disadvantaged groups to influence the shaping of this policy vision.

Before investing deeper in the development of an AI industry, in any form, we need to understand who AI serves, consider the opportunity costs and question the assertion that this technology will inevitably lead to social progress. We need to be asking grounded and critical questions like: do efficiencies gained through AI-based climate modeling justify the energy cost of training these models? Should we invest in the advancement of edtech at the cost of providing more students school lunch? These answers need to be concrete and material, and won’t be found in echo chambers. For a conversation about AI and the public good to happen meaningfully, industrial policy will need to be responsive and accountable to perspectives outside of the tech industry.


1. AI and Tech Industrial Policy: From Post-Cold War Post-Industrialism to Post-Neoliberal Re-Industrialization

by Susannah Glickman

As a category, “tech” emerged in its current form in the mid-1980s, relying on the conflation of economic and national security made tangible in the form of high-tech products like semiconductors. As an industry, tech has since its inception been marked by governmental intervention, which has sustained the industry and upheld particular players, priorities, and uses. The ways in which academia, industry, and government have enmeshed have changed over time; the fact of their imbrication and interdependency has not.
Tech and the industries associated with it have rearranged governance and political economy around redeeming the promises of speculative futures. At various moments, tech has come to represent the health of the US state—its prestige, its ability to project global power, and its economic and national security. Tech’s symbolic and material importance has meant that the US government and information industries have remained intertwined.

Hailed by many as the return of industrial policy and government intervention, the 2022 CHIPS Act and Biden’s chip-focused executive orders are continuous with older forms of US industrial policy. The model of this policy changed significantly during the eighties under Reagan, creating a closer synthesis of the tech industry and the US national security state. The Clinton administration entrenched and extended Reagan-era institutional experiments, which became norms after 9/11 took defense-industrial cuts off the table. As industries that relied on cheap chips ascended and US leadership in microelectronics was taken for granted in the Obama era, government focus and support waned. Until events in 2016 convinced the defense world and 2020 COVID-era shortages convinced politicians to reengage with the industry, semiconductors were not a central focus for policymakers. However, the political economy inaugurated through this history persisted.

Artificial intelligence has significantly benefited from, and been shaped by, government intervention not just in AI itself but crucially in semiconductors. From the early Cold War to the present, “AI” has referred to many disparate sets of practices. In particular the meaning of intelligence in “artificial intelligence” has numerous and shifting connotations that complement the assumptions adopted by its practitioners and conditioned by their context. Broadly speaking, “intelligence” encompasses any attempt to make machines display human capabilities such as understanding language (e.g. speech recognition and translation), learning, and problem-solving. Federal funding was, and continues to be, essential for the development of AI. Until recently, in fact, the US federal government provided the bulk of funding for research into AI and AI-related fields. When industry at various points abandoned AI for fear that commercial implementation was distant, federal funding filled the gap in areas like expert systems, speech recognition, natural-language processing, and image processing. Moreover, significant portions of what is recognized today as AI originated in other fields. Speech recognition,
graphical models, and natural-language processing all use techniques borrowed from mathematics, statistics, and physics rather than what has traditionally been labeled as AI.

The history of AI is inseparable from the history of semiconductors. Advances in what now gets called AI (formerly termed “machine learning” or “statistical prediction”) are entirely dependent on computing power that in turn derives from exponential improvements in semiconductors. Advances in chips have also undergirded advances and profits in personal computing, graphics, communications, networked computing (e.g., the internet, the cloud), and most other information technologies. According to the National Academies, for example, “[o]nly after continued increases in processing power and memory capacity did hidden Markov models become feasible for use in recognizing continuous speech on PCs” in the 1990s.

These massive quantities of resources, complex coordination, and global negotiations needed to make ever-improving semiconductors inevitably require considerable state involvement, partnership, and active intervention. Despite this fact, government intervention is rarely given its due. A coup of bipartisan American propaganda promoting the myth of the lone American entrepreneurial tech genius has been to veil the equally bipartisan support for tech industrial policy. The American state has created the conditions that make Bill Gates’s massive profits possible—including, for example, an extremely permissive antitrust policy.

Government support for these infrastructures has largely emerged from the national security state. Defense’s needs have always shaped these industries in one way or another. The Pentagon’s oft-renewed strategic focus on high tech has led to consistent defense funding and defense interest in information industries. The relative emphasis on a given information technology and the means through which defense needs have shaped technology have changed over time, but the overbearing impact of national security agencies has not. During the Cold War,

---


these were tools of the state’s imagined electronic battlefield. That vision, as many have noted, still shapes the DoD’s approach to information technologies.

### Cold War Status Quo (Pre-1970)

The Cold War US state institutionalized state support for technology development in agencies derived from WWII institutions and projects. The National Science Foundation (NSF), the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and other elements of the national security state emerged from the early Cold War, for example. Physicists dominated these new institutions, and the state prioritized the production of such physicists. Dangerous and increasingly taboo tests of nuclear weapons and their components drove physicists toward computer simulations. As Peter Galison shows in his article “Computer Simulations and the Trading Zone,” prominent physicists began to view computers less as tools and more as reflections of nature itself. Through new questions about the limits of computation (and with that, the limits of physical reality), physicists became increasingly concerned with and involved in computing (especially theories of computation). Carver Mead, for example, a major Moore’s law promoter, developed Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) with Lynne Conway and worked closely with Gordon Moore. A physicist by training, he engaged directly with the limits of computing and physics of computing fields. Likewise, by the 1970s, famous physicists like Richard Feynman and John Wheeler, who had close relationships to the Cold War national security state, began to pursue the physics of computation. Perhaps because of this theoretical orientation, these physicists tended to have an exaggerated view of the capabilities of computer systems. The relative power and esteem in which physicists held computing led to its imbrication in more areas of government—especially defense.

At the same time, the less-practically-realized technofuturist fields of cybernetics and AI emerged from an interdisciplinary attempt to create master sciences across minds and machines. AI was one of many fields in the soup of economics, physics,

---


28 In her book *Arguments that Count*, Rebecca Slayton compares their approach to the much more circumspect views of those who worked on implementation and software, who would become known by the 1980s as software engineers.
neuroscience, information theory, systems theory, operations research, and game theory in Cold War defense institutions like RAND, the DoD, and other elements of the military-industrial complex.\(^{29}\) The advent of nuclear weapons during WWII required secrecy, motivated the creation of the national security state, and necessarily consolidated power within the executive-controlled national security apparatus.\(^{30}\) Nukes, with their demonstrated capability for massive destruction, arrived with multiple rapid technological changes. These swift-moving technological shifts produced a unique “Cold War rationality” in state institutions—a desire for subjectivity-free knowledge and mechanized decision-making.\(^{31}\) Such “trading zones” made AI and other technological dreams of the present thinkable and desirable. The same circumstances convinced pioneers of AI like Herbert Simon to identify options pricing theory as closely resembling the kind of random walk-style optimization he imagined for AI when it emerged in the early 1970s.\(^{32}\) Meanwhile, what would lay the foundations for the modern machine learning version of AI was developed during the same period as a branch of physics called statistical mechanics.

Significant components of the tech sector emerged from the Cold War state and both shaped and were shaped by the contours of its history. From the dawn of the space race in the 1950s, semiconductors have been at the heart of US defense strategy. In the 1970s, this found a formal articulation in the Offset Strategy: Pentagon leaders believed they could offset the Soviet advantage in sheer numbers of soldiers with superior technological capability.\(^{33}\) US technology leadership in microelectronics at the time served as the basis for this strategy, which was an explicit declaration and extension of the relationship between defense and computing.\(^{34}\)

AI similarly owes a significant debt to the Cold War national security state. “The establishment in 1962 of DARPA’s Information Processing Techniques Office (IPTO),” for example, “radically changed the scale of research in AI, propelling it from a

\(^{29}\) Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts’s neural networks, for example, emerged from this context.


\(^{33}\) Specifically, this technological capability would be used for things like surveillance, reconnaissance, intelligence, precision-guided munitions, sensors, and targeting.

\(^{34}\) As Paul Edwards writes in The Closed World. Cold War politics and computing cocreated each other; Cold War computers served as a support for Cold War culture, politics, and worldview. Command and control as a paradigm shaped both computers and military strategy: “[T]he key theme of closed world discourse was global surveillance and control through high technology military power. Computers made the closed world work simultaneously as technology, as political system, and as ideological mirage.” This culture and its institutional effects created the conditions for the perpetuation of the Offset Strategy, and therefore for the centrality of information technology to conceptions of national security. See Edwards, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War America (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1996), 1–2.
collection of small projects into a large-scale, high-profile domain.” DARPA “supported work in problem-solving, natural-language processing, pattern recognition, heuristic programming, automatic theorem proving, graphics, and intelligent automata. Various problems relating to human-machine communication—tablets, graphic systems, hand-eye coordination—were all pursued with IPTO support.” This support “rapidly advanced the emergence of a formal discipline” and legitimized the field. Because AI objectives often took a very long time to accomplish, federal support was necessary; private companies had little patience or financial incentive to fund long-term research.


The Cold War triple helix of national security state, academia, and industry began to unravel in the late 1960s and early 1970s as the Vietnam War wound down. Unlike after WWII, the US did not demilitarize significantly after the end of the Korean war, due to the exigencies of the Cold War. Therefore, the demilitarization that occurred in the wake of the Vietnam War created significant economic and social problems—for example, the massive unemployment of engineers, computer scientists, and technicians.

This and the earlier end of cost-plus contracting in Robert McNamara’s Pentagon led to a sudden drop in defense spending without any substitute (despite several prospective plans). Mathematics, computer science, and AI were hit especially hard. DoD funding for mathematics and computer science reached a two-decade low in 1975. The Nixon administration pushed for an emphasis on discrete applications in federal research. Together with the short-lived 1969 Mansfield Amendment (which forbade military funding for research without military applications), this decimated funding for long-term or speculative projects. This trajectory was reinforced by
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35 National Research Council, *Funding a Revolution*, 204.
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Ford’s DARPA director George Heilmeier (1975–77), who created “tremendous pressure to produce stuff that looked like it had a short applications horizon.”

The decrease mobilized two related groups in defense of their fields: venture capitalists and their allies; and scientists, engineers, and technicians working in defense. The effects were not evenly spread. Massachusetts, California (Silicon Valley and SoCal), and the Sunbelt especially suffered because of the concentration of the defense industry in those areas. In Massachusetts, this meant that influential Massachusetts democrats like Edward Kennedy, Paul Tsongas, John Kerry, Robert Drinan, Barney Frank, Michael Dukakis, and others elected to state and federal office were closely tied to this new coalition. Underemployed defense workers were also important to the McGovern campaign, which promised this group McGovern would not eliminate any aerospace and defense jobs until there were comparable civilian jobs. The reconversion promised by McGovern and sought by these scientists and technicians stressed public-private partnerships, as well as public support for small innovative new businesses (what would later be termed “startups”) through R&D spending.

The mobilizations of venture capitalists and scientists were not immediately linked. In response to both genuine opposition to the Vietnam War and the social stigma experienced by those working in defense, scientists, engineers, and technicians organized around a conversion of the defense industry to civilian uses. These hopes seem to have been dashed with the McGovern campaign and his loss.

Venture capitalists (VCs) like William J. Casey mobilized instead to secure subsidies and benefits for “small businesses” and eventually “small innovative businesses” from state and federal governments. He and others in the conservative finance world saw the nexus of security state and industry in high tech as a vehicle for their ends, tying VCs to “tech” and securing numerous regulatory and tax benefits and state backing, as well as promoting “tech” narratives. This coalition also created political support and infrastructure for a broader high-tech-focused deregulatory project as well as state-industry transformation. Casey’s agitation led to the Small Business Administration Task
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40 Ibid., 113.
41 For example, the Massachusetts company Raytheon went from thirty thousand jobs to 3,500 jobs. See Lily Geismer, Don’t Blame Us: Suburban Liberals and the Transformation of the Democratic Party (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), 150–2.
42 Ibid., 169.
43 Casey was a famous theorist of tax havens and the CIA director during the Iran–Contra affair.
45 Ibid., 51. Casey’s own firm Vanguard Ventures, formed in 1968, also operated as a tax shelter for investors—not surprising for a theorist of tax havens.
Force on Venture and Equity Capital in 1976, later known as the Casey Task Force. According to historian Mols Sauter, this report “largely invented and certainly normalized the view that the venture capital funding structure, particularly as manifest in the limited partnership organizational model, is a basic and inextricable part of what would come to be identified as the ‘innovation economy.’”

The two groups, however, came together for the January 1980 White House conference on small business. The fundamental thesis of this meeting was that small business was not getting its fair share of institutional support. Though the authors intended to evoke mom-and-pop enterprises and offered small business as a vehicle for women and minorities to get ahead, the top legislative priority coming out of the conference was the Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR). This program benefited both VCs and the small innovative businesses (proto-startups) that former defense workers thought would be a long-term solution to their funding and employment problems. The report offered small business as a solution to all the era’s issues: flagging productivity, inflation, innovation and competitiveness, postindustrialism, high unemployment, general American decline, and the difficulty of maintaining the US’s position in high tech and automobiles. Stressing the need for a supply-side approach, the report called for, among other things, tax cuts, slashing regulations, shrinking government, reversing antimonopoly legislation, and lowering or eliminating the minimum wage.

Following the conference, members of the small business coalition expected President Carter to implement their recommendations. Instead, he cut funding for SBIR and other high-tech small-business priorities. Irate, members shifted their allegiances to the right for the 1980 election.

In the late 1970s, with the rise of civilian computing, tech industries experienced major structural shifts. Civilians began consuming vastly larger numbers of chips than the military, which caused big companies such as Bell Labs—which consisted of major research arms and subsisted on large government contracts—to give way to smaller startups that targeted the civilian market. The immense growth of civilian
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46 Ibid., 86–7.
47 But what did they mean by “small business”? The term was intended to produce a patriotic update on the Jeffersonian yeoman farmer ideal—the report that came from the meeting claims that small business creates truly free citizens with “with a direct stake in fortifying democratic government.” See Hearing before the Committee on Small Business, Ninety-Sixth Cong., Second Session (1980).
48 For example, removing or lowering the capital gains tax and estate tax, as well as corporate taxes for “small businesses.”
computing meant that companies had more incentive to focus on that market at the expense of defense—especially in the wake of Vietnam and public pressure to stay away from military projects.\textsuperscript{50} Arati Prabhkar, who served as the director of DARPA, where she headed coordination with SEMATECH and NIST, and who now currently heads the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, stated that DARPA made concerted efforts to reduce its dependence on scale in semiconductor manufacturing, but that these endeavors ultimately proved unsuccessful. Consequently, she claimed, DARPA had to rely on civilian firms, dual-use technology, and industry consolidation to continue making advances in this field.\textsuperscript{51}

### Carter and Reagan: The 1980s and the Japan Crisis

Upon entering office, Reagan, unlike Carter, delivered for the small business–VC coalition by supporting SBIR, a variety of tax breaks, subsidies, antitrust benefits, new public and private initiatives to assist small business, export controls, and other measures. In supporting the SBIR and similar government benefits for high-tech innovative small businesses, Reagan defied members of his coalition like paleocon Dennis Prager and more libertarian organizations like the Heritage Foundation, as well as universities and big electronics companies represented by the American Electronics Association (AEA). His defense buildup, together with his aggressive trade policy, benefited high-tech companies, especially chipmakers who faced a vigorous challenge from Japan. According to organizers, a majority of the sixty recommendations from the 1980 White House Conference on Small Business were acted upon.

These policies delivered for defense hubs—for example, Massachusetts received one-third of the total SBIR funding. Such programs kept startups afloat.\textsuperscript{52} They also worked for Silicon Valley. As Victor Reis, Deputy DARPA director from 1989 to 1990, and then DARPA director from 1990 to 1991, claimed: “DARPA [was] very integral in getting a lot of that Silicon Valley stuff [...] going at Stanford. And all the spin-offs that went with that were, in large measure, from DARPA.”\textsuperscript{53}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{50} Linda Weiss, America Inc.? Innovation and Enterprise in the National Security State (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2014), 38.
\textsuperscript{51} Arati Prabhakar interview with author, May 19, 2021.
\textsuperscript{52} Chris Miller, Chip War: The Fight for the World’s Most Critical Technology (New York: Scribner, 2022), 139.
\end{footnotesize}
The SBIR, similar programs, and other Reagan-era changes institutionalized the role of VCs in the federal research apparatus. Programs like SBIR meant that VCs bore much less risk. SBIR not only provided billions in funding but moreover provided multiple non-monetary benefits. The government did the early technology development and evaluation, significantly cutting the time from investment to payout. These programs and their extensions have created an environment where, contrary to the public narrative, “federal programs, not private VC, provide the majority of the high-risk startup and early-stage capital for U.S. innovation.” The SBIR created a motor for the VC industry; the program was structured such that government would fund and oversee the first two phases of startup development and VCs would invest in the third phase. This created a permanent role for VC in industrial policy. Small businesses, startups, and VCs were also much more integrated into federal governance—in policymaking, grant evaluation, and the selection process for contracting. This in turn led to a greater emphasis on commercialization and economic criteria in awarding funding. Similarly, pressure from this coalition convinced Reagan to lean on other sources of funding like Federal Focus to support applied research. This was an effective subsidy for tech businesses.

The institutionalization of VCs in the same framework as startup and small-business funding solidified the coalition of right-leaning financial interests and liberal tech and defense interests. It also led to the expansion of the SBIR model: the Defense Small Business Advanced Technology Program was structured in the same way as the SBIR. This later became the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) under Bush and influenced other industrial policy programs like the Technology Reinvestment Project (TRP). The democratic side of this coalition, moreover, reined in the ambitions of Atari Democrats like Paul Tsongas, who wanted to pursue policies modeled after Japan’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI).

55 Weiss, America Inc., 74.
56 According to Tony Tether, DARPA director under Bush II, the idea behind TRP was: “Hey, we got a bunch of smart guys that have really done great in the ‘80s. Let’s have them do venture capital types of things—commercially.” See Tony Tether, interview by DARPA, May 1, 2007, https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/ED/id/Bradford/20Room/DARPA/15-F-0751_DARPA_Director_Tony_Tether.pdf.
57 The term “Atari Democrats” came into use in the 1980s to refer to young Democratic legislators who championed tech and believed that it and efficiency through market mechanisms would stimulate the economy and create jobs. I follow Lily Geismer’s definition in Left Behind: The Democrats’ Failed Attempt to Solve Inequality (New York: Public Affairs, 2022), 18–19, 29, 40. Atari Democrats as a group predated the “Reagan Revolution” and aimed to reformulate liberalism and the traditional precepts of the party with the belief that “the market and private sector [can] do social good.” This meant “fusing government reform and economic growth with opportunity and equality.” They likewise believed that “the future for the economy and the Democrats lay in a new model of growth that focused on bolstering trade and the postindustrial sector, especially high-tech entrepreneurship.”
The transition from the Cold War into the “unipolar moment” (i.e., US hegemony) was also the beginning of a period where science and technology played a more central role in politics; the coalition forged in the wake of the Vietnam War by Midwest and Eastern financial interests and tech liberals ensured that. As historians like Lily Geismer have documented, ex-Defense scientists, engineers, and technicians bound the Democratic Party to the interests of the emerging tech sector—then made up of small, often spin-off science-and-engineering-focused government contractors—in a political alliance that has only recently begun to fray.\(^{58}\)

This bipartisan coalition emerged at the same time that intellectual justifications for favoring high tech blossomed in economics policy circles. Prominent MIT economist Lester Thurlow, for example, posited that 1970s economic crises could be resolved by accelerating productivity through boosting “sunrise industries” (e.g., computing and biotechnology) and offshoring “sunset industries” (automobiles, steel, textiles, consumer electronics). Sunset industries could offshore to cheaper countries, which would then supposedly be elevated to the next stage of development through these industries.\(^{59}\)

Proponents of New Growth theory on the center-left and supply-side economists on the right could all find common cause in championing a transition to a new postindustrial economic order where control of sunrise industries would determine global power. This belief guided the design of US industrial policy through the Clinton administration. Moreover, this theory broadened the coalition around industrial policy for high-tech industries to include not just high-tech industry and VCs, but also foreign-policy hawks interested in the maintenance of American power projection.

The coalition of Atari Democrats, defense scientists, foreign-policy realists, and VC-related financial interests proved powerful enough to successfully withstand the pressures of more radical groups like the Heritage Foundation and the Gingrich Congress elected in 1994. The policies pursued by this coalition maintained and even intensified the military reliance on high tech despite its frequent failures in practice.\(^{60}\) Tech not only offered appealing fantasies of control, but moreover


\(^{59}\) These political choices were, by the end of the 1990s, portrayed as inevitabilities. A large literature premised on the belief that the US “lost” the auto industry flourished. See National Research Council, *Funding a Revolution*; and Alex Roland and Philip Shiman, *Strategic Computing: DARPA and the Quest for Machine Intelligence, 1983–1993* (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002), 91.

\(^{60}\) Consider, for example, US interventions in Vietnam and Iraq, and US use of imprecise or poorly targeted drone strikes and precision-guided munitions both in war and in other, more ambiguous contexts.
functioned as a central engine of the US economy that could survive right-wing attacks on the state.

The symbolically laden economic conflict with Japan peaked from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s. For many observers, it confirmed the importance of high tech as the centerpiece of the next stage of economic development and therefore government support for this sector. Japan's 1976 VLSI Program aimed to improve the manufacturability of devices through a collaborative research effort involving the country's five largest industrial chipmakers. The program was widely acknowledged as one of the most successful national cooperative research efforts in the history of the industry, and its success inspired similar collaborative research efforts.

In response to Japanese success in the semiconductor market, bookings (orders received) for the US semiconductor industry dropped suddenly in December 1984. The industry had been blindsided by the challenge to American dominance in semiconductor markets and was “in full crisis mode.” Industry lobbyists swarmed Washington, urging legislators to help resolve the issue. The lobbyists and industry leaders framed the problem of their dwindling market share as a national security one necessitating urgent state action. The government's formal responses to this program were extensive. They aimed to help the US regain technological parity with Japanese commercial industry and advance integrated circuit (IC) technology for the benefit of the US semiconductor industry, all while making sure the DoD's needs were met in a context where the semiconductor industry no longer relied on government contracts.
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61 The program was apparently sparked by rumors in 1975 that IBM was working on a new line of computers that would use VLSI. The Japanese VLSI program was such a success that IBM modeled later initiatives after it. See Kiyonori Sakakibara, “R&D Cooperation Among Competitors: Lessons from the VLSI Semiconductor Research Project in Japan” (working Paper #650, University of Michigan School of Business Administration, January 1991), https://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/handle/2027.42/34062/b14250670001001.pdf.
66 The VHSIC Program had technology targets based on device feature sizes, and despite being focused on defense, it made important contributions to industrial integrated circuit technology. The VLSI program, on the other hand, was very open and less focused on specific military applications. Larry Sumney, the director of the VHSIC Program, became director of the industry group Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) in 1982. Sumney remained as the director and later president for the entire life of the SRC. See Robert M. Burger, “Cooperative Research: The New Paradigm,” Semiconductor Research Corporation, March 1, 2001, 26; and Schaller, “Technological Innovation in the Semiconductor Industry,” 438.
By the time the Japanese government announced its Fifth Generation Computer System (focused on AI and logic programming) and SuperSpeed (focused on supercomputing) programs in the early 1980s, many in Congress found this threat more urgent than anything related to Communist states. In response, funding for a wide variety of computing projects dramatically increased with the 1983 Strategic Computing Initiative (SCI). On the other hand, the technical community had a more varied assessment of this announcement’s potential. Many saw this moment instead as a means to increase federal funding for computing research. In some cases it was. In others, computing and microelectronics figures genuinely saw foreign competition as their biggest threat. The DoD was deeply concerned about “placing technology critical to American security interests in the hands of foreigners.”

AI was a key early focus of the Reagan administration, along with other technofuturist endeavors like the president’s efforts to construct space lasers. In 1981, “the Defense Science Board, a panel of civilian experts advising the Department of Defense, ranked AI second from the top of its list of which technologies had the most potential to make an order-of-magnitude impact on defense in the 1990s.” This group recognized that the “key limiting factor on progress towards AI was clearly computing power, and this spurred calls for research into the development of faster and more powerful interactive computer systems.”

The SCI aimed to create an “industrial base for artificial intelligence.” In AI, the SCI focused research around concrete military applications “intended to spark the military services’ interest in developing AI technology based on fundamental research.” This applied vision “altered [the] character [of AI research].” The SCI “attracted a tremendous amount of industry investment and venture capital to AI
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research and development,” and sent close to half of its research funds to industry hoping for spin-offs. These planners wanted to produce a true AI industry that could be embedded into “central roles in military equipment and command.” Advances in chips during this period allowed ideas like John Hopfield’s neural nets to be tested in practice; once again, increases in AI capabilities relied on government intervention in semiconductors.

The Japan conflict convinced pundits and national-security intellectuals that economies were the battlefields of the future. They expressed belief in the term “economic security,” an expansion of national security to include “disposable capital in lieu of firepower, civilian innovation in lieu of military-technical advancement, and market penetration in lieu of garrisons and bases [...] the logic of war in the grammar of commerce.” What mattered most was “control of markets, investment, and technology.”

US policymakers and various companies arranged for frequent visits to Japanese industry to learn about their methods and technologies; this was formalized by the Clinton administration’s commerce department as the Japan Technology Project. These trips and facilitated information exchanges led to the professionalization of US chip manufacturing. Where manufacturing facilities had previously resembled research labs, they became more like profit-maximizing factories as a result of Japan competition.

The chip industry, in particular, closely copied Japanese organizations and methods. The US government-industry collaboration, SEMATECH, for example, was explicitly modeled on Japan’s MITI. The National Cooperative Research Act of 1984 “exempted research consortia from some antitrust laws and facilitated [...] mergers.” This made initiatives like SEMATECH possible. Defense needs were also represented. “DARPA’s objectives” for example, “were mentioned in SEMATECH’s strategic plan, including efforts to rapidly convert manufacturing technology into practice and to develop technology for more flexible semiconductor production.”
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SEMATECH coordination “allowed equipment manufacturers to meet one set of industry specifications rather than a variety of company specifications.”

The Japan conflict justified coercive trade agreements for the Realist school. This is particularly interesting because it runs counter to the common understanding of the Reagan era as a period that centered the hegemony of neoclassical economics. Instead, the reactions to this conflict demonstrate the power of the national security state in alliance with semiconductor firms (contra the near-term interests of the computing industry).

The extent to which the US conflict with Japan reshaped understandings of war and peace in an imagined postindustrial age is clearly apparent in ex-DARPA director Craig Field’s remarks at a 1995 White House forum:

[W]e are in a new age [of national security]. We cannot quite tell the difference between peace and war. It is not now black and white, it is shades of gray. It is not so clear who are friends and who are foes. [...] There are lots of different kinds of aggression other than direct military aggression[:] indirect, trade, and so on. It is not so clear what a country is anymore, and companies are more and more global.

This blurring moreover meant that realists increasingly viewed globalizing industries and multinational firms as extensions of US state power: “even if markets were populated by private actors, the ‘security issues do not disappear’; they only ‘become submerged and hidden by market relations.’”

As industry and VCs moved away from early-stage, high-risk ventures in the 1980s, the federal government increasingly filled the gap. Moves like this one intensified what Daniella Gabor terms the “de-risking state.” The 1988 Omnibus Competitiveness bill, for example, transformed NIST and the federal labs around the needs of industry in the name of US “competitiveness.” While some accounts depict this as corporate capture, the reality is somewhat more complex.
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The Japan panic of the 1980s, and the belief that future post–Cold War conflicts would resemble it, convinced many that US corporations were extensions of the US state and state power. The federal government helped create a new ecosystem around high tech that shifted risk from private to public institutions and simultaneously shifted profits from public to private ones. Other benefits were more subtle: where defense and federal money used to focus on the production of physicists during the Cold War, it now began to focus on the production of chip designers—aiming to keep Moore’s law going and to produce related technicians. In return for shouldering the burden of high-risk investments, federal agencies got seats on the boards of new tech companies, access to and a role in shaping new technologies, and influence over the system as a whole.

Bush I: Semi Chips & Potato Chips

Reagan-era tech policy marked a shift in focus toward civilian industry. This shift became a site of conflict under the Bush and Clinton administrations as Heritage–style conservatives became more organized and gained political power on the right. The New Right stalwarts were critical of Reagan’s aggressive trade policy on behalf of semiconductor firms. They were also furious at the government intervention involved in programs like SBIR and the practices of agencies like NIST. The semiconductor industry was at the heart of this dispute. In the words of one analyst writing about SEMATECH, “the half-billion-dollar federal commitment marks a major shift in U.S. technology policy: a turn toward explicit support for commercially oriented R&D carried out in the private sector.” As the Cold War wound down in the late 1980s, some imagined “a civilian DARPA that could do for U.S. economic competitiveness what the old DARPA had done for military competitiveness.” This view significantly shaped programs like the SCI.

Reagan’s defiance of institutions like Heritage on aggressive state intervention for high-tech industries led to significant pressure on his successor, George H.W. Bush. New Right Republicans trusted Bush much less than Reagan and could vent their frustration more easily because Bush was not an emblem of their movement’s success. The end of the Cold War added fuel to the orthodox New Right case as
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well. Was defense spending on the scale of the Cold War necessary? The National Academy, writing in 1999, outlined the novelty of this debate. According to this body, the conflicts of the 1990s constituted “the first time in which fundamental questions are being raised about the infrastructural commitments and organizational principles that have guided federal support for research.”

The dismissal of DARPA’s director Craig Fields by the George H.W. Bush administration was a pivotal moment in this struggle over the role of the state. Fields's firing was significant because DARPA had a long history of promoting the kind of innovation Field promoted. The pressure on H.W. Bush to make this move came from libertarian-leaning groups. Bush dismissed Fields for pursuing ventures “deemed to be more concerned with improving US commercial competitiveness than enhancing military preparedness.” Specifically, Fields was fired for providing too much obvious aid to the semiconductor industry—through dual-use ventures and investments in semiconductor firms. He was “appearing to stray too far into the commercial arena, after having taken DARPA into a series of new dual-use ventures. But the final straw came when he authorized a $4 million equity investment in a company making semiconductor devices with advanced materials,” which was an “obvious breach of the state-market divide.” Fields subsequently became the president of the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) and played a major role in Clinton administration tech and defense policy.

Even after Fields's dismissal, key figures in the Bush administration were deeply concerned about industrial policy and its effect on the budget deficit. According to Alex Roland and Philip Shiman’s book on the SCI, “[s]everal of the president’s close advisers, particularly Richard Darman, the budget director, and Michael Boskin, the chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, were particularly opposed to any interference in the functioning of the free market.” Boskin is famous for his (possibly apocryphal) comment on chips: “Potato chips, semiconductor chips, what is the difference? They are all chips.” Darman, a Reagan holdover, similarly demonstrated his commitment to “the free market” when he showed little concern
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over Japan dumping DRAM chips, claiming: “What’s wrong with dumping? It is a gift to chip users because they get cheap chips. If our guys can’t hack it, let them go.”\textsuperscript{100}

Nonetheless, the Bush administration continued Reagan’s significant and enthusiastic support for computing, especially the microelectronics industry. For example, the High-Performance Computing and Communications Initiative (HPCCCI) began in 1989 as an Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) initiative and was formally legislated in 1991.\textsuperscript{101} This program coordinated DOE, NASA, NSF, NSA, EPA, NIH, NIST, NOAA, DOE, and the VA around supercomputing. Due to the pace of microelectronics improvements, infrastructure developed for high-end computers was rapidly diffused to everyday civilian applications, so the program had considerable impact.

The semiconductor industry served as a model for government involvement in other industries as well. As a result of the greater emphasis on industrial needs initiated because of small-business and VC organizing, the federal role in research and development continued to transform under Bush. NSF, for example, “established a number of Engineering Research Centers (ERCs) to better link academic research to industrial needs, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology began its Advanced Technology Program, which funded consortia working on precompetitive research projects of mutual interest,” in the model of SEMATECH.\textsuperscript{102} Likewise, interdisciplinary science and technology centers (STCs) focusing on areas in computer science\textsuperscript{103} began appearing in 1989, funded by multiple agencies, universities, and industries.\textsuperscript{104}

The Gulf War created the impression that the technological dreams of Vietnam had been realized, and convinced many in the realist foreign policy camp that their support for tech industrial policy had been worth it. In particular, for AI, a “report by the American Association for Artificial Intelligence (1994) paraphrased a former director of ARPA in saying that DART (the intelligent system used for troop and materiel deployment for Operation Desert Shield and Operation Desert Storm in 1990 and 1991) ‘justified ARPA’s entire investment in artificial-intelligence technology.’”\textsuperscript{105} This use of AI mirrors modern uses. Israel in its present war on Gaza

\textsuperscript{100} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{101} National Research Council, \textit{Funding a Revolution}, 130–1.
\textsuperscript{102} Ibid., 154.
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uses AI in similar ways\textsuperscript{106} to generate targets that are legitimated by the public’s trust in numbers\textsuperscript{107} and in tech’s infallibility.\textsuperscript{108} These military ambitions and uses have shaped the form, funding, and development of information technologies.

The Clinton Administration: Gingrich versus Atari Democrats and the Information Industry Coalition

The Clinton administration was the purest articulation of Atari Democrat orthodoxy, further binding the party ideologically and materially to the tech sector. In their 1992 run, Clinton and Gore focused on seducing tech executives, who typically skewed Republican.\textsuperscript{109} They aimed to replicate Reagan’s industrial policy focused on civilian industry rather than defense—with a few additional tweaks. As information industries occupied a larger and growing position in the nation’s economy because industrial policy favoring this industry matured and other unsupported industries collapsed and consolidated, this favoritism became a matter of common sense and political survival. Exponential growth, underlain by exponential improvements in chip technology, made this strategy even more imbricated and easily justified. By the end of the 1990s, the National Academies of Sciences could write narratives like the following:

\begin{quote}
The computer revolution is not simply a technical change; it is a sociotechnical revolution comparable to an industrial revolution. The British Industrial Revolution of the late 18th century not only brought with it steam and factories, but also ushered in a modern era characterized by the rise of industrial cities, a politically powerful urban middle class, and a new working class. So, too, the sociotechnical aspects of the computer revolution are now becoming clear. Millions of workers are flocking to computing-related industries. Firms producing microprocessors and software are challenging the economic power of firms manufacturing automobiles and producing oil. Detroit is no longer the symbolic center of the U.S. industrial empire; Silicon Valley now conjures up visions of enormous entrepreneurial vigor. Men in
\end{quote}
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boardrooms and gray flannel suits are giving way to the casually dressed young founders of start-up computer and Internet companies. Many of these entrepreneurs had their early hands-on computer experience as graduate students conducting federally funded university research.¹¹⁰

Not only did the Clinton administration desire a closer relationship with tech industries like the semiconductor industry, but the semiconductor industry also wanted a closer relationship with the government.¹¹¹ Clinton administration figures correctly identified the extent to which Republicans were constrained by their right flank in support for the tech industry and made explicit promises to deliver where Bush could not. For example, in 1993 talking points for an upcoming meeting with Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) figures, Clinton’s OSTP writes that “despite industry’s concerns, this administration will provide a more favorable environment than the Bush administration did for NACs.”¹¹² Both industry and the Clinton administration wanted to extend the SEMATECH model within and beyond the semiconductor industry.¹¹³ Clinton administration figures attributed chip industry resurgence to Reagan-era policies such as SEMATECH and US government efforts to “open the Japanese market.”¹¹⁴

The SIA road map created a vehicle for more closely coordinating government and industry, as well as for major changes in industry itself. SIA, SEMATECH, and Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) adapted their structures to roadmap needs and began collaborating more closely. Likewise, the document and attendant planning and implementation processes gave industry the occasion to coordinate with numerous agencies (e.g., DoD, DoE, DoC, NSF, NIST, OSTP, and NEC) around roadmap goals. The administration formalized this collaboration by creating the Semiconductor Technology Council, which replaced the SEMATECH oversight committee. The Clinton administration also made industry partnership with agencies and labs easier.¹¹⁵ Industry actively and urgently sought this collaboration.¹¹⁶

¹¹² National Research Council, Funding a Revolution, 1–2.
¹¹¹ Craig Barrett to John Gibbons and John Deutsch, July 1, 1993. William J. Clinton Presidential Library and Museum, National Archives. Craig Barrett here is acting in his position as chair of SIA strategy.
¹¹⁶ Via Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) agreements.
¹¹⁶ Bill Spencer, for example, wrote to Gore: “To be effective, it [the road map] will require an interagency perspective from the government as well as a capability to act on cross-cutting initiatives that go beyond the mission of individual agencies or departments. […] A partnership is now needed to mobilize our nation-wide talent and to address the entire range of semiconductor technology complexities that will confront us as we face the challenges of leadership in the information age.” Bill Spencer to Al Gore, March 10, 1993, William J. Clinton Presidential Library and Museum, National Archives.
Government partnerships with information industries were even more extensive and formalized in the first half of the Clinton administration. Government adoption of business practices is often commented upon, but not the inverse; yet this was the product of the revolving door and other forms of public-private blurring in addition to ideology.\(^\text{117}\) As Clinton figures articulate, the “magnitude [of government–industry cooperation in microelectronics] masked its dispersal across various agencies and firms.”\(^\text{118}\) The Clinton administration, for example, formalized access to Japanese techniques and technologies along with other foreign tech assessments—which industry repeatedly asked for.

The Clinton administration, moreover, presided over and shaped the construction of a new global order in the wake of the collapse of the Soviet Union. The administration built that order around the needs of high-tech industries. As Chris Miller argues, the US had replaced the early-Cold War order in Asia, which centered around the Korean and Vietnam Wars, with a post-Vietnam US-centered order around chip production.\(^\text{119}\) While the ascendency of Japanese high-tech companies endangered this order in the 1980s, by 1993, the Japanese threat to American technological supremacy had faded. The Clinton administration formalized, extended, and expanded this strategy as computing and information industries gained greater shares of the US economy—a natural outcome of policies pursued under Reagan and the elder Bush.

The Clinton administration and tech industry worked closely on trade deals, rules, and institutions to shape the post–Cold War international order, as well as domestic policies. The administration also gave industry other benefits like lax antitrust regulation. AI, despite declines in federal funding, got an effective subsidy from US government funding, planning, and foreign policy for semiconductors and other information technologies.

The SIA roadmap delivered benefits not just for the semiconductor industry but for all industries that relied on cheap, predictable improvements in chips. It coordinated vast swaths of the industry, including suppliers and peripheral entities; and institutionalized Moore’s law, which delivered relatively predictable advances in chip technologies. Other industries could plan around and reap the benefits of this

\(^{117}\) This collaboration further blurred the public–private divide, and institutionalized this blurring in personnel decisions and in many industry-government initiatives. At the same time, government and industry practices began to resemble each other more and more. Industry adopted more governmental features and practices, while government did the same with industry practices.

\(^{118}\) Mark Hartney to Skip Johns, April 1, 1993, William J. Clinton Presidential Library and Museum, National Archives.

\(^{119}\) Miller, *Chip War*, 78, 112–4, 132, 149, 163–7.
predictable advance in capability. In the late 1990s, when engineering challenges and fears of international competition pushed the road map to internationalize, these benefits to related industries like AI increased.

In tandem with this industrial-state coordination, narratives about “the New Economy” were developed and disseminated through networks of politicians, pundits, and executives:

[T]he rapid integration of computing and telecommunications technologies into international economic life, coupled with dramatic rounds of corporate layoffs and restructuring, had given rise to a new economic era. Individuals could now no longer count on the support of their employers; they would instead have to become entrepreneurs, moving flexibly from place to place, sliding in and out of collaborative teams, building their knowledge bases and skill sets in a process of constant self-education. The proper role of government in this environment, many argued, was to pull back, to deregulate the technology industries that were ostensibly leading the transformation, and, while they were at it, business in general.

Accounts like these, distilled by Fred Turner, were undergirded by myths of the self-made tech entrepreneur, who supposedly started lucrative multinational corporations from his garage. Such myths have been punctured time and time again. Is it any wonder that these elite-flattering narratives were originally produced to sell tech-anxious elites consulting services and access to elite networks?

At the same time, these narratives and others that painted tech as a tide that would lift all boats provided cover for the Clinton administration to significantly cut welfare. As a result, people who were not in any way freed from the banalities and rootedness of their jobs (unless they were ex-factory workers unlucky enough to be freed from employment entirely as a result of new tech-friendly trade deals) suffered. Nonsense techno-optimist narratives, self-flattery, and visions of liberation from material conditions and “nonhierarchical meritocracy” for the new elite; cheap credit, “access” to banking and trimmed-down welfare (which had
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actually provided some protection from the vicissitudes of the market) for everyone else.\textsuperscript{124}

Clinton’s reelection campaign deepened the administration’s ties to Silicon Valley; software and new Silicon Valley businesses began flexing their political muscles. Seventy-six prominent tech executives, including Steve Jobs, backed Clinton; Marc Andreessen gushed about Gore.\textsuperscript{125} Once Republicans regained control of the legislative branches in the same 1994 election, they attacked the mainstays of Reagan-era industrial policy. These Republicans rejected the idea that the “federal science establishment” had much to do with US technological competitiveness.\textsuperscript{126} They even objected to the public-private partnerships that became a staple of Clintonite industrial policy: “promoting government industry partnerships to advance technology for which the government is not the primary customer.”\textsuperscript{127} They claimed all foreign industrial policy efforts had failed.\textsuperscript{128}

Upon his election as House majority leader in 1995, New Right Republican congressman Newt Gingrich took up the mantle of Reagan with a greater allegiance to the libertarian New Right elements of the party. He and his allies espoused an even more techno-utopian ideology than the Atari Democrats. They imagined the internet as the mechanism through which to present the aims of the party—“welfare reform”, tough-on-crime policies, tax cuts, and deregulation—as policies of the future.\textsuperscript{129} Gingrich believed technology would obviate the need for the state economically and politically.\textsuperscript{130} It is notable, then, that high-technology industries for the most part aligned with the Atari Democrats—on the side of industrial policy. In particular, the Gingrich house-led scorched-earth campaign against the ATP and Technology Reinvestment (TRP) programs, which were designed in large part to help the semiconductor and electronics industry, forced industrial planners to hide their work. The Gingrich House likewise tried to dismantle the Department of Commerce (home of NIST) and the federal laboratory system.

\textsuperscript{124} Geismer, \textit{Left Behind}, Chapter 5.\textsuperscript{125} Ibid. 238–9.\textsuperscript{126} Weiss, \textit{America Inc.}?, 44. United States, Department of Commerce Dismantling Act of 1995: \textit{Joint Hearing before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Hazardous Materials and the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance of the Committee on Commerce, House of Representatives, One Hundred Fourth Congress, First Session, on H.R. 1756, July 24, 1995} (Washington, DC: US Government Publishing Office., 1995), 7.\textsuperscript{127} Ibid.\textsuperscript{128} That was demonstrably not the case; cf. Japan’s VLSI program.\textsuperscript{129} Turner, \textit{From Counterculture to Cyberculture}, 231.\textsuperscript{130} “The elections of 1994 usher in the first Republican majority in both houses of Congress for forty years. Led by Newt Gingrich, the House of Representatives in the mid 1990s pushed for the downsizing of government and widespread deregulation—especially in the telecommunications sector. Together with Alvin Toffler, George Gilder, and technology journalist and entrepreneur Esther Dyson, Gingrich argues that America was about to enter a new era, one in which technology would do away with the need for bureaucratic oversight of both markets and politics. As Gingrich and others saw it, deregulation would free markets to become the engines of political and social change that they were meant to be.” Turner, \textit{From Counterculture to Cyberculture}, 215.
Industry and government agencies banded together and successfully blocked most of the proposed changes.

In coordination with industrial partners, Clinton implemented a shadow policy for the information sector (like the semiconductor industry) and extended methods pioneered there to other service industries like banking.\textsuperscript{131} The boundaries between public and private blurred significantly as a result of the political necessity to conceal industrial policy and close coordination with information industries. AI benefited from the information revolution and industrial policies put in place by the Clinton administration. Several AI initiatives funded by DARPA in the 1960s and 1970s found applications in the “emerging national information infrastructure and electronic commerce” of the 1990s.\textsuperscript{132} Although funding for AI was significant, it was hidden by its dispersal throughout a number of programs and agencies like the Intelligent Systems and Software program, Intelligent Integration of Information program, and basic research in the information sciences budget.\textsuperscript{133}

The Second Bush Administration: Privatization, VCs, Neglect, and Military-Industrial Consolidation

Following Gingrich and the libertarian right, the second Bush administration originally sought to dismantle Clinton-era government support for industrial policy. 9/11, however, made any cuts to the national security state industrial complex politically impossible. The collapse of the defense industry through massive mergers and cuts during the 1990s created an opportunity for massive tech profits in the 2000s. New tech companies and startups filled the void when the US invaded Iraq in 2003. Following the apparent success of Desert Storm and Rumsfeld’s aspiration to put the DoD in charge of tech policy, Iraq War military funding emphasized information technologies. The second Bush administration similarly advanced the privatization of more military functions through outsourcing and contracting.\textsuperscript{134} New tech-focused defense conglomerates like Booz Allen Hamilton gained prominence; surviving older defense contractors developed tech
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Another outcome of the Bush II-era defense policies was the proliferation of agency venture capital initiatives modeled on the VC appendages developed by companies like Intel in the 1990s. These VCs allowed US agencies like the CIA to shape technology development, much in the same way as Intel’s VC did in the 1990s. This occurred as most VCs retreated from semiconductors and biotech and moved into software, internet services, and (as many alleged in the wake of the collapses of Pets.com and WeWork) vaporware.

The second Bush administration was characterized by a permissive attitude toward tech firms, devolving control to the security state in the wake of 9/11. At the behest of Intel, they further relaxed export controls, and transferred extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography technology to Dutch firm ASML. Similarly, the administration did nothing to prevent technology transfers to Korean, Taiwanese, Singaporean, Japanese, and eventually Chinese chip producers. As companies like Intel felt assured in their continued hegemony via the international road map, they became less entwined in government lobbying.

Firms like Windows and Intel significantly benefited from the government’s relaxation and consistent lax enforcement of antitrust rules. Chips for Microsoft’s PCs helped give Intel its technological lead in the 1990s and early 2000s. The collaboration, known as Win-Tel, meant that most computers were sold with Intel chips and Windows software, producing massive profits and near-monopoly status for both companies.

The Obama Era: Neglect and the Fabless Model

The Obama administration followed in the footsteps of the Clinton-era Atari Democrats. They were politically cozy with tech elites and ignored chip-producing firms in favor of design firms and (at least in the short term) cheap consumer electronics. Another marker of this era was the proliferation of agency “ARPAs” to fund technology like the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) for the intelligence community.

---
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The expense of new lithography techniques separated design and fabrication firms, an innovation pioneered by Apple and Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Limited (TSMC). This separation was accelerated by a shift in who headed tech firms. The proliferation of MBAs rather than engineers accelerated the fabless model, which cut operating costs in the short term by outsourcing fabrication. A focus on short-term profits over long-term research and sustainability spread under Obama’s term like wildfire via firms like McKinsey, which had no special expertise in the complicated field of chip production. TSMC, incidentally, went in the opposite direction during this period and significantly reinvested in production, unlike Intel.

Following Clinton-era thinkers like Craig Fields, the Obama administration believed that tech diffusion and globalization were inevitable and could only be slowed. This belief caused them to misdiagnose problems in the chip industry as related to globalization instead of correctly attributing those issues to monopolization. This configuration seemed to work as new, improved chips continued to provide the basis for other monopolistic firms like Google and to produce new AI-esque products—such as improving natural language processing and virtual assistants like Siri.

Conclusion

The end of the Obama administration brought about a number of major interrelated changes: the shift to costly EUV lithography; the end of the semiconductor road map and the inauguration of the less influential device road map (IDRS); Intel’s inability to keep up with competition; the closure of IBM’s fortress-model fab for defense; and Intel’s panic about Chinese subsidies and interference (not unlike the 1980s Japan panic), which had dashed dreams of a US solar panel industry. All of these events together created a renewed chip panic among the defense-industrial complex by 2016. COVID-era supply chain issues in 2020 and 2021 caused politicians and lawmakers to pay attention; they conflated defense concerns with
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these short-term visible shocks. This conflation led to the passage of the CHIPS bill in 2022.

The rise of cloud computing and the more recent increase in AI use of cloud computing facilities is leading to new vertical integration. Because specialized chips save energy (and thus money) for data center firms like Amazon, such firms are buying Nvidia-style chips for now, but are beginning to design their own chips for machine learning applications. This innovation has cut into the profits of general-purpose chip-producers like Intel. Yearly conferences on how to continue or move beyond Moore’s law likewise frequently float special-purpose chips as a means to maintain Moore’s law–like improvements.

Defense needs have shaped chips and information technologies like AI for their entire existence. Most major tech companies do at least some significant work with defense. The fact that they do not exclusively function as defense contractors shields them from the typical stigma of working in the defense-industrial complex. Many technologies are developed to be dual-use and therefore have imagined civilian and military uses. The US military is presently imagining a new offset strategy based not in microchips, but instead in AI (though this would, like Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative, require advances and investments in chips). The collaboration with tech executives cuts both ways. The consequences of Democrat—and increasingly Republican—affiliations with tech companies have meant that the executives of those companies have an outsize influence on seemingly unrelated policy. For example, tech executives provided the major impetus for charter schools and “education reform” under Clinton and Obama.

As I’ve detailed throughout this chapter, the histories of AI and compute power (especially semiconductors) are closely intertwined. Often, the technofuturist promises of AI have functioned to provide cover for the funding of more banal improvements in chips and chip infrastructure. This was true of SCI funding and continues to be true of present AI funding—for example, with Governor Hochul’s recent promotion of New York as an AI hub. With the rise of special-purpose chips and cloud computing facilities, the fates of AI and the chip industry are entwined.
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even more closely than before. Several semiconductor firms contest this and insist AI is a short-term bubble not requiring sustained investment in new kinds of chips. Whether or not AI produces anything like the promised revolution, the current volume of money directed at AI chip production by the industry (bubble or not) will impact the trajectory and production of ever-improving semiconductors. In turn, those chips, their cost, and their capabilities will shape the political economy of tech and will determine how sustainable the political order built around access to cheap and regularly improving semiconductors proves.
2. A Modern Industrial Strategy for AI?: Interrogating the US Approach
by Amba Kak and Sarah West

A Modern Industrial Strategy

A modern industrial strategy identifies specific sectors that are foundational to economic growth, strategic from a national security perspective, and where private industry on its own isn’t poised to make the investments needed to secure our national ambitions. [...] This is about crowding in private investment—not replacing it. It’s about making long term investments in sectors vital to our national wellbeing—not picking winners and losers.149

US National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan’s speech on April 27, 2023 at the Brookings Institute sketched out key pillars of the Biden Administration’s industrial strategy: the Administration’s intention to make sound public investments, promote competition, and empower workers to grow the middle class.¹⁵⁰ This signals a notable departure from prior framings of industrial policy in recent decades, which have tended to foreground free market and neoliberal principles at the cost of the wellbeing of the public at large, with effects that are particularly stark along racial divides.¹⁵¹

Read in its entirety, the speech is most notable for its delicate disentangling of US national interests from those of the largest American companies. It deliberately distances this administration’s industrial policy from promoting so-called national champions, favoring a policy that instead prioritizes workers, small businesses, and the public. It also signals departure from the neoliberal orthodoxy by advocating for the abandonment of traditional approaches like free trade and the notion that all growth is good growth, instead using the apparatus of trade law to advocate for high-quality jobs and the working class, tackling economic inequality and shoring up the nation’s industrial capacity. It also matters that this statement came from within the national security establishment, where the strategic benefits of concentrated power are often deployed to perpetuate and maintain monopoly power.¹⁵²

In this essay, we argue that the Biden administration’s general posture towards a more democratized and worker-led industrial strategy has not translated into its initiatives on AI. We question if such a vision can even be translated within an industry that is constituted by the unprecedented concentration of capital, talent, and resources in a handful of companies, and a technological trajectory that is trending toward larger- and larger-scale development? While Sullivan’s speech makes clear that the Biden administration does not want to be seen to promote national monopolies as national interest (a stance also made explicit in Biden’s earlier Executive Order on Competition¹⁵³), this should not be confused with a more

A general move away from the promotion of US commercial interests as central to industrial policy: if anything, recent moves indicate a tension between these expressed priorities and the measures used to enact them.

Across emergent industrial policy initiatives on AI, we find a glaring lack of any coherent substantive vision for the public good that would animate and justify this focus on public investment in AI research and development. In this sense AI is unlike green technology, another pillar of the Administration’s industrial policy ambitions, where the climate crisis has galvanized a broad, global coalition united by clear objectives. Here, the AI investment imperative threaded through the administration’s strategy rests on the assumption that advancements in AI equate to progress (progress toward what?), and that AI, in its current form, is imperative to ensuring national security, sovereignty, and economic well being.

This chapter engages with these key questions, starting with a wide-ranging account of industrial policy in AI over the past five years (2019–2023). But the contours of this reinvigorated industrial policy as applied to artificial intelligence must be located within a longer history: as Susannah Glickman outlines in Chapter 1, for decades, US industrial policy focused on semiconductors and the promotion of a US-led semiconductor manufacturing industry as the foundation for advanced computing technologies, including artificial intelligence. Beginning in the 1990s, Glickman notes a decline in direct government investment in the sector. But this decline did not mean an end to US promotion of its tech industry broadly. Rather, it meant a change in approach. Instead of direct public investment, the Clinton administration and its allies favored promoting US corporate interests, particularly in the tech industry. Nurturing the US tech industry became a key pillar of their trade and domestic policy. During this Clinton-era period of global expansion for tech firms, “permissionless innovation” formed a core element of US policy rhetoric, and the promotion of “free and open” tech development was narrated as broadly aligned with the US national interest. This translated to policies that left US tech companies comparatively unencumbered by regulatory constraints over the past two decades, as policymaking sought primarily to remove obstacles to expansion.

This is important context for the return under the Biden administration (and to a lesser extent the Trump administration) to a familiar playbook of direct research and development investment—an approach that characterized US industrial policy for tech from the 1950s through the 1980s, albeit under markedly different geopolitical conditions. During the 1990s and 2000s, consumer tech companies
grew their economic and political power exponentially, with “Big Tech” emerging on the global stage as powerful geopolitical players. In tandem, the role of the US itself evolved with the end of the Cold War and emergence of a multipolar world order. The power of US companies, and particularly the large corporations that now dominate AI, became ascendant at the same moment that the US state itself began a comparative decline, even as US economic and trade policy promoted the interests of US companies and the US national interest as aligned.

AI has been increasingly central to US industrial policy since the Trump administration (and there, primarily a product of the Trump administration’s geopolitical interests), with an especially sharp uptick in the last year. Before we delve into specific interventions, these are key narratives that are routinely invoked to justify the need for public investment or public-private hybrid arrangements for AI:

- **AI as critical strategic technology**: The promotion of AI development as necessary to advance US economic and national security interests is prominent in discourses coming from the NSCAI/SCSP, which seamlessly bridge the pro-Big Tech and national security imperatives for fueling public investment into an AI arms race.154

- **Democratizing AI**: Under the Biden administration there has been a more recently emergent fault line, and potential historical rupture, in the expressed promise to confront concentrated power centralized in large tech companies. The need to “democratize AI” is a common refrain, notable in both the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (NSCAI) final report155 and the National Artificial Intelligence Research Resource (NAIRR) midterm.156 Outside of government, too, there are varying dimensions of what it means to democratize AI, with a diverse range of interests embracing democratization as a key banner.157

---


• **Procurement as industrial policy:** As one of the largest purchasers of AI systems, US government procurement policy forms a key lever in US industrial policy. In fact, procurement has been a central form of shaping technology development for the US government since World War II. In 2022, the US federal government spent an estimated $3.3 billion on AI-related contracts.\(^{158}\) While the Biden administration’s Executive Order on AI and the related OMB guidance promise new oversight structures for federal agencies contracting with private companies to provide “AI” services, however, some in civil society raise the most existential critique that using AI to substitute key public functions also “risks conceding critical ground—that corporate needs, and not the public’s, will drive agencies’ governing strategies.”\(^{159}\)

• **AI and the production/preservation of “good jobs”:** In reaction to narratives about AI driving job replacement, the production and preservation of high-paying, middle-class jobs is another key fault line in AI industrial policy. Public investments in AI, particularly in manufacturing, are frequently justified through promises of job production—although, as we detail below, these figures are often inflated and include lower-paid and contingent work in addition to a smaller pool of unionized jobs. In tandem with these job creation measures are “reskilling” and other initiatives that foreground the need for workers to adapt to the pace of development, rather than mandate that industry meaningfully attend to the effects on workers or position workers in a place of decisionmaking authority on whether and under what conditions AI is used.

---

**AI Industrial Policy: Intervening across the AI stack**

Since AI itself is a notoriously underspecified and shape-shifting term,\(^{160}\) we categorize government efforts based on where they focus their interventions in the AI stack: data, compute, labor, and R&D. We track policy statements, legislation, and

---


the broader cross-cutting government narratives that have sustained these developments.

**Compute**

The infrastructure needed to develop AI is monopolized up and down the stack, most notoriously within cloud computing, data centers, and the chips needed to process AI. In acknowledgment of the effects of these infrastructural dependencies, the shoring up of compute resources forms the core of US AI industrial policy. This focus on compute for AI is premised fundamentally on the idea that more AI development is necessarily good for the public, whether that good comes in the form of innovation, resilience or competition. These premises are woefully underspecified - both whether the shoring up of computational resources will necessarily lead to these end objectives, and whether these objectives necessarily serve the needs of the public (or sufficiently justify the use of taxpayer dollars). Given the detrimental environmental effects of both semiconductor manufacturing and running energy-intensive data centers, investment in supply in this sector may run counter to the Administration’s policy goals elsewhere to address climate change.

Two tentpole policy initiatives form the core of compute industrial policy: the CHIPS Act, federal legislation that subsidizes US-based semiconductor manufacturing; and the NAIRR, a proposal for the creation of cloud-based resources for research and development into artificial intelligence. These exist in several forms:

- The CHIPS and Science Act of 2022, signed into law on Aug. 9, 2022
- NAIRR Pilot, enacted by the National Science Foundation under the Executive Order on AI
- The CREATE AI ACT, proposed legislation that would implement the fuller vision for the NAIRR outlined in the final report of the National AI Research Resource Task Force.

---

These initiatives share the same broad contours: they involve the use of public resources and appropriations to incentivize US-based technological development in markets that are currently highly concentrated. Where they differ is in the problems they aim to address: the CHIPS Act is tied up in assuring US dominance in technological innovation and the resilience of its supply chains, in the face of geopolitical threats from an increasingly assertive China. By contrast, the NAIRR initiative identifies “democratization,” barriers to access, and a lack of diversity in AI as the primary challenges it aims to solve - though it, too, is trending toward adopting ‘arms race’ framing as a key justification. While it acknowledges the problems of concentrated power as a key issue in AI, it does not offer a structural remedy to the underlying problems with the structure of the compute market. This essentially incremental approach contrasts with the Biden Administration’s efforts to signal its willingness to engage in bold policy moves to protect fair competition.

Across the administration’s stances on computational industrial policy, there thus remain considerable shortcomings in the fit between the diagnosis and the cure—and in the case of the NAIRR, the risk that the solution may in fact exacerbate the problem it aims to solve.\(^{165}\)

The CHIPS Act: A Legacy of Past Industrial Policy Regimes

As a hallmark of contemporary US industrial policy, the CHIPS Act built on the legacy of past eras of semiconductor investment, positioning AI as one among several “industries of the future” that the US would need to invest in to ensure its continued technological dominance and competitiveness with China. In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and a series of supply chain failures, the Biden Administration issued an executive order (EO) that, among other things, identified the need for upgrades to the country’s semiconductor manufacturing capacity as a central economic and national security concern,\(^{166}\) tying supply chain disruption to growing rates of inflation and demands to bring American manufacturing back
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within the country’s borders.\textsuperscript{167} The initiative—and an ensuing legislative push led by senators Charles Schumer and Todd Young\textsuperscript{168}—aimed to boost US funding in R&D generally from 0.7 percent to 1 percent of GDP,\textsuperscript{169} and to increase the US share in the memory chip market by 500 percent.

Both the EO and legislative proposals reflected an underlying concern about a growing technological Cold War with China: “It’s not an overstatement to say [that semiconductors] are the ground zero of our tech competition with China,” remarked President Biden in one speech following the passage of the Act,\textsuperscript{170} which was followed in short order by a set of sweeping restrictions from the US Commerce Department limiting the sale of semiconductors, chip-making equipment, and other materials needed to maintain chip production facilities,\textsuperscript{171} leading several US-based chip manufacturing firms to recall their staff from China-based chip plants.\textsuperscript{172}

Press coverage also raised concerns that the US was ominously dependent on chips sourced from Taiwan amid these growing tensions;\textsuperscript{173} though the White House foregrounded US-based firms in its drumbeat of public engagement around the act,\textsuperscript{174} and US firms have been the first to receive CHIPS funding, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company received much of the press attention.

\textsuperscript{167} White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie,” October 6, 2022,

\textsuperscript{168} The CHIPS Act went through several forms prior to its passage; it was initially brought to the floor as the Endless Frontier Act in 2020, and then as the Innovation and Competition Act in 2021. See Endless Frontier Act, S.3832, 116th Congress (2019–2020),

\textsuperscript{169} White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie.”
\textsuperscript{167} White House, “Remarks by President Biden in Meeting with CEOs and Labor Leaders on the Importance of Passing the CHIPS Act,” July 26, 2022,

\textsuperscript{170} White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie.”
\textsuperscript{168} The CHIPS Act went through several forms prior to its passage; it was initially brought to the floor as the Endless Frontier Act in 2020, and then as the Innovation and Competition Act in 2021. See Endless Frontier Act, S.3832, 116th Congress (2019–2020),

\textsuperscript{169} White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie.”
\textsuperscript{170} White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie,” October 6, 2022,

\textsuperscript{168} The CHIPS Act went through several forms prior to its passage; it was initially brought to the floor as the Endless Frontier Act in 2020, and then as the Innovation and Competition Act in 2021. See Endless Frontier Act, S.3832, 116th Congress (2019–2020),

\textsuperscript{170} White House, “Remarks by President Biden in Meeting with CEOs and Labor Leaders on the Importance of Passing the CHIPS Act,” July 26, 2022,

\textsuperscript{171} See Alan Crawford, Jarrell Dillard, Helene Fouquet, and Isabel Reynolds, “The World Is Dangerously Dependent on Taiwan for Semiconductors,” Bloomberg, January 25, 2021,

\textsuperscript{167} White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie.”
\textsuperscript{170} White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie,” November 4, 2022,
TSMC is central to the supply chain choke point in global chip fabrication, as the sole manufacturer able to make the state-of-the-art chips used in much of advanced AI development and model training, and the company became a particular flash point for the concerns about China that motivated the bill. TSMC announced a $40 billion plan to manufacture two chip fabrication plants in Phoenix, Arizona, which was touted as having particular focus on building the chips needed for Apple to manufacture iPhones and MacBooks.175

But the TSMC plants found new relevance on the public agenda in 2023, following a sudden burst of interest in artificial intelligence when OpenAI released ChatGPT. Prior to this moment, the PR and policy narrative around CHIPS included AI on a laundry list of industries that the Act would benefit, including the development of energy-efficient and environmentally sustainable computing, quantum computing infrastructures, and material design and rapid printing techniques, among others. The bill included a handful of AI-specific provisions, including a mandate for the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) to “support the development of AI and data science” and to conduct research and testing to improve AI-enabled cybersecurity, and for the National Science Foundation (NSF) to expand its scholarship programs to include greater funding for AI scholarships.

The investments in CHIPS proved salient, though, when demand for state-of-the-art chips soared in spring 2023. Demand for computational power began to influence the behavior of AI firms large and small, motivating OpenAI to strike an exclusive agreement with Microsoft as its cloud provider and to convert from a nonprofit to a limited partnership in 2019, leading countless startups to make contractual arrangements with cloud infrastructure firms, and those firms themselves to restructure internally to maximize efficient use of data center resources.176 Picking up on these movements, TSMC decided to inject an additional $3.5 billion into its Phoenix plants,177 and announced the plants will produce 3nm chips, the current state of the art for AI model training, and an upgrade from the 5nm chips originally slated for production at the plants.178

177 Tobias Mann, “TSMC Injects a Bonus $3.5B into Arizona Chip Fabs,” Register, February 14, 2023, https://www.theregister.com/2023/02/14/tsmc_chip_fab_arizona.
Ultimately, however, reports indicate that it may not, in fact, address resilience concerns across the entire semiconductor supply chain: all chips produced at Fab 21 will still be shipped back to Taiwan for assembly and packaging, the final step before they can be used in devices—potentially undermining the underlying goal of the investment in the first place. While CHIPS investments may lead to the reinvigoration of US semiconductor manufacturing, they will not ultimately address the bottlenecks and geopolitical tensions that currently shape the provision of chips for cutting-edge AI development.

**NAIRR: “Democratizing” AI Through Compute Subsidies**

Against this backdrop, the National AI Research Resource emerged as a much more explicitly AI-focused industrial paradigm, conceptualized through the American Artificial Intelligence Initiative, the Trump Administration’s national strategy for coordinating AI development efforts across the federal government. At its outset the NAIRR was designed as a set of public–private partnerships between government, academia, and industry players, meant to prioritize the provision of compute resources and data for AI research in order to “democratize” AI innovation. The problem diagnosis outlined in the final report produced by the Committee is much more critical than this initial frame on the question of how high levels of industry concentration shape the landscape for AI development: it identifies an “access divide” that limits the ability for researchers beyond those at “well-resourced technology companies” to “leverage AI to tackle the big challenges in our society,” treating resource concentration as an inhibitor to technological development. The report notes that barriers to accessing advanced computational power constrain “the diversity of researchers in the field and the breadth of ideas
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incorporated into AI innovations, contributing to embedded biases and inequalities found in AI systems today.”

But the solution, as outlined in the final NAIRR report, entails a series of awards that would essentially serve as subsidies to an already concentrated cloud market: $2.25 billion earmarked for contracts, capped at $200 million per provider—made in cohorts of at least six providers on six-year contracts for cloud service provision. What this means is that NAIRR—in this version—would be structured as a licensing regime under which term contracts are allocated to commercial cloud infrastructure providers. Though this approach offers a pragmatic path to implementation in the short term, given the paucity of alternatives, it will ultimately entrench incumbent firms, despite the inclusion of some guardrails.

“At present, only a handful of companies can afford the substantial computational resources required to develop and train the machine learning models underlying today’s AI,” Stanford University’s Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence codirector John Etchemendy told Science in 2021, making clear that the proposal—which he helped draft—was designed to expand rather than contest commercial cloud infrastructure. “The commercial cloud providers are doing the innovation, and they invest massive amounts of money to keep it up to date. It would be a huge mistake to build a facility like a supercomputer center because it would be obsolete within a few years.”

The current NSF project CloudBank was designed to offer a template for what this would look like: NSF runs a portal for researchers to access cloud services for NSF-approved research projects. The four commercial cloud providers offered through CloudBank are Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, and IBM Cloud—a very limited vision for diversity. The CREATE AI Act, the legislation that would ultimately implement the full version for the NAIRR, leaves the exact structure unspecified beyond a mandate for “public cloud providers providing access to popular computational and storage services for NAIRR users”, which could take the form of licensing per the Task Force proposal, credits to access computational resources, or some other model. To move forward, this would require congressional approval and appropriations to be brought into being.

184 Ibid.
188 Mervis, “U.S. Law Sets Stage for Boost to Artificial Intelligence Research.”
The NAIRR pilot, created under the Biden administration EO on artificial intelligence,\(^{189}\) offered an interim step toward implementation absent such funding measures. In place, the pilot adopts a new set of distinct structures: first, it creates a platform through which applicants can seek to access existing government supercomputers and government datasets operated by several agencies. Second, it introduces a marketplace of offerings by a range of organizations - including a number of AI companies - for NAIRR users to apply for developer resources. Several of the offerings on this marketplace give the companies providing access the ability to direct how they’re used - for example, mandating that compute credits, API access or allocated funds be given only to researchers from specific types of institutions or for specific types of work.

Across these varying structures for the NAIRR, there are a shared set of tensions that call into question whether ‘democratization’ is an appropriate litmus test for public AI; simply diversifying the range of actors involved in AI development while commercial entities continue to define the horizon for AI research does little to contest their dominance.\(^{190}\) In practice, the vision for the NAIRR only extends as far as providing on-ramps for researchers to access resources for AI development in a highly captured market. It will not meaningfully perturb the development process itself, exemplifying the deficiencies of public investment-style industrial policy proposals for cloud computing absent other measures for structural accountability in the sector, or that address monopolization up and down the tech stack.

Moreover, proposals like the NAIRR do little to address the question of why artificial intelligence is deserving of additional resourcing and support: it operates from a presumption that more AI development, from a more diverse range of actors, will create beneficial effects that accrue to the nation. But it does little to justify or engage with what these beneficial effects might be.

The messaging surrounding the CREATE AI Act suggests that these are articulated predominantly through a geopolitical ‘AI arms race’ frame rather than a public benefit frame that might be more easily intuited from the ‘democratization’ language that accompanied much of the NAIRR Task Force’s work. In a fact sheet describing the legislation, this is described as follows: “Without full congressional authorization and approval, American leadership in academic AI research could be

\(^{189}\) White House, “Executive Order on the Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy Development and Use of Artificial Intelligence.”
\(^{190}\) Amba Kak and Sarah Myers West, “The Problem With Public-Private Partnerships In AI.”
forfeited. Other countries are not waiting around: the UK government recently approved a plan to spend $1.1 billion on a public sector AI supercomputer, and China is moving ahead with similar plans.”¹⁹¹ Even here, it’s unclear how an investment even at the scale recommended by the NAIRR Task Force ($2.6 billion) effectively competes with that of the deep pockets of the AI industry - not when Amazon has pledged $35 billion toward upgrading its data centers in the state of Virginia alone.¹⁹² As such, there are reasons to question whether the NAIRR is designed to live up to its intended effects, in addition to challenging the underlying presumption that any benefits it offers justify taxpayer investment.

State-Level Initiatives: Public Compute, Without Scale

In the swell of attention to artificial intelligence over the past year, several states have adopted their own industrial policy measures. These similarly focus on the provision of computational resources to encourage AI research and development, seeking to bring AI investments to specific localities and develop localized innovation hubs. New York has been one of the most active on this front, given Senator Schumer’s vocal interest in rallying to ensure that federal funding would flow to his home state of New York.¹⁹³ Building on initial CHIPS Act investments in upstate New York, in early 2024 Governor Kathy Hochul announced an “Empire AI” initiative designed to commit state funding toward establishing a university-led consortium focused on “responsible AI research and the public good.” The flagship project for the consortium includes the construction of a computing center to be built in upstate New York, a proposal designed to ensure the state has its own cloud infrastructure (as opposed to a licensing contract with an existing cloud firm).¹⁹⁴

According to a statement announcing the project:

Access to the computing resources that power AI systems is prohibitively expensive and difficult to obtain. These resources are increasingly concentrated in the hands of large technology companies, who maintain outsized control of the AI development ecosystem. As a result, researchers,

¹⁹¹ Eshoo, “AI Caucus Leaders Introduce Bipartisan Bill to Expand Access to AI Research.”
public interest organizations, and small companies are being left behind, which has enormous implications for AI safety and society at large.\textsuperscript{195}

The new initiative commits $275 million in state resources, matched by $125 million in private funding from the Simons Foundation and Tom Secunda, a cofounder of Bloomberg.\textsuperscript{196}

California has also explored similar investments through legislation that would create a “CalCompute” resource within the public University of California system. According to the initial proposal, CalCompute would be “a collaboration between academics, policymakers, and industry experts from large institutions to guide the development of AI in responsible and secure directions and ensure the benefits of this technology are spread widely.”\textsuperscript{197} Specifics on how this would be structured have yet to be announced, though a bill, SB 1047, seeks to initiate the process by mandating a deliberation on the appropriate structure for CalCompute.\textsuperscript{198}

Across these examples, public investment in compute is taking an increasingly prominent role in AI industrial policymaking in the United States, with approaches coalescing around two strategic choices: procurement of cloud resources on one hand, and direct investments in chip manufacturing on the other. Absent other policy measures, neither of these approaches addresses the scope and scale of monopolization of compute in AI, which stretches across the tech stack. In some instances, as in the case of NAIRR and EmpireAI, there’s acknowledgment of the harmful effects this concentration can have in narrowing the scope for innovation. But this only goes so far in shaping the diagnosis of evidence marshaled behind the investment, stopping short of rallying political capital behind bolder interventions that would more meaningfully address market concentration.\textsuperscript{199}


\textsuperscript{196} These numbers pale in comparison to earlier rounds of investments made into semiconductor manufacturing in the state: New York committed $5.5 billion to secure $100 billion in investments from Micron into the construction of a new chip manufacturing facility in Syracuse, New York; and IBM announced a $20 billion investment under the CHIPS Act in a new chip manufacturing plant in the Hudson Valley. See White House, “Remarks by President Biden on the CHIPS and Science Act at IBM Poughkeepsie.” .


\textsuperscript{199} For more on concentration in compute and policy interventions across the AI tech stack, see Jai Vipra and Sarah Myers West, “Computational Power and AI,” AI Now Institute, September 27, 2023, https://ainowinstitute.org/publication/policy/compute-and-ai.
Data: Creating “AI-Ready” Data

Access to a large volume of high-quality, “AI-ready” datasets has been a consistent theme in government strategy around AI. From the 2018 Trump Management Agenda, which created a cross-agency goal to “leverage data as a strategic asset” and initiated the “Federal Data Strategy” and the 2019 Executive Order to the Biden Administration’s recent AI R&D strategies and the NAIRR, there has been a range of government activity around data as a core strategic input for AI. Often captured in the term AI-ready data, there’s also a clear emphasis on quality of data, acknowledging that only properly cleaned, labeled, and structured data will be of value for AI uses. There have also been efforts toward standardization and benchmarking in this domain. The Trump White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) Subcommittee on Open Science released a four-tier, pilot AI-readiness matrix that agencies could use to benchmark data quality. The Biden Administration’s NAIRR Task Force implementation plan similarly calls for “analysis-ready” datasets to be defined using community-driven standards.

Even as data is readily acknowledged as a key input (and therefore a bottleneck) in AI development, the US government rarely calls attention to the fact that a large amount of such high-quality datasets are controlled by private industry, and specifically by Big Tech companies. Unlike in Europe or India, where, as part of a broader movement to call attention to data monopolies, there have been one-off proposals for mandating data-sharing and private-sector contributions to data commons, American AI policy has been notably restrained around pushing for data access or even acknowledging the data advantages enjoyed by large tech
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202 Executive Order 13899 requested that agencies “improve data and model inventory documentation” and “prioritize improvements to access and quality” based on the “AI research community’s user feedback” (emphasis added).
companies. A rare exception might be the 2023 National AI R&D updated plan, which recognizes an urgent need for “creating partnerships” for data sharing with tech companies, only to eventually concede that competitive challenges with such proposals will likely make them untenable.  

Although contesting existing data concentration within industry has been off the table, pushing for greater access to federal government data has been a centerpiece of strategic efforts. One prong of this is creating new infrastructure or exchanges for sharing these data resources. The Biden OSTP announced a new portal for AI researchers to create access to new government datasets and test-bed environments (but there have been few additional details since the announcement and the portal continues to give a 404 error message as of this writing); and the final NAIRR report also floats the idea of AI data commons and AI marketplaces (“social and technical architecture through which the user community contributes, documents, and shares data, codes, and models”) as examples of models for enabling access. Absent guardrails on how companies are allowed to use federal data, AI procurement mandates for government services (of the kind established by the 2019 and 2023 Executive Orders) might also end up giving technology companies privileged access to government data, especially in sectors where some of the largest companies have already accrued advantages due to strategic acquisitions.

Questions of data aren’t just relevant for questions of competitive advantage and performance. Training datasets for AI is a crucial point of intervention for engineering social outcomes from AI systems, as well as for mitigating concerns around bias and discrimination, privacy, and intellectual property. While data-focused initiatives have primarily indexed on maximizing value extraction from data, rather than attending to the risks of its exploitation, the Biden administration’s industrial strategy does integrate data provenance and bias mitigation strategies as part of how efforts like NAIRR are being envisioned, akin to government “pilots” for what “trustworthy AI” systems and processes might look like—but much of this is still theoretical. This will be crucial given that the reckless exploitation of personal data for AI training has already come under the scanner of regulatory agencies like the FTC, who propose remedies like “algorithmic disgorgement” or the deletion of
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208 Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence of the National Science and Technology Council, National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan 2023 Update, May 2023, Executive Office of the President of the United States, https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/National-Artificial-Intelligence-Research-and-Development-Strategic-Plan-2023-Update.pdf. The report finds that the competitive challenges with such proposals will likely make them untenable. The authors even note that such data sharing is “urgently needed”—but they bury the lede!

209 National Artificial Intelligence Research Resource Task Force, Strengthening and Democratizing the U.S. Artificial Intelligence Innovation Ecosystem.
The AI R&D strategy also positions the use of federal data as a way of ensuring representation of underrepresented communities or AI use cases that are designed to avoid replicating discrimination (like using data from the Home Owners Loan Corporation in the 1930s that was used for redlining to avoid replicating it).  

**Labor: Tackling Fears of AI-Driven Job Replacement through Workforce Development**

Impacts on labor have not constituted the primary focal point for US industrial policy investments in AI, but job creation and preservation has frequently been used as a clear justification for public investment in the sector. These discourses are distinctive in the context of artificial intelligence, a domain in which fears of job replacement due to AI deployment have persisted since the 1960s.

Labor provisions in AI industrial policy cluster around three primary types of policy interventions:

1. Mandates tying public investment to compliance with labor guidelines, such as Davis-Bacon requirements that tie funding to union wages or mandates to provide affordable childcare
2. Workforce development and upskilling measures
3. Immigration measures including fast-tracking visas for workers with particular skill sets in AI development

**Public Investment Mandates and Workplace Protections**

First are guarantees that public investment into the AI sector will be tied to company compliance with certain labor requirements and workplace protections. For example, provisions in the CHIPS Act require employers to pay Davis-Bacon
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210 Jevan Hutson and Ben Winters, “America’s Next ‘Stop Model!’ Model Deletion.” Georgetown Law Technology Review: Building The Foundation For The Use Of Artificial Intelligence, Before the House Committee on Energy, Commerce, Subcommittee on Innovation, Data, and Commerce,” (2023) [Statement of Amba Kak, Executive Director, AI Now Institute], https://d1dth6e84htqma.cloudfront.net/Amba_Kak_Testimony_IDC_AI_Hearing_2023_10_18_e02d4b6f51.pdf.


prevailing wage rates for the construction of CHIPS-funded facilities, and mandate recipients of CHIPS funds “demonstrate significant worker and community investments, including opportunities for small businesses and disadvantaged communities.” Furthermore, rules set by the Department of Commerce dictate that recipients of funds must guarantee affordable and high-quality childcare for workers involved in building or operating plants.

Union representatives were a central constituency in the passage of the bill: the White House held meetings with union leadership about the importance of passing the bill in advance of the floor vote, and union representatives were prominent at a number of flagship events. For example, at an event held with President Biden, Communications Workers Association President Chris Shelton tied the passage of the bill to creation of new jobs that would expand key elements of the union’s base in semiconductor manufacturing, growing the union’s power: “With the passage of this bill and the growing investment in semiconductor production, I’m expecting to be able to help organize thousands of additional workers. For those workers, this bill will be a ticket to a better life.” He went on to tie these measures to competition with China: “I’m also glad that the bill includes key protections to prevent companies that receive the money from turning around and investing in semiconductor production in China instead of the United States.” But it’s unclear whether the investment will deliver on these promises: for example, a report on one plant being constructed in Syracuse by the company Micron questioned the claim that Micron’s investment would create “50,000 good-paying jobs” in the city, noting that estimates overinflated the impact on the local economy by including contingent and low-paying jobs.

Implementation of the labor provisions of the CHIPS legislation remains turbulent, particularly for TSMC: CEO Morris Chang has been vocal in his opposition to the

215 As outlined above, both of these provisions received pushback from TSMC, which asserted that labor protections and a generalized lack of work ethic among US workers were a significant hindrance to its plant construction—though this did not lead to any changes in the provisions themselves.
unionization mandates tied to receipt of federal funding, complaining the US lacks the necessary manufacturing talent \(^{218}\) and work ethic: “If an engineer [in Taiwan] gets a call when he is asleep, he will wake up and start dressing,” he said in a public statement. “His wife will ask: ‘What’s the matter?’ He would say: ‘I need to go to the factory.’ The wife will go back to sleep without saying another word. This is the work culture.” \(^{219}\) For their part, workers involved in the construction of the plant allege safety violations, and that the construction of the facility has been marred by accidents and labor disputes. \(^{220}\) The Arizona Pipe Trades 469 union petitioned against TSMC’s application to fast-track visas for Taiwanese workers, \(^{221}\) asserting Chang is inventing a skills shortage to justify the hiring of cheaper labor from abroad rather than comply with the labor requirements tied to federal funding. \(^{222}\)

Despite these challenges, the Biden Administration reinforced its commitment to labor unions as a key constituency for AI industrial policy in its 2023 Executive Order on AI. “Supporting Workers” is outlined as a tentpole priority in the White House Fact sheet on the executive order, which outlines the need to mitigate risks to workers, “support workers’ ability to bargain collectively, and invest in workforce training and development that is accessible to all.” \(^{223}\) Among the EO’s provisions was a mandate for the Secretary of Labor to issue guidance “to make clear that employers that deploy AI to monitor or augment employees’ work must continue to comply with protections that ensure that workers are compensated for their hours worked, as defined under the Fair Labor Standards Act and other legal requirements.” \(^{224}\) Though it’s not explicitly outlined, this measure likely aims to address the emergence of fissured work mediated by artificial intelligence-driven interfaces. For example, one of the issues that platform-based workers have foregrounded is whether they are adequately paid for “time off tasks” that


algorithmic systems used by employers don’t count as paid work, such as time spent by rideshare drivers while awaiting their next passenger.

**Workforce Development and Reskilling**

Another long-standing pillar of labor in AI industrial policy focuses on the need to develop the US workforce through “reskilling” programs that ensure workers have the tools they need for an AI-driven economy. These narratives frame AI development as inevitable engines of job displacement, positioning workers as disaffected and out of touch without the prodding engine of government intervention, rather than seeking to build worker autonomy and leadership in determining the course of AI development.

Many of these measures start from the need for additional research: for example, a proposed AI JOBS Act of 2019 would have authorized the Department of Labor to create a report analyzing the future growth of AI and its impact on the workforce. The Trump administration’s AI Executive Order similarly sought to commission recommendations on how STEM education needed to evolve in response to the demands of artificial intelligence, and prioritized instructional and training programs in addition to establishing a priority path for AI in existing federal fellowship and service programs. The more recent Biden administration’s Executive Order on AI builds on this set of mandates by requiring the Department of Labor to, again, research the labor market effects of AI and identify how federal funding can best be used to support workers, developing principles and best practices to mitigate AI-driven harms and providing guidance “to prevent employers from undercompensating workers, evaluating job applications unfairly, or impinging on workers’ ability to organize.”

The National AI Advisory Commission focused extensively on workforce development considerations, following the mandate in its charter to “prepare the present and future United States workforce for the integration of artificial intelligence.”
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intelligence systems across all sectors of the economy and society.” This mandate is reflected in its recommendation to launch a “moonshot” on US literacy, numeracy, and problem-solving, and to build a national campaign on lifelong AI career success targeted at later-in-life workers. This latter program is intended to “upskill” these workers through “myth-busting” about their capabilities to succeed in high-tech jobs, and conduct targeted outreach to these communities.

These interventions also tend to prize particular types of skill sets—frequently articulated using language such as “AI expertise” or “STEM”—in ways that risk undermining the legitimacy of the subject-matter expertise and the value of normative decision-making more broadly. This extends to the government’s own hiring; for example, the Office of Management and Budget guidance to agencies around the “workforce” prioritizes hiring for people with “AI interpretation skills” and could gut both the subject matter expertise of internal staff and their agency to make decisions independent of the recommendations of automated systems.

**Countering the “Brain Drain” through Immigration Measures**

Concerns about a “brain drain” of talent in the AI sector is a persistent concern in industrial policy narratives. The NAIRR final report frames this in a particularly notable way, expressing concerns about diversity and equity in AI due to the heavy concentration of resources in large private-sector firms, well-resourced universities, and national labs. The report articulates that the “brain drain” of top AI talent to a small set of well-resourced corporations has detrimental effects on US innovation and economic growth. “Extending access to AI research resources as broadly as possible, and incorporating a diverse set of viewpoints into the prioritization of investments, the review of resources and resource providers, and the evolution of the AI research ecosystem, are core to the NAIRR’s diversity and capacity goals,” the report states.
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The Biden administration’s executive order shifts the “brain drain” framing into more conventional territory, placing emphasis on attracting skilled AI labor by streamlining visa criteria, interviews, and reviews.\(^{235}\) Notably, the narrow focus on “experts in AI and other critical and emerging technologies” limits the effects of such measures in a manner that will have both class-based and likely geographic limitations, in contrast to a more broad-based approach to immigration records.\(^{236}\)

**R&D: Imaginations of AI for Good**

“The development of AI in the United States is concentrated in fewer organizations in fewer geographic regions pursuing fewer research pathways. Commercial agendas are dictating the future of AI and concentrating heavily in one discipline: machine learning (ML).”

— NSCAI Report on AI, 2021\(^{237}\)

This report from the NSCAI, authored by senior figures from both the defense and commercial technology industry, is notable for its damning critique of how private industry is setting the agenda on AI research and development. It stands in marked contrast to the Bush- and Clinton-era shift toward federal support for commercially oriented R&D carried out by the private sector, which Susannah Glickman highlights in her essay in Chapter 2. The vision then was imagining what “a civilian DARPA that could do for U.S. economic competitiveness what the old DARPA had done for military competitiveness.”\(^{238}\) Yet the NSCAI’s indictment offered the narrow remedy of simply increasing public investment in AI (undergirding developments like the NAIRR and CHIPS Act) rather than meaningfully overcoming and correcting the overreliance on commercial incentives.

In fact, the allocation of public R&D funds earmarked specifically for AI under both the Trump and Biden administrations has been accompanied by the more generic policy narratives around basic research for pushing the frontiers of science and the public good, alongside more specific directives on using AI to strengthen US global competitiveness; mitigate potentially “catastrophic risks”; and overcome concerns
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of algorithmic bias.\textsuperscript{239} Under the Trump administration, the NSF announced $500 million over five years in research funding focused on “transformational advances” in sectors of societal impact like agriculture, climate, and education, citing examples such as tackling extreme weather preparedness to K–12 education. The grants were in partnership with the Department of Agriculture’s National Institute of Food and Agriculture, the Department of Homeland Security’s Science and Technology Directorate, and the Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration.\textsuperscript{240} The contours of “AI for good” under the Biden administration, which allocated $700 million to AI research, highlight traditional national interest sectors like “agriculture, healthcare, manufacturing, critical infrastructure, and sustainability” as ripe for AI R&D. (National security isn’t mentioned as a key use case, although “enhancing perceptual capabilities and sensorial data” has been a consistent thrust area,\textsuperscript{241} with obvious relevance for military contexts.) Another theme in the 2023 R&D strategy is promoting AI as a tool to counter bias and advance equity; it’s notable that these articulations of AI for good seem to borrow concepts from the burgeoning field of “sociotechnical” research on AI (exemplified by conferences like FaccT), which has platformed research on this kind of AI use case. A dominant critique of ‘AI fairness’ research, including from within FaccT, is an overemphasis on technically oriented questions of bias mitigation, and relatively less so on lenses that interrogate where AI might be used to entrench power dynamics or erode autonomy (as with workplace surveillance), or contribute to concentration of power in the tech industry.

Lawmakers have also called attention to the relatively low levels of public R&D investment compared to the billions of dollars spent by the tech industry.\textsuperscript{242} Scholars of American innovation strategy have argued that there is no meaningful comparison because the pressure on firms to produce profits means that American industry barely pays for R&D that doesn’t have longer-term horizons, even though on paper they have much larger R&D spend. This wildly different risk appetite for

\textsuperscript{239} The FY2024 Biden Administration budget specifically mentions the latter two as drivers of the $700 million investment in AI funding for FY2023. The Budget also specifically allocates funding for AI to both the Department of Energy ($169 million) and NIST ($975 million meant to go toward AI, quantum, and cybersecurity efforts).


\textsuperscript{242} Anna G. Eshoo, “AI Caucus Leaders Introduce Bipartisan Bill to Expand Access to AI Research.”
public R&D, the argument goes, makes it particularly suitable for general-purpose innovation.²⁴³

However, at a time when the AI industry is uniquely influential in defining the notion of “breakthrough science,” the assumption that public investment is necessarily better or differently placed to drive these advancements is increasingly shaky. The priorities of federal R&D appear to reflect (and potentially entrench) industry trends; the 2016 R&D strategy identified “narrow AI systems” as most ripe for advancements, whereas the latest 2023 R&D strategy flags “scalable general-purpose AI,” the models responsible for the chatGPT-inspired AI industry boom, as an explicit priority for public research. This emphasis on large-scale general-purpose AI never acknowledges the market, financial, and environmental impacts that the compute and data dependencies of this trajectory entails. Scale is increasingly used as a proxy for progress and performance, with ever-larger-scale general-purpose AI models like LLMs often positioned by industry stakeholders as stepping stones to forms of so-called “artificial general intelligence” (AGI). The promise of AGI is also inextricably linked to national security dominance— whoever builds AGI first will win the AI race—making the commercial and national security goalposts all but meld into one another.

In other words, the nostalgic framing around transformative publicly funded “basic research” not only obscures the deep and structural dependencies on private technology companies at every layer of the AI stack (starkest when it comes to compute), but also the more fundamental ways in which the commercial AI industry limits the public imagination of what trajectory these technologies should take, and the interests they should serve. Recent state-led efforts like Empire AI, which attempt to “build their own” rather than license from private industry, demonstrate that it’s a weakness that political actors recognize but are hard-pressed to overcome given the unprecedented amount of capital it will require to build genuinely public infrastructure for AI.

Sound industrial policymaking must proceed from a deliberate assessment that particular industries both accrue necessary benefits that serve the national interest, and that these benefits will not transpire absent additional resourcing and strategic support. The current approach to AI industrial policymaking fails on both accounts: first, it is far from clear that the tech industry lacks sufficient resources

to proceed on its own, or that the structure and scale of these industrial policy interventions will meaningfully contest with monopoly dominance within the industry - if anything, they should be juxtaposed against the comparatively paltry funding granted to the regulatory agencies responsible for enforcing the antitrust laws. And it’s abundantly clear that the promotion of AI development exists in tension with the Administration’s stated policy goals of growing the middle class, empowering workers, and tackling the problem of climate change. The preoccupation with building larger- and larger scale AI has detracted from genuine reflection on how, if at all, AI systems can be designed to serve public interests beyond the incentives powering the commercial industry.
3. To Innovate or to Regulate? The False Dichotomy at the Heart of Europe’s Industrial Approach

by Max von Thun

After decades of neglect, industrial policy once again finds itself at the heart of Europe’s policy ambitions. The perceived need to accelerate the so-called “digital transition” is a core focus of these ambitions, driven in large part by fears about Europe being “left behind” in the global race for technological supremacy. Meanwhile, rising geopolitical instability and the combined economic impact of the pandemic and war in Ukraine have made Europeans painfully aware of their dependence on concentrated global supply chains for essential goods.
A key milestone in this ongoing revival of industrial policy was the publication, in early 2020, of the European Commission's first formal industrial strategy in many years. This was followed by a flurry of other measures, from legislation including the European Chips Act and the Net-Zero Industry Act to the relaxation of EU state aid rules and the creation of a €750 billion post-COVID economic recovery fund. These new tools build on a considerable arsenal of existing programs and powers, including the EU's competition regime, various public investment schemes, and initiatives at the national level.

In this chapter, the phrase industrial policy is used expansively to include not only traditional levers like direct state investments and subsidies, but also regulatory frameworks like competition law and other digital regulation that can be creatively wielded to produce an environment favorable to national companies. European policymakers—particularly at the national level—are increasingly intent on using industrial policy, as broadly defined here, to accelerate the development and uptake of AI. This trend has been hastened by the explosion of interest in AI triggered by the launch of ChatGPT in November 2022. This has not only resulted in increasing amounts of public funding being directed toward AI and related technologies, but has in some instances led policymakers to actively undermine efforts to impose regulatory guardrails, most notably in relation to the EU’s AI Act. With European elections set to take place in 2024, these tense debates over Europe’s economic relevance in AI will only grow in intensity.

The Rise and Demise of Industrial Policy in Europe: A Primer

Before diving further into the details of Europe’s renewed commitment to industrial strategy and how that relates to AI, it is worth briefly considering the historical developments that led up to this point, and how they inform today’s debate.

The rise of the European industrial state coincided with the major wars and economic disruption of the first half of the twentieth century, both of which greatly increased the need for state capacity and intervention. This was followed by the heyday of European industrial policy in the decades following the Second World War, as governments sought to rebuild the war-ravaged European continent upon more equitable socioeconomic foundations, drawing on substantial economic support
from the United States through the Marshall Plan. Industrial policy during the postwar era was highly interventionist, with governments seeking to “pick winners” through support targeted at specific sectors, and with state-owned firms representing a substantial share of economic activity.

From the 1980s onward, however, as the influence of neoliberal economic thinking and the “Washington Consensus” approached its zenith, industrial intervention was replaced by measures to unleash market forces and shrink the role of the state in the economy through privatization and deregulation. A key priority during these decades was the establishment of a European “single market” based on the free movement of goods, capital, and people. Industrial policy in this context was largely restricted to eliminating barriers to trade, promoting market competition, and investing in the research and development (R&D) and skills needed to remain globally competitive.244 245

This consensus began to erode at the beginning of the twenty-first century, and has since almost entirely collapsed. The 2007–2008 financial crash, and the severe and protracted economic crisis it caused in Europe, greatly increased the willingness of European governments to intervene in the economy, from publicly funded retraining and job-creation programs to public investment in economically disadvantaged regions. While most intervention took place at the national level, there was also a marked shift (at least ideologically) at the EU level.246 In recent years this shift has accelerated rapidly due to a number of factors outlined below, including the rise of China and the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

While this revival is not without contestation, especially from smaller countries that see calls for more industrial policy as cover for larger, richer member states to prop up domestic companies and industries, 247 it has been supercharged in the past few years by three key overlapping developments.

246 In 2012, the European Commission launched a Strategy for the Re-Industrialization of Europe, which aimed at increasing the share of manufacturing in the European economy from 15 percent to 20 percent of GDP, through a combination of public investment, training programs, and better access to finance and markets.
247 Although few are advocating for a full return to the laissez-faire approach of the past, some fear the continent risks throwing the baby out with the bathwater by going too far in embracing intervention. This tension can be seen in the relationship between the EU’s larger members (especially France and Germany) and smaller northern, eastern, and Scandinavian countries. The latter have often interpreted calls for more industrial policy as cover for larger, richer member states to prop up domestic companies and industries, at the expense of the EU single market’s “level playing field.” See Gabriela Baczyńska, “Eleven EU Countries Urge ‘Great Caution’ in Loosening State Aid Rules” Reuters, February 14, 2023, https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/eleven-eu-countries-urge-great-caution-loosening-state-aid-rules-2023-02-14.
First, both the rise of China as a major economic and political power, and the growing insularity and unpredictability of the US as a global actor, have made European policymakers far more aware of the continent’s economic and geopolitical weaknesses. Industrial policy is thus seen as a means of reducing these dependencies and weaknesses, while at the same time strengthening Europe’s global competitiveness.

Second, the economic disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, and subsequently by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, highlighted Europe’s precarious dependence on foreign markets and actors for critical supplies, from medical equipment to semiconductors and rare earths. These crises have shaken Europe’s confidence in the capacity of global supply chains to meet its essential needs, and have led to calls for greater diversification of supply (including increased local and regional production) to strengthen the continent’s resilience to external shocks.

The third factor is Europe’s desire to be globally competitive when it comes to developing advanced technologies and tackling climate change. As in other places, the urgent need to reduce emissions—and the private sector’s failure to meet the challenge—has opened up a clear role for industrial policy in steering and accelerating the green transition. Most recently, this urgency has been magnified by the perceived need to “keep up” with green industrial policy initiatives elsewhere (above all the US Inflation Reduction Act) amid fears that foreign subsidies will lure businesses and investment away from Europe.248

This logic of competitiveness is also increasingly being applied to technology. Frustration over Europe’s failure to produce globally competitive technology firms (only one European company, ASML, figures among the world’s twenty largest tech firms, and the continent has few leading tech startups249), as well as concerns that this history will repeat itself with AI and other emerging technologies, mean that digital now finds itself at the heart of the EU’s emerging industrial policy agenda.

How Industrial Policy Is Being Used to Drive the EU’s Digital and Green Objectives

A major milestone in the EU’s renewed interest in industrial policy was the publication in March 2020 of the Commission’s New Industrial Strategy for Europe, the bloc’s first formal industrial strategy in many years. At the heart of the strategy are the so-called “twin transitions” to a green and digital economy, alongside an explicit commitment to enhancing Europe’s “open strategic autonomy.” While the strategy contained few new policy measures, it provided an overarching intellectual framework for the EU’s industrial policies that was previously lacking.

Another important step in the EU’s expanding industrial policy arsenal was the creation of the Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF) as a response to the economic shock of the pandemic. Through the RRF, the Commission took the unprecedented step of borrowing money directly on capital markets and then using the subsequent funds to distribute grants and loans to member states for their national economic recovery plans, with a heavy emphasis on investment in green and digital infrastructure and capabilities.

While intended as a one-off measure, the RFF set a major precedent with regard to the EU’s centralized fiscal capabilities that is likely to be repeated in future economic crises, if not in times of stability.

Finally, the past few years have seen significant modifications to the EU’s state aid regime. The rules have been repeatedly loosened to give governments greater leeway to subsidize industry: first in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, then following the energy crisis triggered by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and once more in response to the US Inflation Reduction Act. Important Projects of Common European Interest (IPCEI)—which enable member states to join forces in using state

251 The total amount allocated under the RFF is €723 billion, with a roughly fifty-fifty split between grants and loans. To receive support, member states were required to submit national plans allocating at least 37 percent of the funding to green measures and another 20 percent to digital initiatives, reflecting the “twin transitions” in the industrial strategy. These plans are in the process of being implemented across the EU, with governments having until December 2026 to make reforms and investments.
252 The state aid rules, enshrined in Article 107 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), require the Commission to approve or reject large subsidies provided by member states to national businesses. The regime is designed to prevent governments with greater financial resources from using subsidies, tax breaks, and other fiscal measures to favor domestic industry, given the distortive effect this would have on the EU’s internal market.
aid to address market failures and promote innovation—have also become more prominent in recent years, with the Commission approving separate multibillion euro IPCEIs on chips, cloud computing, and hydrogen in the past two years alone.\textsuperscript{254}

While each relaxation of the state aid rules has been temporary, certain member states, particularly France and Germany, have issued calls to extend them beyond their current deadlines.\textsuperscript{255} This has been contested by smaller countries concerned about unfair advantages for their larger peers; data showing that nearly four-fifths of approved state aid was spent by France and Germany suggests they have a case.\textsuperscript{256} The Commission’s increasingly permissive approach to state aid has also raised alarm bells with civil society groups concerned about corporate capture and rising market concentration.\textsuperscript{257}

The New Industrial Strategy, the Resilience and Recovery Fund, and the loosening of the state aid rules are three key developments in the EU’s increasingly interventionist approach to industrial policy. But the EU has many other relevant tools in its industrial arsenal—from its competition, export control, and investment screening regimes to sizeable spending programs, including the €95 billion Horizon Europe R&D funding program, the European Regional Development Fund, the European Investment Bank, and the recently established European Innovation Council, which invests directly in innovative companies.

Much of the recent legislation passed by the EU also has a significant industrial policy flavor, including the European Chips Act (which seeks to increase the bloc’s share in the global semiconductor market), the Critical Raw Materials Act (which aims to secure the EU’s access to the raw materials needed in key sectors), and the Net-Zero Industry Act (intended to scale-up the manufacture of clean technologies in Europe). Meanwhile, many of the EU’s flagship digital policy initiatives, including the Digital Markets Act (DMA) and the Data Act, have the explicit aim of boosting Europe’s economic competitiveness and technological sovereignty.


AI and Industrial Policy

The EU’s identification of AI as an economic opportunity and component of its future competitiveness is relatively recent. The Commission’s 2015 Digital Single Market Strategy failed to mention AI whatsoever, while its 2017 review of the strategy only included limited references. This began to shift with the 2018 European Strategy on AI, which focused more on opportunities than threats, and was cemented in 2021 by the Commission’s Communication on Fostering a European Approach to Artificial Intelligence. The communication sets forth an ambition to turn the EU into a “world-class hub for AI” and notes the technology’s “enormous potential to provide European industry with a competitive edge.”

Ambitious rhetoric aside, until very recently AI has been an important but not central part of the EU’s industrial policy agenda. Many of the EU funding vehicles referenced above provide funding for AI research and industrial uptake, even if the technology is not their main focus. For example, the formal guidance to member states on the RRF includes AI R&D and deployment, as well as the use of AI in public service delivery, as valid targets for national investments. Through Horizon Europe, the European Innovation Council, and other programs, the Commission channels billions of euros per year into AI research and innovation.

To bring greater coherence to these efforts, in January the Commission announced an AI innovation package designed to “support European startups and SMEs in the development of trustworthy AI that respects EU values and rules.” Though much of the package simply restates or reframes existing initiatives, it also fleshed out a commitment (made by Commission President Ursula von der Leyen in September 2023) to open up the EU’s public supercomputers to European researchers and AI startups. The package also makes close to €3 billion of funding available for public computing infrastructure, startup incubation and accelerating industrial uptake of AI. While many of the above measures could foreseeably foster European alternatives to Big Tech’s dominance, the package is also notable for its unreserved

---


endorsement of the data-intensive “generative AI” applications and large language models favoured by those same firms, as opposed to other forms of the technology.

Additional national funding for AI, and AI-related inputs and infrastructure, is also being channeled through the state aid framework discussed earlier. For example, a recently approved IPCEI on “Next Generation Cloud Infrastructure and Services” led by France, Germany, Italy, and four other member states will allocate €1.2 billion in state aid to projects implemented by nineteen companies, including Deutsche Telekom, Siemens, Orange, Atos, and SAP (only European companies were eligible to participate). The goal of the initiative is to develop a “set of advanced cloud and edge services” that help achieve the EU’s digital objectives, including but not limited to global leadership in AI. Indeed, upon announcing the initiative, former Competition Commissioner Didier Reynders suggested it could support the development of generative artificial intelligence models in languages other than English.

Meanwhile, legislative measures such as the European Chips Act and the critical raw materials (CRMs) are intended to help the EU secure the advanced semiconductors (and the materials required to manufacture those chips) used to train and run cutting-edge AI models and applications.

AI also features prominently in the EU’s digital policy agenda, in which industrial policy objectives are more implicit than explicit. The EU’s flagship initiative in this area is the recently passed AI Act, which will impose a set of risk-based horizontal obligations on AI developers and providers. “Unacceptable” use cases—including social scoring and manipulation—will be banned, while “high-risk” use cases—including worker surveillance and credit scoring—will be subject to stringent obligations on transparency, risk assessment and mitigation, high quality datasets and activity logging, and human oversight.

Even as the AI Act is primarily oriented around mitigating the risks associated with AI systems, there has been a parallel, and quieter, narrative that justifies its beneficial economic impacts for Europe. For example, the Commission has explicitly argued that trust in AI (which the legislation is intended to establish) is necessary

---

before the technology can be rolled out across society at scale. The recital to the Act claims that EU-wide regulation will facilitate AI uptake by preventing regulatory fragmentation, and that this will help the EU become a “global leader in the development of secure, trustworthy and ethical artificial intelligence.” Moreover, a handful of provisions in the Act are specifically designed to encourage AI innovation, including regulatory sandboxes for testing novel AI systems and measures to lighten the regulatory burden on small businesses.

In fact, the economic impacts of the legislation found themselves front and center in the negotiations on the AI Act, where fears about Europe’s lack of competitiveness in AI were whipped up to argue for a weaker regulatory regime. While some of these concerns were expressed by legislators working on the Act, the majority of the criticism—at least initially—came from industry, particularly large businesses. An open letter from June 2023, signed by companies including Siemens, Airbus, Renault, and Heineken, warned that the Act would “jeopardise Europe’s competitiveness and technological sovereignty” and called for the legislation to be watered down. A similar letter, signed primarily by associations representing large corporate interests (including lobby groups the Computer & Communications Industry Association, DOT Europe, and the Information Technology Industry Council), warned that amendments made during the legislative process risked “inhibiting the development and use of AI in Europe.”

In particular, the launch of ChatGPT and heightened public awareness of generative AI fueled debate over the AI Act’s role in encouraging (or stifling) the development and uptake of the technology in Europe. While the Act was drafted before such models were widely available, their rapid introduction triggered a scramble to update the legislation in response. Led by the European Parliament, legislators pushed to introduce a new set of regulatory obligations targeted at “general purpose AI systems,” an effort that was ultimately successful despite fierce opposition. These obligations are tiered and targeted at the most powerful and advanced models posing “systemic risk,” with other applications and models being subject to lighter-touch transparency requirements.


Despite their inclusion in the final text, these efforts to apply the AI Act to general-purpose AI systems faced stiff opposition from a number of member states worried about economic competitiveness. Led by France, Germany, and Italy, these governments argued that imposing strict regulatory requirements on foundation models would harm AI innovation in Europe and hamper the continent’s ability to produce globally competitive AI companies. Instead, these member states proposed light-touch “codes of conduct” for general-purpose systems, while regulating downstream AI applications more comprehensively.

As a paper authored by the three countries argued, “the inherent risks lie in the application of AI systems rather than in the technology itself.” Reports suggested that the French and German governments were heavily lobbied by Mistral AI and Aleph Alpha—the leading French and German AI startups, respectively—to adopt this approach. While this late push was ultimately a failure thanks to strong pushback from the European Parliament and civil society, French President Emmanuel Macron nonetheless warned following the agreement that the regulation would need to be “reevaluated” if it led to the loss of “AI pioneers and leaders,” suggesting that the controversy is likely to continue into the Act’s implementation and enforcement.

While not a prominent part of the debate so far, competition policy has an integral role to play in promoting openness in AI and ensuring the technology is used safely, fairly, and responsibly. The EU’s powerful competition policy toolkit—including the recently adopted Digital Markets Act (DMA), which gives the Commission powers to ban anticompetitive practices by dominant “gatekeeper” firms—could be used to promote a fairer and more diverse AI European ecosystem, by preventing Big Tech’s accelerating efforts to dominate AI through monopolistic conduct and anti-competitive partnerships and acquisitions.

But this potential has so far been undermined by the absence of foundation models from the DMA’s list of “core platform services” (to which the Act’s obligations apply).

---

and the Commission’s failure to include dominant cloud providers in its initial round of designations.\textsuperscript{272} The Commission is already coming under pressure to fill these gaps, with MEPs in the European Parliament recently calling for it to investigate whether cloud computing and generative AI should be covered by the DMA.\textsuperscript{273} In response. In response to this mounting pressure, in January the Commission launched a number of initiatives, including reviewing whether Microsoft’s partnership with OpenAI is investigable under the EU’s Merger Regulation, and launching a consultation on competition dynamics in generative AI, mirroring similar actions taken by the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission.\textsuperscript{274}

FRANCE AND THE QUEST FOR NATIONAL UNICORNS

It is at the national level where the most explicit efforts to support AI through industrial policy are taking place in Europe. This is not in itself surprising, given the EU’s limited fiscal resources, economic competition between member states themselves, and differing views across the bloc on both the benefits of AI and the merits of industrial policy. Under President Emmanuel Macron, France has not shied away from using industrial policy measures to pursue national and European leadership in AI. Aside from France, Germany has committed to spending close to €500 million on AI research and innovation in 2024, including investments in computing infrastructure, skills, and academic professorships.\textsuperscript{275} Spain’s national AI strategy, launched in 2020, envisioned the country spending €600 million between 2021 and 2023 on R&D, accelerating AI uptake in industry and the public sector, and creating an “ethical and normative framework” for AI (though a mere €8 million was allocated to this cause).\textsuperscript{276}

The trajectory in France is worth detailing, and long predates the current generative AI frenzy, with Macron announcing an initial AI strategy back in 2018 accompanied by €1.5 billion in public funding. Macron framed the strategy as a means of turning France into a “startup nation” while also evoking geopolitical competition, warning that the country risked giving up its sovereignty if it “missed the start of the war.” Among other things, the strategy focused on the establishment of specialized research institutes, funding for startups, open data, and the fostering and recruitment of talent.

The strategy has been topped up several times with additional resources, first in 2021 and subsequently in 2023. The 2021 update provided an additional €1.5 billion in public funding and set precise targets for the training of students and France’s future share of the global AI market. The 2023 update pumped over a billion euros of additional funding into AI “clusters,” open-source AI, and state supercomputers, while also seeking to direct €7 billion worth of private institutional investment into AI. In remarks announcing the latest round of investments at tech industry conference VivaTech, Macron leaned heavily on the need to remain competitive with China and the US, including matching state support in those nations.

The French government’s AI industrial policies are part of a broader effort, largely driven by Macron, to establish France as a leading tech nation both within Europe and globally. His government frequently references the need to reduce France’s dependence on US Big Tech firms as a core rationale for these measures. For example, in explaining France’s public support for open-source AI, the country’s ambassador for digital affairs referenced the need to avoid a “world with two or three or four monopolies” who “negotiate the rights to innovate.”

To some extent paradoxically, this apparent commitment to reining in Big Tech monopolies has been accompanied by aspirations to create national champions. In 2022 Macron called for France to create at least 100 “unicorns” (companies worth at least €1 billion) by 2023, and in his remarks at VivaTech the President expressed his desire for AI
“champions” in France. Among other things, this has led to attempts (discussed earlier) to water down regulation to protect these perceived champions. Mistral AI, a company founded in 2023, has been one of the key beneficiaries of these efforts. The role of Cedric O—a former digital minister and now an investor in and adviser to Mistral—in lobbying the French government on AI regulation has been particularly controversial.

The French government’s willingness to prioritize industrial goals over safety is evident in multiple comments made by French officials in recent years. As a minister, O himself described as “nonsense” the European tendency to put “regulation before innovation,” while O’s successor Jean-Noël Barrot has warned that excessive regulation could kill Europe’s ability to create its own leading generative AI players. Similar concerns have been voiced by Macron himself, who has called for EU AI regulation to be “controlled, not punitive, to preserve innovation.”

Conclusion

With the next round of European elections scheduled for June 2024, followed shortly by the appointment of a new European Commission, debates about the EU’s future strategic direction are reaching a fever pitch. The issue of European competitiveness in the global AI race finds itself at the center of these discussions, with former Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi due to publish a report (requested by Commission President von der Leyen) on the topic later this year. Industry, including Big Tech, is using this opportunity to lobby aggressively for a much greater focus on competitiveness (equated by these actors with cutting regulation) under the next Commission, raising the specter of Europe’s global irrelevance if this advice is ignored.

---


When it comes to industrial policy—both in general and in relation to AI—the EU needs to decide which comes first: setting rules of the road that promote an economy and market structure in line with European values, or sacrificing these in an attempt to gain global market share. The (ultimately unsuccessful) effort to exempt foundation models from the AI Act was a clear manifestation of this tension, but it is far from the only one. For example, the EU’s competition regime is facing growing pressure from governments and commercial interests that want to see it applied more lightly to European actors—in telecoms and rail, for example—in order to enable consolidation that they claim will strengthen Europe’s global competitiveness.

A related risk is that a narrow deregulatory vision of competitiveness, combined with fragmentation in the EU’s regulatory framework and zero-sum competition between member states, fuels a race to build up national champions that undermines the EU’s single market while rewarding well-connected corporations and worsening market concentration. Here again, the fraught negotiations on the AI Act are instructive, given the role of French and German AI “champions” in lobbying their governments for preferential treatment. And while Intel is not a European company per se, the €10 billion in subsidies it received from the German government has raised the worrying prospect of an intra-EU subsidy race on semiconductors. One obvious antidote would be to create additional funding for industrial policy at the EU level, but this has so far been opposed by member states.

More fundamentally, there is a need to challenge the notion that less or weaker regulation naturally leads to greater competitiveness. For example, strict rules on AI safety can provide the public trust needed for mass uptake of AI technologies, while aggressive antitrust enforcement can create the conditions needed for the emergence of globally competitive European companies. And many other types of positive state intervention have a role to play in increasing global competitiveness, including subsidies, public procurement, and investment in infrastructure and education. This suggests that the problem is less the notion of competitiveness itself, and more how the term is defined—and potentially captured—by powerful actors.

Fortunately, there is also a more optimistic way to look at Europe’s renewed interest in industrial policy. Instead of undercutting regulation, increasing market concentration, and fueling a race to the bottom on standards, a progressive
paradigm on industrial policy could be used to steer Europe's economy and technology sector in a more socially beneficial direction. This would entail using tools—including subsidies, taxation, competition policy, and digital regulation—in a joined-up way to promote overarching policy objectives, from ensuring technology is developed and rolled out in a human centric way to promoting a more open and decentralized digital economy.
4. Promises and Pitfalls of India’s AI Industrial Policy

by Jyoti Panday and Mila T Samdub

In the last few years, the Indian government’s commitment to AI has been on a steady ascent, evident in increased infrastructural investments, financial backing, and media attention directed toward AI initiatives. Generally, Indian policymakers view technology as a critical tool for achieving economic and development priorities and a pathway for India to leapfrog to a leadership role on the global stage.

Although it taps into these aspirations, India’s foray into AI development is more reactive than strategic, with ad hoc responses tailored to the prevailing geopolitical landscape. Amidst U.S.-China trade tensions, India is eager to position itself as a trustworthy ally and a regional tech powerhouse. Yet its quest to integrate into global AI supply chains is hindered by resource constraints, particularly in computing power and large-scale models. Balancing global aspirations with domestic priorities, the government navigates a complex AI development agenda.

resulting in fragmented approaches to AI across various sectors. Under the banner of sovereign AI, India is attempting to boost chip manufacturing and cloud compute capacity. At the same time, influenced by the apparent success of Digital Public Infrastructures (DPIs) over the past decade, India’s AI industrial policy prioritizes data platforms and AI applications for socioeconomic development. A concurrent focus on ethical and responsible regulation enables India to grab headlines and project moral leadership while serving as a strategic maneuver that enables greater government control over AI development.

**Sovereign AI**

“We are determined that we must have our own sovereign AI,” India’s Minister of State for Electronics and Information Technology Rajeev Chandrasekhar recently stated:

> We can take two options. One is to say, as long as there is an AI ecosystem in India whether that is driven by Google, Meta, Indian startups, and Indian companies, we should be happy about it. But we certainly don’t think that is enough.

Such statements reframe both “sovereignty” and AI. According to Chandrasekhar, with sovereign AI and an AI compute infrastructure [...] the government is not looking to just compete with the generative AI type of model. It also wants to focus on real-life use cases in healthcare, agriculture, governance, language translation, etc, to maximise economic development.”

---

288 Several agencies are promulgating different kinds of policy. This chapter focuses on two of the most important: NITI Aayog, the successor institution to the Planning Commission, which attempts to set the agenda through principles and strategies; and the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, which is taking the lead on policy and regulatory interventions.

289 A former Intel semiconductor engineer and a telecom billionaire, Chandrasekhar has been MoS for Electronics and Information Technology since 2021.


291 For a formal exploration of an expansive view of AI sovereignty in a context similar to India, see Luca Belli, To Get Its AI Foothold, Brazil Needs to Apply the Key AI Sovereignty Enablers (KASE), Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, November 29, 2023, https://carnegieendowment.org/2023/11/29/to-get-its-ai-foothold-brazil-needs-to-apply-key-ai-sovereignty-enablers-kase-pub-91081.
As Chandrasekhar’s statements reveal, India is attempting to define sovereignty in a way that moves beyond the hyper-technical focus on compute and large-scale models that has dominated on the global stage. India’s championing of “Sovereign AI” appears bold, yet this strategy sidesteps key power dynamics in the current AI landscape.

### The Doctrine of Self-Reliance

“Sovereign AI” is an extension of the current government’s doctrine of self-reliance. The National Democratic Alliance government, which has been in power since 2014, believes that economic prosperity and national security require India to reduce its dependence on other countries. This vision of “Atma Nirbhar Bharat,” or “Self-Reliant India,” is rooted in its state-centric approach to managing important domestic industries and is motivated by global aspirations and a larger geopolitical agenda. In the IT sector, self-reliance is chiefly promoted through two programs: Digital India, which aims for universal digital infrastructure; and Make in India, which pushes for indigenous production of IT hardware.

In AI, the call for self-reliance and sovereignty has been linked to efforts to promote manufacturing, including semiconductors, with generous incentives. Another goal is to encourage big cloud-computing providers to build more Indian data centers, where AI models are trained, and possibly to buy USD 1.2 billion worth of GPUs. Although India is leading with a sovereignty-based approach to AI development, each AI system operates within a unique supply chain, influenced by industry sectors, specific use cases, stakeholders, and their decisions regarding system development and accessibility. Consequently, the pursuit of self-reliance across AI supply chains is challenging.

---

292 The National Democratic Alliance is the ruling coalition led by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) under Narendra Modi. It currently controls the central government and several state governments. It is worth noting that self-reliance has been a major principle guiding Indian industrial policy and technology development since the 1950s.

India is Not Competitive in Compute

With AI being promoted across diverse sectors—from healthcare and finance to agriculture and manufacturing—India's AI ambitions are linked to having access to cutting-edge compute. At the 2023 Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence Summit in New Delhi, Prime Minister Modi announced the launch of an India AI Mission. A key aim of the AI mission is “to get AI compute power which will help startups and innovators.” Compute refers to the combination of hardware and software that powers all kinds of AI today.

Such highly publicized moves to build domestic compute capacity should be understood in two contexts: improving the international competitiveness of Indian firms towards integrating India into the global compute supply chain, and building domestic compute resources for Indian startups to access. A survey of the state of the industry and the proposed interventions reveals the former to be a distant dream and the latter to be difficult to achieve without dependence on foreign companies.

Chips

India’s foray into chip manufacturing is linked to its AI ambitions by both policymakers and in the media. Seeking to break its dependence on imports and facilitate the development of new high-value industries, India’s National Semiconductor Mission is seeking to build a domestic chip industry and turn the country into a “Semiconductor Nation,” notably through over $10 billion of “production-linked incentives” intended to jumpstart chip manufacturing. A
recent India visit by Nvidia CEO Jensen Huang was portrayed as a sign of “the country’s AI chip making ambitions.”

Most recently, Liu Young-way, the CEO of Foxconn has been conferred with the Padma Bhushan, India’s third-highest civilian honor.

However, even by IT minister Ashwini Vaishnaw’s admission, India is far from having the capability to manufacture the Graphics Processing Units, or GPUs, that have become the bedrock of AI development. The manufacturing currently envisioned under the government’s incentives scheme is limited to producing less sophisticated legacy chips like dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) chips, smartphone chips, car chips, and display panels. Even here, the scheme has been a nonstarter: not a single fabrication plant has been set up yet. Despite splashy news that India is incubating a domestic AI chip industry, India’s recent success in incubating electronics manufacturing does not extend to GPUs, which require sophisticated facilities, decades of experience, and large amounts of capital.

The historic trajectory of the Indian tech industry has focused on services rather than manufacturing, facilitating the emergence of a chip design sector in the last twenty years. Although 20 percent of the global chip design workforce is located in India, it almost exclusively works for international companies like Intel, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), and Nvidia. As far as chip design is concerned, the state has signaled its goal of creating more IP in India by funding more domestic AI design startups.

---


301 A highly publicized collaboration between Indian mining and oil conglomerate Vedanta and Taiwanese electronics manufacturer Foxconn fell through after Foxconn left the deal. In February 2024, three chip plants were approved under the government’s investment scheme: two set up by India’s Tata Group, a third as a Japanese-Thai collaboration with an Indian company called CG Power. Jagmeet Singh, “India approves $15B in semiconductor plant investments,” TechCrunch, February 29, 2024, https://techcrunch.com/2024/02/29/india-semiconductor-investments-fab-facility/.


303 The Prime Minister made a strong pitch to global investors at the SemiconIndia 2023 conclave. The India Semiconductor Mission’s Design Linked Incentive (DLI) Scheme reimburses up to 50 percent of expenditure for integrated circuits (ICs), chipssets, system on chips (SoCs), and systems and IP cores, hoping to grow twenty Indian chip R&D startups with a turnover of over Rs1,500 crore in the next five years. MeitY, Gazette of India CG-DL-E-2022021-232049, December 21, 2021, https://d2o5i65zete17.cloudfront.net/Cms/2022/May/05/1653757254_notification_dli.pdf.
Cloud Resources

India’s aspiration toward digital sovereignty through the creation of DPIs includes a focus on increasing access to compute resources to spur innovation.

In 2023, the Indian government launched the AI Research Analytics and Knowledge Dissemination Platform (AIRAWAT), an AI-specific cloud computing infrastructure built by the government to provide compute to startups, academics, and researchers.\(^{304}\) Following the model of Japan’s AI Bridging Cloud Infrastructure (ABCI), the government built AIRAWAT in a centralized facility, rather than using a commercial cloud solution, in an attempt to avoid dependence on providers like Amazon’s AWS or Microsoft’s Azure. Built using Nvidia GPUs by Indian company Netweb, the AI supercomputer is housed at the Centre for Development of Advanced Computing in Pune.

While AIRAWAT’s capabilities have been hyped by the government and media, its 656 GPUs pale in comparison with the supercomputers used by Meta and Microsoft to train their models, which contain more than ten thousand GPUs.\(^{305}\) Although it may not have the capacity to support the development of large-scale models, AIRAWAT’s pricing is currently competitive with that of comparable cloud providers, and it offers a discount to Indian startups.\(^{306}\) More important, in a market where demand massively outstrips supply, it may provide an avenue for Indian companies to access compute at all, potentially providing a fillip to Indian startups engaged in AI development.

Recognizing the need for more compute, India’s IT Ministry has put out a proposal to set up a cluster of twenty-five thousand GPUs through a public-private partnership model. Providing access to domestic startups and companies, the
platform is pitched as a move that would bolster sovereignty. However, this partnership model is likely to leave existing distributions of power largely in place.

Data Centers

Globally, the cloud market is dominated by players like Microsoft’s Azure, Amazon’s AWS, and Google’s GCS, which use Nvidia chips. In India, the major conglomerates Reliance and Tata have partnered with Nvidia, enabling them to build cloud data centers using Nvidia’s latest chips. Recently, the data center provider Yotta, part of the Hiranandani real estate empire, announced $1 billion worth of GPUs on order from Nvidia. Domestic and foreign companies are currently vying for this segment of the AI supply chain in India.

Large-Scale Models

Large-scale models have become the bedrock of AI development over the past five years. Recently, Ola (India’s Uber rival) launched Krutrim, a family of multilingual AI models that is touted as “India’s first full-stack AI solution”; however reports indicate that Krutrim may be a repackage of OpenAI’s API. Most Indian efforts to develop indigenous large-scale models do not hope to directly compete with US- and China-developed models, but rather to exploit the niche of Indian languages. These are covered in more detail in the section on “Social Inclusion and Economic Development.”

---

Data as a National Asset

The Indian government’s approach to AI cannot be divorced from its approach to data. Enabling access to data and reducing data silos to create integrated large-scale data-driven platforms has been a major focus of Indian digital efforts over the past ten years, from the Aadhaar biometric identification project through the Unified Payments Interface to the current focus on DPIs. Data localization laws that restrict or create conditions for access to data have been a critical tool in India’s efforts to exert control over data.

India is attempting to jumpstart AI development by building data platforms mediated and promoted by the state. Some technocrats have emphasized, data is more important than models for AI innovation in India. Nandan Nilekani, for example, advocates for organizing data in a model-agnostic manner, harnessing open-source models and the use of smaller models, fine-tuning them with high-quality and relevant indigenous data. Government documents constantly stress the importance of building a data ecosystem for Indian AI development and highlight India’s scale and diversity as giving it a natural data advantage. Despite the consensus on this data-driven approach, efforts have been fragmented.

The National Data Governance Framework Policy published by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) in 2022 emphasized that data collected by the government is a “public good.” Though this “public goods” approach has yielded results in identification and payments systems, it is not clear what it has to offer AI.

Data Platforms to Facilitate AI Development

With a decade of experience building various databases linked by APIs enabling private and public access—most prominently, the set of platforms called IndiaStack—integrated data systems have become India’s default orientation.

---

314 Carnegie India, “Global Technology Summit 2023 | Day 1,” YouTube video, 4:55:41, December 4, 2023, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3_JXgTwiWVI. Nandan Nilekani is the billionaire cofounder of Infosys, the architect of India’s Aadhaar biometric identification platform, and a major figure in Indian IT. His not-for-profit People+ai is at the forefront of pushing for the application of DPIs to AI.
toward its digital needs. Not surprisingly, building platforms and applications to enable sharing of datasets across stakeholders is a key component of India’s approach to AI development. The government is also engaging with industry stakeholders and academia\textsuperscript{316} to shape policies and guidelines around data sharing for AI development.

In 2019 an expert working group at MeitY proposed developing a National AI Resource Platform (NAIRP) as an “Open Data and Knowledge-cum-Innovation Platform” to enable training, research, projects by startups, and commercial development of AI for socioeconomic good.\textsuperscript{317}

The India Datasets Platform is “a unified national data sharing exchange” program to manage access, licensing, and the standardization of data, metadata, artifacts, and APIs hosted by various government departments. The platform brings together datasets of anonymized personal data and creates an interface for data consumers to access and use data without compromising stakeholders’ “business or social goals, or [...] privacy, security, and other concerns.”\textsuperscript{318} Data consumers are primarily imagined as “research institutions, startups, or organizations that utilize the data provided by government departments for application building, innovation, or research purposes.”\textsuperscript{319}

Although, as currently described, the stated goals of the system are to improve governance and decision-making through AI, the platform will facilitate the monetization of data held by the government. Considering Chandrasekhar has said that the platform would only be accessible to Indian startups, it might also be viewed as a potential industrial policy instrument that will enable the government to leverage access to Indian data to promote domestic AI development.\textsuperscript{320} MeitY has proposed funding a National Data Management Office to independently operate the platform and whose remit will cover “govern[ing] data collection, management, processing, storage and access as well as conducting audits and making

\textsuperscript{316} India Data Commons is an effort by the Robert Bosch Center for Data Science and Artificial Intelligence to highlight India-specific data in Data Commons knowledge graph. India Data Commons features datasets published by Indian ministries and governmental organizations and provides it through Data Commons knowledge graph. See India Data Commons, accessed February 13, 2024, https://datacommons.iitm.ac.in/about; and Robert Bosch Center for Data Science and Artificial Intelligence, accessed February 13, 2024, https://rbcdsai.iitm.ac.in.


standards,” in effect combining the functions of both an exchange and a regulator.\textsuperscript{321}

Other proposals include the National Data Platform, a “complete data marketplace ecosystem” being developed by the National Informatics Centre; and the National Data and Analytics Platform to enable access to open government data being developed by the National Institution for Transforming India (NITI) Aayog.

Chandrasekhar has also stated that integrating AI will be part of the “innovation journey of India Stack.”\textsuperscript{322} Nilekani has tied AI to India Stack by suggesting that the adoption of DPIs like India Stack provides the bedrock for building AI-first systems from the ground up.\textsuperscript{323} Generating vast amounts of data across its various use cases, the stack may provide training data for AI development as well as a new consumer base for AI solutions.

The state construction of software data platforms is an industrial policy intervention that sees the state taking on the cost and burden of constructing a so-called “public good” that can spur the broader development of an industry. But such platforms have come with significant costs when it comes to citizens’ rights and state power. Where the model has been successful, it has facilitated the emergence of a domestic market subsidized by government spending.\textsuperscript{324} Because such platforms require continued government subsidization, at best they may facilitate import substitution for the Indian market. But they have little hope of success in international markets that lack such a controlled and subsidized environment.\textsuperscript{325}

\textsuperscript{321} MeitY, National Data Governance Framework Policy (Draft), Section 6.
\textsuperscript{324} Open House on DPI for AI #4: Why India is best suited to be the breeding ground for AI innovation? Product Nation, December 20, 2023, https://pn.ispirit.in/open-house-on-dpi-for-ai-4-why-india-is-best-suited-to-be-the-breeding-ground-for-ai-innovation.
\textsuperscript{325} It should be noted, however, that India’s government-subsidized DPIs are considered much more profitable than they actually are. The same will likely be true of any implementation of AI that is integrated with DPIs. For a thorough critique of the data platform model, see Jyoti Panday, “India Stack: Public-Private Roads to Data Sovereignty,” Internet Governance Project, August 31, 2023, https://www.internetgovernance.org/research/india-stack-public-private-roads-to-data-sovereignty.
AI Applications for Social Inclusion and Economic Development

“To [unlock] India’s potential with AI,” Nilekani recently stated, “the trick is not to look too hard at the technology but to look at the problems people face that existing technology has been unable to solve.” Chandrasekhar has referred to AI as a “kinetic enabler” for India’s digital economy.326

As these statements suggest, the idea that economic development and social inclusion can be achieved simultaneously is one of the guiding principles shaping AI development and policy in India.327 The most populous country in the world is largely rural, lacks access to quality healthcare, and has high rates of illiteracy—all issues that form part of the agenda for technological development, in AI as well as in other domains.

India’s national AI strategy, #AIForAll, published by NITI Aayog in 2018, is distinct in its emphasis on economic growth combined with social inclusion.328 It focuses on AI applications, creating a roadmap to adopt AI in sectors like healthcare, agriculture, education, smart cities, and smart mobility. Other major themes in the report include upskilling and the safe and responsible use of AI. The ministerial declaration adopted at the December 2023 GPAI Summit in New Delhi, for example, “embrace[d] the use of AI innovation in supporting sustainable agriculture as a new thematic priority.”329

The pursuit of these goals manifests in efforts to make private firms find profitable solutions to entrenched socioeconomic problems. There are signs that the private sector is buying into the vision of social inclusion and economic development. Microsoft, for example, advertises that its Jugalbandi chatbot enables rural Indians

---

to gain easier access to government services.\textsuperscript{330} And Google proudly states that it is “supporting changemakers deploying AI to improve agriculture outcomes.”\textsuperscript{331} But such declarations should also be understood as ways for firms—especially large foreign firms—to align themselves with the government.

Calls for AI for social inclusion and economic development are also a means to assert global leadership and provide a distinct model of development, particularly in Global South countries, which may provide markets for solutions incubated in India. A key call of NITI Aayog’s AI national strategy is a recognition that India is behind in the “AI race” and that it should aim to become an “AI garage for 40% of the world,” referring to the Global South, whose needs India hopes to fulfil.\textsuperscript{332}

**Linguistic Diversity as India’s Strength**

One of the key domains in which the Indian government has trumpeted its advantage in AI is in the linguistic diversity of the country, with 122 major languages.

Hoping to capitalize on this, MeitY has set up the Bhashini program as a DPI for linguistic data under the National Language Translation Mission. The Bhashini project is envisioned as providing startups and companies with linguistic data to develop AI tools for vernacular languages—a largely untapped market.\textsuperscript{333} The government is also working on AI4Bharat, focusing on developing open-source language models like IndicBART and IndicBERT for Indian languages. The Reserve Bank of India has announced the introduction of AI-based conversational payments into United Payments Interface (UPI).\textsuperscript{334} Given low literacy rates in India and a huge potential market, voice-based interfaces for AI in vernacular languages are likely to become a strategic focus in India.

Several private-sector efforts are also focusing on vernacular language models. Indian AI startup Sarvam AI has released OpenHathi, the first Hindi language model...
built on Meta AI’s architecture. The startup also partnered with KisanAI to fine-tune its base model using conversational data they gathered from a GPT-powered bot engaging with farmers in different languages.\textsuperscript{335} In collaboration with Bhashini, Bengaluru-based CoRover.ai has developed an indigenous model named BharatGPT that supports over twelve Indian languages. Tech Mahindra is planning to launch Indus, an open-source LLM for Hindi dialects, in early 2024. Indian software-as-a-service (SaaS) giant Zoho has unveiled a suite of generative AI extensions and integrations for its applications, all powered by ChatGPT, and has announced its plans to build smaller AI models for specific domain problems. Notably, most of these efforts are built atop proprietary large-scale models like Meta’s LLaMA and Microsoft’s GPT.

The Legacy IT Industry

The scale of consumer digital technology for social inclusion and economic development pales in comparison to India’s legacy services exports industry, exemplified by outsourcing. Most private-sector AI development in India is occurring in enterprise services, the country’s traditional strength in IT. A recent survey of over seventy generative AI startups, which have collectively raised over $440 million, for example, showed that 30 percent were working in the code and data sector (generating code, crafting documentation, and converting text to SQL); 27 percent were working in audio and video processing; and only 21 percent focused on text and chatbots.\textsuperscript{336} The development of Indian AI applications, in other words, appears to be largely focused on software components for enterprise customers.

The large services export firms that continue to dominate the Indian tech sector are integrating AI into their traditional enterprise businesses. Infosys, for example, has signed a deal with Nvidia\textsuperscript{337} to integrate its Nvidia AI Enterprise system with Infosys’s Topaz to deliver solutions for its enterprise customers in domains like customer service and logistics. Wipro has announced a $1 billion investment in generative AI and plans to train all 250,000 members of its workforce in AI skills.\textsuperscript{338}


Despite its size, India's enterprise sector has remained largely out of the limelight in discussions around digital policy in India. With its potential to automate various back-office functions, AI represents a major threat to this industry, which experienced a downturn in 2023. Yet India’s AI industrial policy has largely lacked explicit engagement with its needs. With the possible exception of vernacular model development, the promise of social inclusion through AI applications is not aligned with the existing structural conditions of business and Indian startups working on AI development and adoption in India.

Regulatory Grandstanding

The Indian government has sought to claim space in the burgeoning global debate on regulating AI by both claiming leadership over issues of equity impacting the Global South and advancing frameworks for the governance of AI. But these efforts have been cursory and often contradictory. For example, in April 2023, Chandrashekhar stated that, to help create an enabling, pro-innovation environment India would not regulate AI.\(^{339}\) Just two months later, making a U-turn from his earlier position, the minister began advocating for regulations for AI to prevent user harms.

There are multiple, often overlapping policy efforts and approaches to regulating AI. The NITI Aayog, the government’s official policy think tank, is advocating for a principles-based, “Responsible AI” approach to address ethical, legal, and societal implications of AI technologies.\(^{340}\) Centering on harms like misinformation, MeitY has proposed an overhaul of the existing legislative framework governing digital technologies and services in India to align them with the advancements in technology. Various ministries have established task forces and committees to
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study the implications of and recommend policy measures for AI.\textsuperscript{341} Alongside domestic efforts, India is also exploring international partnerships for AI development and governance.\textsuperscript{342}

### Responsible AI

The political leadership’s focus on AI ethics and "responsible AI" development is especially visible on the global stage. Speaking at the Business 20 (B20) Summit, Modi flagged concerns over the challenges of algorithmic bias and its impact on society to call for a global framework to ensure ethical considerations in data collection, processing, and usage of AI across different sectors.\textsuperscript{343} At the 2023 UK AI Safety Summit, Chandrasekhar emphasized the need for robustness, safety, and international governance in AI. During this summit, India joined twenty-seven other nations in signing a declaration to work collaboratively to address the risks associated with AI. More recently at the Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence Summit, Modi emphasized that a large part of the course of AI development will come through "human and democratic values."\textsuperscript{344}

In 2021, in collaboration with the World Economic Forum, NITI Aayog released a two-part approach paper on the responsible use of emerging technologies.\textsuperscript{345} These responsible AI (RAI) principles cover safety and reliability, equality, inclusivity and non-discrimination, privacy and security, transparency, accountability, and the protection and reinforcement of positive human values. They set out a risk-based framework that proposes self-regulation for low-risk applications and a noncommittal pledge that “the government may mandate responsible AI practices

\textsuperscript{341} The Ministry of Commerce and Industry set up this Task force on Artificial Intelligence led by Kamakoti Veezhinathan Professor at IIT Madras to promote the use of AI for India's economic transformation. \url{https://www.aiif.org.in}

\textsuperscript{342} The Ministry of Defence (MoD), Department of Defence Production (DDP) have set up a multi-stakeholder Task Force under the Chairmanship of Sh. N Chandrasekaran, Chairman, Tata Sons to study strategic implications of AI in national security perspective. PIB Delhi, Task Force for Implementation of AI, March 2022 \url{https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasingServingPage.aspx?PRID=1810442}

\textsuperscript{343} The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has constituted four committees four committees to propose action in the areas of Platform and Data for AI, Leveraging AI for identifying National Missions in Key Sectors, Mapping Technological capabilities key policy enablers required across sectors, skilling and re-skilling R&D and Cyber Security, Safety, Legal & Ethical issues. Constitution of four Committees for promoting Artificial Intelligence (AI) initiatives and developing a policy framework, February 2018 \url{https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/constitution_of_four_committees_on_artificial_intelligence_0.pdf}

\textsuperscript{344} Through the Initiative on Critical Emerging Technologies, the United States and India have committed to fostering collaboration across various domains, including AI, high-performance computing, quantum technologies, and enhancing supply chain resilience, particularly in semiconductor cooperation.

for high-risk use cases.” However, NITI Aayog does not address the determination of specific AI applications as high- or low-risk.

NITI Aayog’s application of the RAI principles framework to the use of facial recognition technology (FRT) in India is instructive as to the impact of such policy. The agency’s report focused on the use of FRT in DigiYatra, a biometric identity management ecosystem active in Indian airports. Although NITI Aayog recommended adopting a strong legal framework for personal data protection and a whole-of-government approach to legislation and regulation, in reality these policy recommendations have not percolated down to DigiYatra’s implementation. The initiative is being aggressively promoted by the government, and operates without transparency and accountability, even enrolling citizens without their consent.

Legislating Safety and Trust

In 2022, MeitY announced that it is working on replacing the decades-old Information Technology Act with a contemporary legal framework for India’s evolving digital ecosystem, the Digital India Act (DIA). Consultations on the DIA by MeitY since March 2023 have been limited to selective stakeholders, excluding civil society, frontline workers, labor organizations, and users of these services. Though a draft has not been made public, the proposed law is being touted as promoting online safety, trust, accountability, and an open internet. In line with recent statements by Modi on the risks of deepfakes, a public presentation on the DIA indicates that it conceives of AI harms primarily in terms of misinformation. The government has indicated that the DIA will be tabled in Parliament after the 2024 general election.

---

MeitY is also considering amendments to the Information Technology Rules of 2021 to establish a regulatory framework for the use of AI technologies. Reports suggest that the government may mandate platforms using artificially intelligent algorithms or language models to train their machines to be free of “bias” of any kind.  

The limitations of the IT Act has not prevented the government from using it to exert control over companies developing and facilitating use of AI in India. MeitY relies on the IT rules to regulate deep fakes, instructing social media platforms to remove such content promptly. The government has also used IT rules to require platforms that use AI models for their services to ensure they are not hosting prohibited content or content that poses risks to electoral integrity and issue advisories informing users about prohibited content.

Following a recent uproar about Google Gemini making controversial statements about Modi, Chandrasekhar claimed that Gemini’s failures were violations of the IT rules and provisions of the criminal code. MeitY issued a strict advisory stipulating that AI models can only be deployed for Indian users with explicit government permission. The advisory elicited criticism and dismay from AI companies and entrepreneurs. Although Chandrashekhar has stated that the advisory primarily targets large platforms and startups would not be subject to the same regulatory scrutiny, the advisory itself doesn’t differentiate based on platform size.

The Indian government’s attempts to regulate AI technology and data to ensure responsible development and use seem commendable on the surface. However, a closer examination reveals that instead of shielding from potential liability, focusing on ethics, responsibility, safety and trust enables the government to strategically exert control over AI companies and platforms in India. Despite their flawed performances and lack of readiness for widespread use, indigenous LLMs have not faced the same level of regulatory scrutiny as LLMs being developed by global players. There also remains a significant gap between the proposed principles and the actual mitigation of the harms caused by technology implementation. India’s extensive IT projects have faced criticism for consequences like compromised security, increased surveillance, and exploitation of citizen data.

---


355 For example, India’s large-scale biometric system Aadhaar has been criticized for excluding the most vulnerable citizens from governmental services, increasing government surveillance, and facilitating the extraction of citizens’ data for commercial use. See Reetika Khera, Dissent on Aadhaar: Big Data Meets Big Brother (Hyderabad: Orient BlackSwan, 2019), https://orientblackswan.com/details?id=9789352875429; and Aria Thaker, “The New Oil,” Caravan, May 1, 2018, https://caravannmagazine.in/reportage/aadhaar-mixing-public-risk-private-profit
Yet such social and economic harms appear to be largely absent from the proposed trust and safety regulation. Similarly, instead of being an aim of governance, trust is conflated with acceptance of AI, and used as a narrative to convince citizens that AI is invariably good.

### Streamlining Data Processing and Use

Another strategy of AI governance is encapsulated through policy interventions focused on streamlining access to data by the government as well as the private sector. These interventions should be understood in tandem with the government’s ongoing promotion of data platforms.

A 2021 report by a committee of experts led by tech services entrepreneur Kris Gopalakrishnan called for a framework for the governance of non-personal data to include mechanisms for data sharing, rights, and obligations of data custodians and stakeholders. The report situated itself in the context of the data required by AI and machine learning systems and focused its recommendations on creating “a modern framework for creation of economic value from use of data.”

India has recently passed the Digital Personal Data Protection Act (DPDPA), which creates a framework for the processing of citizens’ data by the state and corporations. Ignoring crucial problems that were flagged by civil society stakeholders over consultations spanning several years, the final, industry-friendly version of the law was passed without any public consultation. Among other concerns, the law has been critiqued for its weak notice requirements, restricted scope of data that is subject to protection, vague permissions for nonconsensual processing of data, and overbroad exemptions for private and government actors. As one civil society commentator observes, rather than a data protection law, it should be thought of as a data processing law.

The regulation of AI is fragmented, and robust mechanisms for ensuring transparency and data governance are absent, rendering government advisories and laws insufficient to effectively tackle AI-related harms and safeguard individual

---


rights. Indian policymaking on AI also lacks public consultations, resulting in the state and market players predominantly shaping the safety and responsibility agenda, leaving social harms unaddressed, particularly in areas such as workers’ rights, exclusion, and bias.

Conclusion

Having hosted the G20 and the GPAI meetings in 2023 and given a broadly favorable geopolitical situation, India stands poised to exert significant influence on global AI development. In the context of an unsustainable global AI arms race that is concentrating capital, data and compute, India’s DPI-influenced approaches may look like an attractive alternative.

While social inclusion and economic development are appealing narratives at the global level, on the ground they are accelerating uneven development. Invoking social inclusion and economic development enables the state to take the lead in setting up infrastructures for AI compute and data that will be used for private benefit. Despite the posturing around “Responsible AI”, a permissive regulatory apparatus means that the state and companies can collect and process citizens’ data with impunity. While India is also investing its resources in plans to promote domestic chip manufacturing and boost compute capacities in the name of sovereignty, in their current form it is not clear that these will provide a meaningful boost to AI development.

In closing, a caveat is in order when analyzing industrial policy in contemporary India. 2024 is an election year and policy in India is always also an act of political branding targeted at Indian voters. Under the present government, technocratic industrial policy is also part of a populist electoral strategy that ties development to a civilizational vision of a transformed India. The national strategy on AI comes has hashtagged for viral consumption (“#AIForAll”); India’s state-incubated generative AI model is called “BharatGPT”; and India’s AI supercomputer is named after a divine elephant with four tusks and seven trunks from Hindu mythology.

359 “Bharat,” the name for India in several Indian languages, has been at the center of considerable controversy recently as the government attempts to increase its adoption. “India or Bharat: What’s behind the dispute over the country’s name?” Al Jazeera, September 6, 2023, https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/9/6/india-or-bharat-whats-behind-the-dispute-over-the-countrys-name.
(“AIRAWAT”). Our analysis of India’s AI policy in the context of a global resurgence of industrial policy should be read with an awareness of the electoral politics of policymaking in India today.
Nearly ten years ago at time of writing, Google (now Alphabet) acquired London-based AI startup DeepMind, then famous for having made a number of breakthroughs in the field of deep reinforcement learning. At the time, Google’s new acquisition was met with relatively little fanfare in the domestic political arena. While doing the rounds in the business and tech press, it passed with scant mention from the commentariat and no formal statement from the government of the day. DeepMind’s sole mention that year in Hansard (the official record of debates in the House of Commons) was a reference to the company’s potential impact on the UK’s industrial sector, as articulated by then-Chancellor of the Exchequer, Alistair Darling:

> “The acquisition of DeepMind by Google is a significant development in the global AI landscape, and one that could have implications for the UK’s industrial future. It is therefore important that we consider how we can best support the growth and development of this sector in the UK.”

While DeepMind’s impact on the UK’s industrial landscape was not immediately apparent, the acquisition marked the beginning of a new era in the country’s approach to AI. Since then, the UK has emerged as a leader in the field, with a number of initiatives and policies aimed at leveraging the potential of AI to drive economic growth and innovation.
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UK Parliament) was in a general debate on UK R&D investment in the House of Lords, several months after the acquisition had been finalized.  

Four years later, British investor and entrepreneur Ian Hogarth would query the wisdom of the UK government allowing the sale:

> With hindsight, would it have been better for the UK government to block this acquisition and help keep it independent? Even now, is there a case to be made for the UK to reverse this acquisition and buy DeepMind out of Google and reinstate it as some kind of independent entity?

Hogarth’s provocation came in an essay titled “AI nationalism,” which claimed that AI was becoming an “omni-use technology that will come to touch all sectors and parts of society” and therefore also a strategic national resource. Hogarth predicted an “AI arms race,” in which countries would compete over AI and the factors that underpin its development: talent, compute, and access to data.

Hogarth’s essay has proved prescient. In the six years since he wrote it, and in the near decade since DeepMind’s sale, “AI arms race” narratives have become mainstream against the backdrop of a growing rivalry between the United States and China. With it, AI has emerged as a core industrial concern for the UK, and technological sovereignty an important theme across the political spectrum. In this context, DeepMind—now Google DeepMind—has become a powerful symbol both of the UK’s AI prowess and of the country’s failure to truly compete at the frontier without US patronage.
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363 Ibid.
365 The term “technological sovereignty” was repeatedly used in relation to the controversy over Huawei’s proposed role in providing Britain’s 5G infrastructure, for example by opposition spokesperson Chi Onwurah. See Onwurah, “The Huawei Debacle Shows the Government’s Failure to Invest in British Technology,” New Statesman, January 30, 2020, https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/the-staggers/2020/01/huawei-debacle-shows-government-s-failure-invest-british-tech
367 DeepMind remained an independent entity within Google for several years, before merging with Google Brain in 2023 to become Google DeepMind. See Sundar Pichai, “Google DeepMind: Bringing Together Two World-Class AI Teams,” Google (blog), April 23, 2023, https://blog.google/technology/ai/april-ai-update. For the sake of brevity, references to the company in the remainder of this essay will use the short name.
Over the past decade, these narratives have led UK AI policy down a blind alley, providing at best only a partial solution to, and at worst a damaging distraction from, the UK’s economic challenges. Instead of articulating a clear vision for the role that a domestic AI sector could play in the UK economy and how this can be achieved, the UK’s industrial approach to AI has been motivated by a desire to excel within an existing framework, leading to a myopic focus on limited criteria for AI “success.”

An “AI Superpower”: Framing the UK’s Industrial Approach to AI

The UK’s industrial approach to AI is dominated by a desire to perform better than its global peers in an “AI arms race.” The UK government frequently claims to be “number 3 in the world on AI,” behind the United States and the People’s Republic of China: Secretary of State for Science, Innovation and Technology Michelle Donelan recently claimed that “we are among the top three nations in the world for AI – brushing shoulders with the US and China.”

This “best of the rest” status is borne out by a number of (relatively narrow) metrics: the UK boasts a high number of AI startups, is home to several world-leading academic centres of expertise in computing and data science, and consistently contributes a high number of citations to advanced AI research. These metrics are routinely trotted out to buttress the UK’s claims to be a “world leader” and “global superpower” in AI. However, enjoyment of this position is riven by a number of anxieties about the UK’s role in the global AI economy.

The first of these concerns the narrowness of the UK’s advantage in AI, which is closely tied to the presence of DeepMind. Discounting DeepMind, the UK’s share of
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367 AI Now Institute, “Tracking the US and China AI Arms Race.”
citations in the top 100 recent AI papers drops from to 7.2 to 1.9 percent.\textsuperscript{372} As noted in 2018 by Hogarth and by many others since, the UK is therefore in the peculiar position of boasting a “national champion” that is primarily based in London but owned elsewhere. Yet this statistic also suggests a further type of narrowness: that of judging AI “success” through frontier research alone. Evidence of business uptake of AI in the UK is uneven and, as we will see, support for commercialisation has become a recurring focus of government strategies. Beyond DeepMind,\textsuperscript{373} the UK’s AI sector continues to be centered on London and Cambridge, and dependent on a small number of other high-performing labs.

A second, related anxiety concerns the precarity of the UK’s position in the long term due to relatively low levels of investment, notably in compute resources,\textsuperscript{374} or to the failure to “unlock” the latent value of assets such as public-sector data.\textsuperscript{375} Overall, the UK possesses only 1.4 percent of total global compute capacity, ranking tenth in the world behind countries such as Italy, Russia, and Finland.\textsuperscript{376} This represents a significant decline from the country’s placing of third in the world as recently as 2005, and can be viewed as a consequence of sustained low investment in science and technology compared with other large economies in the nearly two decades since.\textsuperscript{377} Over the same period, reliance on compute resources has increased,\textsuperscript{378} leaving UK firms reliant on private-sector rentiers, and vulnerable to pressures that incentivize acquisition: DeepMind, for instance, cited access to compute as a reason for choosing to be acquired by Google.

A third anxiety is dependence on other countries, both in economic and regulatory terms. DeepMind, of course, is owned by Google, but many other UK firms were founded by consortia led by US venture capital (VC) investment. In contrast to other countries, the UK lacks the institutional financing mechanisms to back these kinds of firms domestically, and steps to unlock this (such as moves to reform pension
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funds) have faced delays. In the context of the emerging regulatory race on AI, it is unclear whether the UK is significant enough in market terms to shape or drive up standards, or even maintain any sort of meaningful regulatory independence from the European Union’s “Brussels effect”. The UK does not meaningfully influence the direction of AI development, either through investment or regulation, at the scale of the US, China, or the European Union—and this state of affairs is unlikely to change in the near future.

In reaction to these interlinked anxieties, the UK’s rhetoric and strategies in this area have exhibited both boosterism and what David Edgerton has termed “declinism,” marked by a deep insecurity about the UK’s place in the world and (lack of) ability to play a driving role in the development of globally transformative technologies. Google DeepMind forms something of a metonym for both, representing at once the UK’s success as an attractive destination for AI investment, and its failure to cultivate a world-leading “national champion” that is genuinely independent.

The UK’s AI Strategies

Recent years have seen significant political churn at the top of UK government. This has disrupted almost every policy area, and prevented the adoption of a consistent approach to industrial policy: as recently noted by the Institute for Public Policy Research, since the 2010 general election there have been “11 growth plans or industrial and economic strategies overseen by nine business secretaries and seven chancellors of the exchequer.”

---


AI is no exception, with the development of the UK’s approach marked by both evolution and discontinuity. The policies of the post-2010 Conservative-led governments can broadly be periodized into four eras:

- **Pre-2016**: focus on digital economy, digital government and “Big Data”
- **2016–2019**: turn to sectoral “industrial strategy”
- **2020–2023**: institutionalization of AI policy
- **2023**: pivot to “AI safety”

What follows is a brief overview of each of these eras, focusing on the emergence of AI as an industrial focus for the UK through the framing lenses described above.

### Pre-2016: Focus on Digital Economy, Digital Government and “Big Data”

Between 2010 and 2016—the period in which DeepMind was acquired by Google—AI and other data-driven technologies did not yet enjoy the prominence they would later achieve. Data and AI were predominantly seen as verticals within the broader rubric of the “digital economy” rather than a strategic focus in their own right.

This era was characterized by a focus on government modernization initiatives, represented most prominently by the launch of gov.uk and the creation of Government Digital Services (GDS). These initiatives aimed to improve public services, with the side effect of making government a smarter client for a burgeoning startup sector through the streamlining of internal processes, open sharing of government data and the breaking up of monopolies with a stranglehold on government procurement. Yet by the end of this period the ambition of GDS had been reined in, with key staff leaving the organization, and the focus of other organizations such as the Open Data Institute—founded in 2012 with a remit to support businesses to innovate with government open data—had drifted.
AI Nationalism(s):
Global Industrial Policy Approaches to AI

The scope for broader industrial interventions during this period was highly circumscribed by tight fiscal policy and a laissez-faire approach to the economy. The coalition government’s austerity agenda—more severe than that adopted by any of the UK’s European peers—drove cuts to departmental budgets and dramatic falls in state investment, contributing to the UK’s relative decline in access to underlying AI infrastructure such as compute. While ministers sang paens to the potential of the “Big Data” revolution, state support for technology consisted primarily in reforms to the tax system such as the introduction of the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS), the so-called “patent box” tax incentive, and enhancements to R&D tax credits. Evidence of impact for these initiatives is limited, and UK business investment in R&D remains significantly lower than the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) average.

Ultimately, however, the role played by government here was chiefly that of an ambassador for businesses through the establishment of organizations like TechNation (in 2014), rather than that of a standards setter, regulator, or leader. The creation of the Catapult Network from 2012 onward marked a focus on commercializing technology that would persist in subsequent periods, with this program enjoying mixed success.

2016–2019: Turn to Sectoral “Industrial Strategy”

Following the Brexit vote and under the leadership of Theresa May, the UK Government adopted more statist and interventionist rhetoric, epitomized by the creation of a new department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. However, this rhetoric was not always accompanied by greater government intervention in practice.
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There was some fiscal loosening in this period, but public investment remained far below the median for OECD countries. There was also little willingness to use the tools of industrial policy to more aggressively shape industry behavior—as exemplified by the Government’s decision not to block takeovers such as the acquisition of chip manufacturer ARM by SoftBank, despite calls from the opposition parties and voices within the tech sector.

The language of “grand challenges” used in the government’s industrial strategy aped that of prominent innovation economist Mariana Mazzucato, who briefly advised government. Despite this, the approach to industrial strategy remained fundamentally sectoral rather than mission-led, with each of the government’s four grand challenges broadly corresponding to areas of the economy.

While the rubric of “digital” persisted, with the government publishing a digital strategy, it was during this period that AI emerged as a concern in itself. One of the industrial strategy’s “grand challenges” was “Growing our Artificial Intelligence and Data-Driven Economy”; accordingly, strategies for AI were published including the 2017 Hall review and the 2018 AI Sector Deal that leaned into global competition narratives, pledging to “put the UK at the forefront of the AI and data revolution.” In each of these documents, the growth of the AI sector was taken as a paramount purpose, with emphasis placed on skills, access to data, research environment, and commercialization as means of achieving this end.

While the investments accompanying these strategies were relatively small, they did seed some institutions that would assume importance in the growth and
institutionalization of UK AI policy: notably the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation\textsuperscript{403} and the Alan Turing Institute, which added AI to its remit in 2017.\textsuperscript{404}

2020–2023: Institutionalization of AI Policy

The period from 2020 onward marked the institutionalization of AI policy in the UK. The 2020 National Data Strategy and 2021 AI Strategy framed data and AI as national assets to be stewarded and “unlocked” in order to yield benefits across the economy and “[to ensure that] AI benefits all sectors and regions.”\textsuperscript{405} In order to facilitate this, a premium was placed on public trust.\textsuperscript{406} Major regulators, such as the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) through its Digital Markets Unit, began to acquire strong data and AI capabilities.\textsuperscript{407}

These developments, a consequence of the foundations laid in the previous “industrial strategy period,” led to a proliferation of new institutions and government teams focused on data and AI. This stronger institutional landscape was, however, undermined by continued low resourcing and frequent refocusing of political objectives (illustrated by the replacement of the May government’s industrial strategy with a post-COVID “Plan for Growth”).\textsuperscript{408}

One symptom of this was the Data Protection and Digital Information Bill, which was developed in this period and has yet to pass Parliament. The bill represents contradictory impulses: on one hand it aims to carry out a deregulatory strategy inspired by the Taskforce on Growth and Regulatory Reform,\textsuperscript{409} while on the other it takes forward measures such as Smart Data more closely associated with the interventionist approach of the Furman Review.\textsuperscript{410} Similarly, the 2023 AI regulation white paper published by the Department of Science, Innovation and Technology (DSIT) set out to empower regulators and enable a context-specific approach to AI

\textsuperscript{404} “About Us,” Alan Turing Institute, accessed January 30, 2024, https://www.turing.ac.uk/about-us.
\textsuperscript{405} Department for Science, Innovation and Technology et al., “National AI Strategy,” https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/6062e149d3bf7f5cde260991/Frontier-access_to_data_report-26-03-2021.pdf.
governance, but was undercut by government’s unwillingness to endow regulators with new statutory powers.\footnote{Department for Science, Innovation and Technology and Office for Artificial Intelligence, “A Pro-Innovation Approach to AI Regulation,” UK.GOV, March 29, 2023, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ai-regulation-a-pro-innovation-approach/white-paper.}


## A Lost Decade?
### Recurring Themes in UK AI Policy

Ten years on from the DeepMind takeover, has the UK developed a coherent or distinctive industrial approach to AI? The discontinuity between these phases makes it difficult to claim so. Nonetheless, we can identify a number of common themes.

Throughout the past decade, the UK government has consistently advanced a shrewd assessment of the country’s assets in relation to AI: namely a strong academic and research sector, an internationally significant industry cluster, and valuable public data held by the NHS and the other remnants of the postwar welfare state. It has, to a degree, successfully parlayed this into significant state and regulatory capacity: regulators such as the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and the CMA are considered global leaders in their fields, while DSIT now houses a significant number of AI policy experts and, following the establishment of the Frontier AI Taskforce and AI Safety Institute, increased technical expertise.
However, coordination between these different actors has often been weak and progress has been stymied due to competing agendas, institutional churn, and a fragmented regulatory landscape.\textsuperscript{416} The relative weakness of central coordinating institutions and long-term technology horizon-scanning capabilities\textsuperscript{417} cannot be ignored, leaving government technology strategy reliant on ministerial whim, unpredictable market coordination, and external expertise from industry. This institutional gap has meant that while the aspiration of joined-up government to marshal AI toward strategic challenges has often been expressed, in practice this has happened only infrequently. The design and implementation of public infrastructures to deliver these benefits has also been limited by consistently low resourcing due to fiscal restrictions, with even the 2023 public compute announcements relatively conservative in global terms.

But it also reflects the fact that central government has rarely, if ever, advanced a coherent vision for the role that a domestic AI sector should play within the UK economy. Strategic challenges and public benefits have frequently been invoked, from innovation in particular areas (such as new drug discovery and low carbon technologies) or specific economic goals (such as economic rebalancing or higher productivity). It is frequently assumed that a growing UK AI sector will lead to these outcomes; “promoting adoption” is the aim, not leading or shaping AI development. There has been little reflection on the type of AI sector that might achieve particular outcomes—notwithstanding the occasional allusion to the UK as an AI assurance hub,\textsuperscript{418} or a center for “safe” or “responsible” AI. Success has usually been understood in crude terms related to the size of a relatively ill-defined sector: more AI startups, more “unicorns,” greater private investment in “AI” understood broadly, and so on.

Consequently, the approach has often been to try to platformize the UK’s assets—with perhaps the clearest example of this being public, and particularly NHS, data—so that they can better service a growing private sector. There has been little attempt to leverage access to these assets to shape industry behavior, or use other levers to shape industry (such as the introduction of hard regulation, the


\textsuperscript{417} For a discussion of this, see for example Allan Nixon, Anna Dickinson, and Anastasia Bektimirova, Wired for Success: Reforming Whitehall to Support Science and Technology, Onward, August 1, 2023, https://www.ukonward.com/reports/wired-for-success.

blocking of takeovers, or the acquisition of public stakes in strategically important companies). Even the AI Safety Institute—heralded as a “startup within government” and an attempt to do something different by building state capacity on AI—risks essentially becoming the provider of voluntary services to large incumbent companies.

In other sectors—and particularly those sectors considered to be of infrastructural importance, such as medicines and energy—this approach would not pass muster. Instead, as seen through the international turn toward the “strategic state,” governments are increasingly using industrial policy tools to shape and “direct” growth in key sectors toward societal benefits. This trend can be seen most clearly in the example of the energy transition. Both the Inflation Reduction Act in the United States and the Net-Zero Industry Act in the European Union include measures to “crowd in” private investment toward goals linked to decarbonization. Others have argued that such a market-shaping approach is warranted in the case of AI to “better align domestic investment and AI capability development with economic, societal and national security objectives.” While at times parts of government have made overtures to this school of thought—notably during the 2016 to 2019 period under Greg Clark as Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy—the substantive policy commitments necessary to carry through such an approach have consistently been lacking.

Fantasies of Independence

Instead of assuming that any and all types of AI will produce economic growth and societal surplus with minimal state intervention, government needs to develop a
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clear articulation of what “public benefit” looks like in the context of AI and what sort of AI sector will deliver it. It also needs to understand how AI—as a general-purpose technology influencing the development of other sectors—impinges on other long-term priorities such as environmental obligations and the concentration of power in the digital economy. This more strategic conception of industrial policy has renewed currency in many parts of the world today—but in the UK this has only manifested itself in fits and starts, and predominantly in rhetorical terms. The UK continues to perform relatively well against global peers on a number of narrow metrics related to frontier research. However, the succession of strategies adopted over the last 10 or so years has failed to alleviate the anxieties discussed above. The UK’s AI economy remains narrow, larger on paper than in its footprint in our society. Those advantages it does enjoy over its European peers are precarious and in certain respects are being eroded by underinvestment. And the shape, pace, and direction of AI development in the UK is dictated not in Westminster or Whitehall, but overwhelmingly in the boardrooms and pitch decks of Silicon Valley.

This is at least in part because of our attachment to the founding myth of British AI policy: that of the arms race. Arms race narratives are implicitly linear, positioning individual states as able to influence the pace but not the direction of economic development and technological change. They take for granted that increased support for UK firms will lead to the UK becoming a global leader in AI development, and that achieving this position will—by virtue of “winner-takes-all” dynamics and the putative tendency of wealth to “trickle down”—deliver sustained value for the public.

The arms race offers a fantasy of independence that masks deeper structural dependence on a paradigm of AI development led by, and wholly dependent on, funding and infrastructures provided by Silicon Valley. In this sense the question we started with from Ian Hogarth is misframed: it is not clear to what extent DeepMind ever represented a truly “independent entity,” given how intertwined its

early history was with US venture capital and how wedded its aspirations were to the existing Silicon Valley model.

This model of AI development militates against many of the UK government’s other stated policy aims and (in some cases) its legally mandated targets. It is highly resource intensive, monopolizing investment and extracting huge ecological and human costs. It concentrates power, with even “open” iterations and academic labs dependent on and shaped by corporate infrastructure, and market entrants vulnerable to anticompetitive practices. It drives harms such as misinformation, exploitation, and oversurveillance, with few incentives in existing law for developers or deployers to ensure their systems are “safe.” AI and other data-centric technologies often don’t work as intended outside of deployed settings and can deepen existing inequalities, yet aggressive marketing campaigns led by the private sector often oversell their benefits, particularly in public-sector contexts. It is far from clear that simply “Growing the AI industry in the UK”—as the 2017 Hall review was titled—will lead to positive outcomes for the UK.

True “independence” would be to challenge this paradigm and articulate a vision of AI that links its functioning in the UK economy to a wider vision about the society we want to live in. By leveraging those strengths it does have, the UK could incentivize types of AI that preserve privacy, respect ecological boundaries, and create genuine societal benefit, from climate action to new drug discovery. This is
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not to adopt boosterish—some might say quixotic—narratives about leading the world, or beating the United States and China at their own games: the UK is a small market in global terms, facing profound challenges. It is equally to avoid declinism and be realistic about the assets the British state has and the agency that they bestow: to choose not to subsidize a trajectory of continual development but instead to think critically about whether and how we continue to embed these technologies in our daily lives.

Politicians on both sides of politics are currently preaching stability and “long-term” policymaking as an antidote to the “age of insecurity.” The opposition Labour party, which—according to current polling—is likely to win this year’s general election, has expressed a willingness to take a more proactive role in shaping technology toward public benefit. There is therefore an opportunity for 2024 to mark a reorientation of the UK’s industrial policy for AI toward more concerted and strategic ends. To do so will require a rejection of the existing model of AI development, and the negotiation of a new partnership on more even terms.

The author would like to thank Andrew Strait, Connor Dunlop, Elliot Jones, Fran Bennett, Mat Lawrence, Michael Birtwistle, Octavia Reeve and Valentina Pavel for providing comments on a previous draft of this chapter.
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439 In different guises: Prime Minister Rishi Sunak has adopted the rhetoric of “long-term decisions” while moving away from institutions such as the Committee on Climate Change that are designed to embed long-term perspectives in policymaking. (See Hannah White, “Rishi Sunak’s ‘wholly new kind of politics’ does not bear scrutiny,” Institute for Government, September 27, 2023, https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/comment/sunak-politics- scrutiny.) Keir Starmer’s Labour Party has similarly promised to end “sticking-plaster politics,” but has promised to create new institutions of this nature akin to the Office for Budgetary Responsibility (OBR) and the Climate Change Committee (CCC). See Labour Party, “5 Missions for a Better Britain,” 2023, https://labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/5-Missions-for-a-Better-Britain.pdf; and Chris Smyth, “New Watchdogs Could See Labour’s Promises Are Kept,” Times, October 9, 2023, https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/new-watchdogs-could-see-labours-promises-are-kept-rdh3tc26s.

6. Reflections on South Africa’s AI Industrial Policy

by Sandra Makumbirofa

South Africa’s positioning on industrial policy for the technology and AI sector is best understood within its broader economic history. Economic policy in SA has included an explicit commitment to rectifying historical injustices and, as such, a natural comfort with inclusive industrial policies as a means toward equitable development. The translation of this intention to reality has, however, been mixed, as I explore in the context of the technology sector.

The Recent History of the Tech Boom in South Africa

South Africa is classified as an upper-middle-income or emerging economy. As an emerging economy, innovation and technology are characterized by a framework that aims to “catch up” to standards set in developed countries. In terms of tech
ranking, South Africa is ranked seventy-fourth out of 134 countries on the Network Readiness Index\(^441\) (following Kenya, which leads the region at seventieth), and seventy-seventh out of 193 countries in the 2023 AI Readiness Index\(^442\) (after Mauritius at sixty-first, leading the region, and Egypt at sixty-second). Rankings have played a particularly influential role in shaping both how government narratives project South Africa’s position and influencing capital flows into the region. However, standards such as these often flatten or disregard the nuanced domestic strides, challenges, and details that explain the country’s growth trajectory. Moreover, the standards and frameworks employed in these rankings are not neutral, but reflect the perspectives and interests of the countries and institutions setting them. As such, rankings should be contested as they may not capture the multifaceted aspects of a given situation.

South Africa has firmly established itself as a prominent tech hub, with cities like Cape Town and Johannesburg emerging as key players in the startup landscape. Notably, startup funding in South Africa experienced significant growth, skyrocketing from $50 million in 2015 to nearly $350 million in 2021.\(^443\) South Africa’s status as a regional tech hub comes in part from the fact that big tech companies such as IBM, Cisco, Microsoft, Amazon, and others have established subsidiaries in the country, making it a supply base for their services and infrastructure for other African countries.\(^444\) Google brought its first cloud region into Africa in South Africa in 2022.\(^445\) Though Kenya, Nigeria, and Egypt frequently outpace South Africa in terms of securing funding for ventures, a noteworthy surge in startup funding nevertheless points to its attractiveness for investors, reflecting both the country’s relatively developed economy and its strategic government policies.\(^446\) The technological evolution has led to South Africa’s foray into AI efforts, which have risen in recent years. In essence, the history of the tech boom in South Africa reflects a complex interplay between government initiatives and private-sector dynamism.

\(^{441}\) Portulans Institute, "South Africa – Network Readiness Index," 2023, \url{https://networkreadinessindex.org/country/south-africa}.


\(^{446}\) Akabor, "The Rise of African Tech Hubs."
Overall, on the African continent, South Africa dominates the digital sector, with one of the largest markets in Africa. The telecommunications sector grew dramatically as a result of market liberalization, universal access, and deliberate government policies such as the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) ICT Code. The government’s flagship BBBEE policy was originally introduced in 2003 to promote a new class of Black-led businesses and investors. The BBBEE policy had set out a specific code dedicated to the technology and telecommunication (also known as the “Information and Communications Technology” or ICT) sector; in 2016, the government amended the BBBEE ICT code to increase the minimum prescribed equity to be held by Black people from 25 percent to 30 percent. Overall, however, BBBEE has been critiqued for superficial results. For instance, gaps in the legal requirements of enforcement allowed companies to achieve a good BBBEE rating (crucial in accessing financing and incentives) without real transformation in their leadership structures. In addition, concerns remain about the concentration of benefits in wealthier Black households, and the reluctance to comply on the part of companies that do not directly conduct business with the government.

South Africa’s decision to deregulate the telecommunications sector in the mid-1990s was a significant juncture in the country’s economic development. Liberalization attracted private investments, and the government’s policies aimed at achieving universal access and infrastructure development paved the way for South Africa to be one of the regional tech hubs in Africa. Yet even as private enterprise flourished, relative to other regions in Africa, empirical evidence shows that the digital divide persists for ordinary people with very limited computer ownership and digital skills, and that most digital consumption activities are restricted to social interactions and entertainment. In other words, most South Africans use the internet more for social media and watching movies than for business activities or facilitating engagement with their government.

Current Government AI Initiatives and Narratives

The South African government has undertaken several initiatives in AI in the tradition of other industrial policy efforts. These initiatives are characterized by a concerted effort to foster innovation, address socioeconomic challenges, and position the country competitively in the global digital landscape.

The South African government has been invested in positioning the country as a globally competitive player in tech. In 2019, the government established the Presidential Commission on the Fourth Industrial Revolution (PC4IR). The PC4IR is structured to provide guidance to the President and the government regarding policies, strategies, and action plans emphasizing attributes such as intelligence, connectivity, and competitiveness. This marked a proactive step toward positioning South Africa as a globally competitive player, emphasizing inclusivity (regarding race, gender, disability, and poverty) and technological capabilities (though quotas are not explicitly mentioned), even in the face of significant skilled professionals needed for 4IR, infrastructure limitations, and historical governance issues. In December 2023, President Cyril Ramaphosa committed to investing $53 million (and up to $265 million by 2030 from pooling resources with the private sector) toward PhD programs focused on bringing “critical skills in areas like artificial intelligence research, advanced biotechnology, fuel cell development, batteries and other storage, and next-generation mining.”

This comes against the backdrop of the misappropriation of public funds, with numerous cases of corruption in procurement currently under investigation. In 2018, it was estimated that R27 billion, equivalent to about $1.4 billion, is believed to have been lost due to corrupt practices.

On AI, the PC4IR warned that the industry was “seriously underperforming” relative to other high-tech sectors. The narrative also signals the idea of South Africa as a hub for regional leadership when it notes that the focus will be on identifying opportunities consistent with an “Africa-centric strategy for the future.”
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PC4IR’s Strategic Implementation Plan, responding to this diagnosis of underperforming high-tech sectors, recommended the establishment of a national AI institute.

True to this commitment, the AI Institute of South Africa (AIISA) was established (though only after three years) in 2022 with the overarching goal of cultivating a national and internationally recognized AI ecosystem that would foster research and technological advancements in the field of AI within Africa. The Institute explicitly outlined its focus on research and development, coupled with the practical implementation of AI capabilities. One of its stated objectives was to formulate an all-inclusive AI strategy for South Africa, suggesting a comprehensive approach that integrates diverse, ethical, and legal perspectives in shaping the country’s path in AI development.

The Department of Communication and Digital Technologies, reporting to the Minister of Communications and Digital Technologies, plays a central role in spearheading these initiatives, collaborating with both public- and private-sector stakeholders. The Department of Science and Innovation (DSI), the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), the Technology Innovation Agency (TIA), and the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) play a crucial role in advancing emerging technology development, uptake, and upscaling in South Africa. These agencies have been instrumental in funding research and commercialization efforts and providing guidance in technology development. However, business financing is still a significant concern due to poor coordination, unclear funding information, and complex application requirements.  

Weak links between research organizations and the private sector hinder innovation despite expectations from agencies like the DSI and CSIR. Business support services have low awareness and quality, and policy coordination within the public sector faces challenges such as corruption and mismanagement.

While there is an acknowledgement of the importance of considering the interests of all participants, particularly SMEs and marginalized groups, the implementation in practice appears questionable. Tangible efforts to create an equitable environment are not consistently evident beyond participation in forums and meetings. This could impede the envisioned extensive engagement and
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participation, posing challenges to the overall effectiveness and sustainability of collaborative outcomes.

Nevertheless, inclusivity has been emphasized by the promotion of public-private partnerships, as recommended in the PC4IR, and the country’s tech history, which involved a mix of private-sector investment and state efforts to create an environment conducive to technological advancements. Private companies, both domestic and international, have made substantial investments in South Africa’s tech infrastructure.\textsuperscript{461} Initiatives such as data centers, AI research, and educational programs have been launched by companies like Equinix, Google, and Vantage Data Centers.\textsuperscript{462}

**South Africa’s National AI Institute: Industries of Focus**

The key players driving the AI Institute of South Africa are its three cofounders: the Department of Communication and Digital Technologies (part of the Ministry of Communications and Digital Technologies), the University of Johannesburg, and Tshwane University of Technology (TUT). The University of Johannesburg and TUT hubs’ stated goals are driving strategic AI projects in mining, government cloud (including upskilling and reskilling public servants in AI and digital skills), and motor industry infrastructure; AI Biometric Systems (to streamline the processing of tourist and business visas through the utilization of contemporary and secure identity authentication systems); criminal justice system development (to streamline the value chain and document management processes within the criminal justice system.); farming and food production; and healthcare and coal renewables that will convert coal to renewable energy. Investing in AI biometrics and the criminal justice system raises concerning implications, especially in the contentious domains of biometrics and criminal justice. The deployment of such technology will require careful consideration of ethical concerns, privacy issues, and potential biases to ensure responsible and fair use in these critical areas.


In the government’s narrative, collectively these projects are aligned with its broader economic policy focus, as it envisions AI as a catalyst for job creation, skills development, and enhanced global competitiveness. However, no substantive evidence reports detailed information on use cases, budgets, or progress on these objectives. In addition, the PC4IR Strategic Implementation Plan does not address how the government plans to use emerging technologies to solve pertinent and long-standing social issues in South Africa, including crime, high unemployment, inequality, and unreliable electricity supply.

As South Africa heads toward a general election in 2024, the role of AI and technology in the political landscape cannot be overstated. The government’s focus on tech initiatives serves to burnish its reputation and public image, and may be influenced by a desire to project a modern and technologically advanced service delivery. In response to persistent corruption concerns, in his annual African National Congress (ANC) statement in January 2023, Ramaphosa advocated using technology, including AI, to enhance transparency and accountability in government procurement processes. This also comes against the backdrop of several calls from the Democratic Alliance (DA) opposition party to cut the public-sector employment rolls. While the emphasis on technology might be considered part of a broader economic strategy, its effectiveness in addressing the country’s pressing issues, such as high unemployment and racial inequality, requires careful scrutiny and remains untested.

Capacity Building for Public Servants

A look at the selection of projects that the AIISA is focusing on shows a heavy emphasis on capacity-building for public servants. This means enhancing their competencies, training, and overall capabilities to perform their duties effectively and efficiently. One could argue that this emphasis on capacity-building serves multiple purposes, some extending beyond the immediate realm of technology and skills development.

On one hand, the government frames its commitment to building AI capabilities within the public sector as an effort to modernize governance, improve service delivery, and enhance operational efficiency. Given the transformative potential often assigned to AI technologies, investing in the technological skills of
government employees aligns with global trends and the evolving nature of public administration.

On the other hand, one could interpret this emphasis on capacity-building as a strategic move to deflect attention from the opposition party, the Democratic Alliance,\textsuperscript{463} from making calls for budget cuts and perceived failures in service delivery. By showcasing a commitment to technological advancement, the government may seek to shift the narrative away from criticisms of its performance in traditional service areas. It is therefore essential to note that overreliance on AI without addressing fundamental institutional issues of mismanagement and misallocations of funds, inadequate service delivery, or neglecting ethical considerations may not only fail to solve these issues, but may even exacerbate current economic and social challenges, as we’ll see in the next section.

Considerations for Equity and Justice in South Africa’s Tech Industrial Policy

The various AI initiatives across national, provincial, and local levels are not without potential unintended consequences, and they often showcase a top-down approach. Given the limited evidence of progress, questions arise about the true inclusion and representation of South Africa’s diverse population in these endeavors. The dominance of white\textsuperscript{464} male founders in the industry has sparked concerns about the further concentration of wealth in long-privileged groups emanating from apartheid. While the private sector has in the past driven innovation and investment in some areas of the economy,\textsuperscript{465} questions linger about the equitable distribution of opportunities, particularly considering the historical context of apartheid.\textsuperscript{466}

Furthermore, the emphasis on AI-driven economic growth may inadvertently exacerbate existing social disparities, particularly in terms of access to education and employment opportunities. South African learners exhibit myriad challenges,\textsuperscript{467}

\textsuperscript{466} Andreoni et al., eds., Structural Transformation in South Africa.
especially in STEM subjects like mathematics and the physical sciences. Official records show that in the 2022 national exams, only 55 percent passed mathematics at the minimum threshold of 30 percent, with 37.8 percent achieving 50 percent or above. Similarly, only 35.3 percent attained 50 percent or more in the physical sciences. These low performance levels raise serious concerns about the workforce’s preparedness for tech careers. To achieve the government’s goal of positioning South Africa as a regional tech hub, addressing these educational challenges is imperative. An appropriately educated and gainfully skilled workforce is essential for the success of any tech hub, highlighting the urgent need for improvements in STEM education and appropriate upskilling that produces an internationally competitive workforce.

The digital divide, where rural areas face infrastructure limitations and limited intercity connectivity, remains a pertinent issue and creates a price-sensitive market that requires affordable services. The risk of reinforcing well-documented biases in AI algorithms, if not meticulously addressed, poses profound ethical concerns. Foreign AI-focused companies use technologies trained on data that is not representative of the African context. Furthermore, the reliance on international collaborations may inadvertently lead to a dependence on external expertise, potentially hindering the development of a robust, locally driven AI ecosystem, a situation that already exists in many other industries across the African continent. Striking a balance between leveraging global knowledge and ensuring local autonomy is a critical consideration for the South African government.

Academic institutions, such as the University of Johannesburg and the Tshwane University of Technology, actively engage in AI research and development, driven by motivations ranging from becoming “a leading AI hub in Africa” to supporting small and medium enterprises through enhancing their digital skills. However, there is a lack of defined metrics to assess how the nation intends to accomplish this objective. The apparent lack of emphasis on tailoring AI solutions to address local challenges and leaving the digital divide unaddressed raises questions about how aligned current academic efforts are with the broader socioeconomic landscape.

468 Jade Abbott, Bonaventure, and Rooweither, “Comparing Africa-Centric Models to OpenAI's GPT3.5.”
Finally, global tech companies like Equinix, Google, and Vantage Data Centers are making substantial investments in AI infrastructure in South Africa. Equinix alone is investing $160 million in a local data center; in 2022, Google promised to establish a new Google Cloud region (no investment numbers were announced at the time). This influx of foreign investments raises concerns about the control and influence exerted by foreign companies, in the process monopolizing a nascent industry and potentially shaping the tech landscape according to global, rather than domestic, priorities.

The South African government’s initiatives around AI reflect both a strategic alignment with broader economic policy objectives and a response to critiques of its past performance. The deliberate targeting of specific AI projects that the government is promoting through the AI Institute, the collaboration with diverse stakeholders, and the emphasis on innovation are an indication of the government’s desire to make the country both a target for investment and a regional hub in the burgeoning AI infrastructure industry. However, unintended consequences, such as the potential to exacerbate social disparities and continued external dependencies, highlight the necessity for vigilance around democratic governance, inclusion and empowerment of civil society in this process, and ethical considerations in the pursuit of the government’s goal.

A Look at the Effectiveness of Government Efforts

The disconnect between the initiation and scale-up of AI initiatives in South Africa is a multifaceted challenge encompassing several critical factors. The foremost impediment lies in resource constraints, primarily limited funding. Many pioneering AI pilot projects encounter difficulties securing the financial backing necessary for the expansive infrastructure, comprehensive testing, and sustained development needed for scaling. For example, evidence from a study conducted...
by the University of Johannesburg\textsuperscript{476} showed that though there are various incentives and funding initiatives from different government entities to support agri-industrial development, advancements in health and mining, encompassing funding for startups, trials, prototyping, and infrastructure, anecdotal insights show that there is a significant gap in funding at the commercialization stage, potentially hindering the development of technologies within the country. This has also led to instances where technologies developed in South Africa were sold, implemented, and profited from by foreign companies, as was the case with a desalination technology adopted by Israeli companies.\textsuperscript{477} This suggests that while funding initiatives are reported, there is a critical gap in funding support for the crucial commercialization phase, impacting the potential success of AI technology businesses in South Africa.

This funding shortfall at such a critical stage not only curtails the reach of these projects, but also impedes their potential impact on the broader socioeconomic landscape. Another pivotal factor contributing to this disconnect is the prevalent skills gap, specifically the scarcity of a skilled workforce proficient in AI and related fields. Bridging this gap necessitates the establishment of robust programs for skills development, education, and training both within academic institutions and the existing workforce.

Finally, the aforementioned inadequate technological infrastructure, particularly in remote or underserved areas, poses a substantial hindrance to the deployment and scalability of AI solutions. To put it simply, the paucity of reliable infrastructure hampers the accessibility of AI technologies to broader population segments, exacerbating existing disparities. As I’ll explore in the next section, the uncertain regulatory environment compounds these challenges, with the absence of clear and supportive frameworks for AI technologies creating an atmosphere of uncertainty. This regulatory ambiguity not only inhibits substantial investment, but also dampens the enthusiasm of organizations to scale up their initial pilot projects.


\textsuperscript{477} Ibid.
Regulatory Guardrails (or Lack Thereof) For AI

While the government’s focus on inclusive policies and localization aligns with historical industrial policy goals, this has not been paired with a comprehensive policy position on AI governance. This raises concerns about potential oversight in addressing the multifaceted risks associated with AI technologies. The government’s historical emphasis on self-sufficiency and economic growth seems to extend to cutting-edge technologies.\(^{478}\) In addition, the government’s apparent reluctance to formulate a comprehensive AI policy risks prioritizing short-term innovation over long-term risk mitigation. This suggests that the government, in its pursuit of technological advancement and economic growth, might be inclined to embrace the benefits of AI without adequately addressing the associated risks and ethical considerations.

The minimal mention of AI in policy documents, fleeting references in government engagements, and the absence of dedicated AI policy initiatives could be interpreted as either an oversight or a deliberate choice to downplay the multifaceted risks associated with AI technologies. The acknowledgement by government ministers\(^ {479}\) of the lack of AI regulation, coupled with concerns about how the country can regulate AI without a clear policy position, underscores a potential gap in the government’s strategic planning. While South Africa has personal data protection, intellectual property, and copyright laws, all of which could be applied to the tech industry, these regulations might not be sufficiently adapted to address the nuances of novel AI applications. The need for legislative changes to ensure holistic protection for data subjects highlights a regulatory lag, potentially leaving individuals vulnerable to privacy infringements and various forms of harms resulting from the unbridled use of AI. Until the government legislates clear policy on the use and deployment of AI, this will continue to be an issue.
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\(^{478}\) Andreoni et al., eds., *Structural Transformation in South Africa*.

It is essential to note the Competition Commission’s Online Intermediation Platforms Market Inquiry,\textsuperscript{480} initiated in 2021 due to concerns that certain features of these platforms, including e-commerce, online travel agencies, food delivery, app stores, and property/automotive classifieds, were hindering competition in South Africa. The Commission aimed to promote the participation of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and historically disadvantaged persons (HDPs) in these markets, and it concluded its market inquiry in July 2023 with enforceable remedies these platforms must adhere to. These remedies are the first in the African context to confront the power of Big Tech. They range from disallowing platforms such as Google to self-preference their products over smaller South African platforms, to Booking.com ceasing narrow price parity practices. Following this announcement, Google quickly announced a partnership with SA’s tourism department to improve travel directories online.\textsuperscript{481}

The Commission also encourages the government to prioritize the development and implementation of comprehensive AI governance policies to ensure ethical AI practices, protect privacy, and address biases.\textsuperscript{482}

**Conclusion**

South Africa’s historic industrial policy outcomes acknowledge the limitations of orthodox economic reforms and aims for a more integrated approach. However, the slow mobilization of support instruments and policy alignment continue to hobble efforts toward this desired approach.

As South Africa navigates the growth of AI technologies, its context and history emphasize that critical considerations must include addressing historical imbalances, fostering diversity, bridging the digital divide, and formulating comprehensive AI governance policies. Given the capital-intensive nature of these endeavors and the stated development goals, South Africa requires the collaboration and convergence of public- and private-sector efforts to shape its

future technological trajectory. Still, only vigilant attention to inclusive development and risk management will ensure sustainable and equitable growth.

Neva Makgetla has eloquently emphasized the need to “decolonise industrial policy.” Investment in the improvement and expansion of technological infrastructure, particularly in underserved regions, is paramount to ensuring its equitable access and scalability. This entails targeted and sustained efforts to enhance technological accessibility in remote areas and mitigate existing disparities. Additionally, achieving regulatory clarity through establishing clear and supportive guidelines is imperative and urgent. A transparent regulatory environment that centers equity, democracy, and “a growing, deconcentrated and inclusive economy” instills confidence in society and its citizens, and eventually in investors and organizations seeking to scale their AI projects, fostering an environment conducive to sustained development.

So far, AI policy in South Africa has focused on limited government initiatives and some targeted research efforts (such as the Artificial Intelligence Institute of South Africa). Yet there is an urgent need for increased financial support, with the encouragement of both public- and private-sector investment in AI projects. Financial incentives and grants can play a pivotal role in facilitating the scaling of successful pilot technologies, fostering an environment conducive to innovation.

Ethical concerns surrounding bias and discrimination, particularly in datasets used for AI technologies, demand critical attention. The perpetuation of existing social biases through biased datasets poses significant ethical challenges, potentially reinforcing societal inequities. Privacy concerns related to the collection and use of personal data in AI applications add another layer of complexity. Striking a delicate balance between innovation and safeguarding individual privacy is a paramount challenge in the evolving AI landscape. Additionally, the proliferation of digital innovations increases the risk of cybersecurity threats and breaches. Ensuring the robust security of AI systems becomes imperative to safeguard
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against malicious activities that could compromise the integrity and functionality of these technologies.

Finally, the need for government regulation cannot be overstated. Clearly setting out an AI policy that enshrines democratic governance of emerging technologies, promotes inclusion, and protects privacy should be a priority.
7. Beyond Techwashing: The UAE’s AI Industrial Policy as a Security Regime
by Islam Al Khatib

“The UAE will build an AI economy, not wait for one,” writes the world’s first AI minister, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, in his foreword to UAE National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence 2031.488 Rather than narrate AI as a tool or factor influencing the economy, the idea of an “AI economy” captures a self-fulfilling vision of AI shaping an economy in which it occupies a central, all-encompassing role. As Mckenzie Wark writes in Capital is Dead,489 there is a difference “between ‘information’ as a force of production and information as a dominant force of

production.” Similarly, AI is no longer simply a market to monopolize, but rather a monopoly that will marketize other sectors.

The overarching preoccupation of the United Arab Emirates has been with the larger project of achieving dominance and strengthening its geopolitical positioning, and as AI is widely heralded as the digital infrastructure of the future, the country is making swift moves to establish its relevance in this new era. According to the UAE’s AI Office, they hope to “transform the UAE into a world leader in A.I. by investing in people and industries” that are critical to their success, which also aligns with the UAE’s Centennial Strategy 2071 goal of making the UAE the “best country in the world” by 2071 through innovative approaches to technology and infrastructure. This exaggerated emphasis on technology and becoming “the best” is also linked to eradicating any potential threat that might impede this “progress” and growth. With COP28 taking place in the UAE at the end of 2023, the UAE’s AI industrial policy is not only meant to secure prosperity, but also to guarantee a “post-oil future.” In other words, just as the UAE is in charge of the oil present, it is positioning itself to be ahead in the post-oil, likely AI-fueled future.

As outlined in its policies, the UAE seeks to transform itself into a “into a world leader in AI by investing in people and industries that are key” to the country’s success. The UAE’s AI interventions cover different aspects of everyday life - it is expected that the government will adopt new and developing generations of digital governance (currently labeled “Gov 3.0”); in the health industry, where AI is being used to predict chronic and dangerous diseases; in transportation, where the Dubai Autonomous Transportation Strategy is seeking to transform 25 percent of mass transit into self-driving transport by 2030; and in energy, where the hope is to optimize energy production, distribution, and consumption. The broad emphasis seems to be on making labor more efficient by maximally automating governance functions—in other words, to build a whole new AI-embedded infrastructure for governance.
The approach to industrial strategies in AI follows the centralized and highly controlled structure replicated by the government in other parts of the economy, often referred to as its tendency to “produce and perpetuate vertical policies.” However, this goes hand in hand with labor practices. Trade unions are restricted in the UAE; therefore, workers cannot contest their precarity as they grapple with restricted leverage stemming from indebtedness and unstable residency statuses. Workers on the Expo 2020 project reported violations such as passport confiscation, racial discrimination, and nonpayment of wages, revealing a structural reality that spans industry borders. This complex reality of exploitation and structural racism has resulted in the forced silencing and repression of trade unions that can contest such policies.

The AI and tech sectors are not immune to labor exploitation that exists in other sectors, and the reality of workers in the UAE raises the questions of working conditions not only in the industry, but also in areas where AI is being deployed, particularly with the massive inflow of tech workers since 2021, which has fueled the UAE’s AI ambitions. As of September 2023, there were 120,000 people working in AI or related areas, up from 30,000 two years before. With the present stifling structures in the UAE, determining how workers and individuals engage through labor relations and other interactions with emerging AI and digital transformation is difficult. This is worsened by the Code of Crimes and Punishments which maintains severe limitations on free speech and assembly and includes a provision prohibiting unauthorized distribution of government information. Article 178 specifically prohibits sending government “information” to any organization without a license.

For example, in June 2022, Al Roeya, a daily newspaper owned by Deputy Prime Minister Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan’s firm, sacked the majority of its employees for reporting on popular displeasure with rising energy prices, highlighting the limited climate for freedom of expression and a free press.
A key feature of the UAE’s AI positioning has been the encouragement of both private and state-owned corporations that engage on behalf of the state in geopolitical arenas; Group 42, or G42, is the most prominent of these. Established in 2018 in Abu Dhabi, G42 operates as an arm of the state in multiple ways: chaired by the UAE’s national security adviser, Sheikh Tahnoon bin Zayed al-Nahyan, it routinely markets the UAE as a new AI power. G42 has been facilitating “public-private” partnerships, as in the case of Hassantuk, where the UAE Ministry of Interior and Injazat Data Systems, a G42 company, collaborate on civil defense by leveraging Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. G42 was also recently under fire for its ties to the TikTok messaging app, which was used for spying and mass surveillance, as I will explore later in this essay. Several G42 “subsidiaries,” such as Bayanat, Core42, HayatBiotech, and M42, among others, have been adopted by the government, to the point where G42 consistently and centrally figures in almost all AI applications across different sectors in the UAE.

The alignment of the national security apparatus with the broader push for industrial policy on AI is not incidental; rather, it is central to how AI industrial strategies are being designed and deployed. This is due not only to the current and potential applications of AI in predictive security and surveillance systems, but also to the association of AI with fantasies of “absolute sovereignty,” “progress,” and the persistent belief that “future wars” will be centered around data and information rather than land and resources, a sentiment proven false by the ongoing attacks on Palestine, Sudan, Congo, and Tigray, in which the UAE’s foreign policy has been explicitly and implicitly complicit.

505 “We Are Hayat Biotech; Reshaping the Future of Life” (web page), Hayat Biotech, accessed February 21, 2024, https://hayatbiotech.com/about.
UAE’s AI Geopolitics: Pushing for Multipolarity within the US-China AI Race

While the geopolitics of AI is frequently reduced to a conversation about “bad” AI models (exemplified by China from a Western perspective) and “good” or “democratic” AI models, this flattens the complicities and complexities of AI industrial policies, which are better understood as a multipolar terrain, where state economic interests might create alternate pathways that shift this terrain. The UAE’s AI strategy, for example, is about strengthening its geopolitical positioning and playing “both sides” vis-à-vis the so-called US-China AI Arms Race. G42 has had to make a pivotal decision, epitomizing the dilemma faced by many in the region: a choice between partnering with the US or with China. G42’s CEO, Peng Xiao, announced a shift away from Chinese hardware to secure access to US-made chips, citing the need for caution amid signals from the US government and partners.509

The UAE, keen to navigate these turbulent waters to establish itself as a leading AI force, is seen as doubling down on its relationship with the US, emphasizing cooperation with American partners. But G42’s past dealings with Chinese firms, including tech giant Huawei, have raised concerns in the US.510 In November 2023, the New York Times reported that American spy agencies had issued warnings about G42’s work with large Chinese companies.511 G42 strongly denied accusations highlighted in the New York Times article and the letter from US lawmaker Mike Gallagher, chairman of the House China Select Committee,512 and insisted that it has “aligned commercially with U.S. partners since 2022,” avoiding engagement with Chinese companies.513 Gallagher’s letter expressed concerns about G42’s connections to blacklisted Chinese firms like BGI Group (formerly Beijing Genomics Institute) and potential risks to US university research. He indicated that his

committee found evidence of G42’s links to a network of Emirati and Chinese entities involved in human rights abuses and supportive of Beijing’s military. Yet, the specific documents Gallagher referred to were not disclosed in his letter.

This controversy brings to light selective stirring of human rights and ethical values, often surfacing as a tactical response to the looming presence of economic rivals (e.g., the Chinese threat in “acquiring” a key US partner in the Middle East). It also underscores that UAE companies are going to be expected to follow broader political allegiances even in supposedly apolitical deals in the corporate sphere. Here, G42’s public pledge gained prominence as a form of realignment against “Chinese interests,” against the backdrop of the UAE hosting five thousand US military personnel, many of whom are stationed at Abu Dhabi’s Al Dhafra Air Base, where American drones are stationed.514 In this context, an AI industrial policy operates within a shifting geopolitical terrain.

But the UAE is far from pledging a singular alliance with the US, instead playing the field opportunistically so it can push toward a multipolar world order in which it operates as a key power center. One way it does this is by swaying between the US and China, thus retaining some degree of autonomy over decision-making. In March 2023, G42 acquired a stake over $100 million in ByteDance, the owner of TikTok, at a valuation of $220 billion. This move, part of G42’s strategy through its 42X Fund, came amid TikTok’s consideration of separation from ByteDance to mitigate US national security concerns related to user data and Chinese government access.515 This balance gets significantly trickier when it comes to the domain of advanced chips for AI development—G42 and Microsoft have expanded their partnership with a plan to make sovereign cloud offerings available to the UAE, collaborate on advanced AI capabilities, and expand data center infrastructure.516 The UAE has entered the semiconductor industry through partnerships with figures such as Sam Altman and leading chip manufacturers TSMC and Intel517 in order to strike a balance between maintaining geopolitical relationships with the US and growing the AI industry as a business through trade deals with China.518 Altman’s attempt to

lessen OpenAI’s dependency on Nvidia by launching a new semiconductor business is consistent with the UAE’s aims to negotiate the difficult terrain of global chip production amid “chip monopoly” worries. This initiative, which sought early financing from Middle Eastern institutions such as Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund (PIF) and Mubadala Investment Company, demonstrates the UAE’s dynamic role not only as a talent magnet but also as a sought-after location for unregulated business transactions. The capital dependency of AI firms on the UAE highlights a fundamental facet of the global tech landscape: beyond Big Tech, the UAE has emerged as a critical, yet neutral (as in neither Chinese nor American) destination for the resources required to develop computing capabilities.

Aside from the “US-China AI race,” the UAE finds itself entangled within another geopolitical maze where it also sides with an oppressor: the Abraham Accords (Israel-UAE peace deal) and its close partnership with the Israeli occupation, which have also made a mark on its tech investments. The geopolitical landscape in which the UAE operates, and particularly the violence with which it has built and presented itself as “the best country for tech and progress,” has ultimately created a policy that seeks to reproduce this violence in every single detail, within the nodes of its economic and political structure. Both the UAE and the Israeli occupation present themselves as tech hubs, as new nodes of progress in the “Middle East,” and their partnerships, within the AI market, blossomed and became more and more cemented: what the UAE lacks (cybersecurity and militarized AI), Israel has supplied; what Israel lacks (tech for “smart cities” and, in Israel’s case, smart tech to efficiently build settlements), the UAE has provided.

When it comes to the UAE’s AI industrial policy and geopolitics, it would be quite misleading not to mention the Abraham Accords. In a #NoTechForApartheid panel in November 2023, Antony Loewenstein said that “the Abraham accords were an arms deal,” where the Israeli occupation and the UAE signed arms deals worth billions of dollars and the UAE purchased the infamous Israeli NSO spyware. In examining the trajectory of UAE-Israel relations, particularly through the prism of the Pegasus spyware saga, there is a clear shift in terms of cooperation, where the integration of Pegasus into UAE’s security arsenal symbolized a mending of erstwhile fissures.
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leading to a consolidated alliance as evidenced by the Abraham Accord in 2020.\textsuperscript{522} This progression from a tenuous to a strategic partnership encapsulates the dynamic interplay of geopolitical shifts and mutual security interests that have come to define the UAE–Israel nexus.

EDGE Group officials and representatives have met with prominent foreign defense companies to build partnerships that could give them access to new and tested AI military technologies.\textsuperscript{523} For example, the Emirati Ministry of Defence is negotiating AI-based defense initiatives with the French Ministry of Defense and French defense companies.\textsuperscript{524}

**Falcon, Jais, and the Illusion of Openness**

The UAE’s strategy extends beyond championing efficiency and innovation narratives to highlighting transparency and openness as key parts of its AI platform. In step with the highly mainstreamed AI policy discourse globally, where “open-source” AI has renewed currency as a potentially pro-competitive and innovative domain, G42 has unveiled Jais (“the world’s most advanced Arabic LLM”\textsuperscript{525}) and Falcon\textsuperscript{526}.

Jais is not just a public relations exercise directed at the Global North; it also offers a unique value proposition by providing 400 million Arabic speakers access to generative AI technologies. Jais and Falcon are part of a series of steps taken by the UAE to promote itself as a leader, including the recently established Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Technology Council (AIATC) set up to oversee policies and strategies for AI and advanced technology research, infrastructure, and investments in Abu Dhabi.\textsuperscript{527} In developing Jais, the UAE partnered with a range of well-recognized global universities including Carnegie Mellon University, Ecole


\textsuperscript{525} G42, “Meet Jais, the World’s Most Advanced Arabic LLM Open Sourced by G42’s Inception,” August 30, 2023, https://www.g42.ai/resources/news/meet-jais-worlds-most-advanced-arabic-llm-open-sourced-g42s-inception.


The UAE’s AI projects are being framed within open-source networks, especially after the Technology Innovation Institute (TII) has waived royalties on Falcon’s commercial and research use. Yet, “openness” and “transparency” are often used as marketing terms rather than as functional technical descriptors. G42 is leveraging open-source AI to bolster its position in the face of growing interest in AI regulation, as evidenced by Falcon 180B’s approach to “open access,” which some view as confusing and overly complex. The model is licensed under a bespoke version of the Apache 2.0 license, incorporating restrictions that aim to control the use of Falcon 180B by cloud hosting providers like Amazon Web Services. However, the licence itself prohibits hosting. Due to the Apache Licence 2.0’s no-hosting provision, access to shared Falcon 180B instances and their fine-tunings cannot be monetized via an API, whether for inference or other reasons. This limitation goes against the ethos of open-source AI frameworks, which aim to allow users to freely utilize services/softwares for a variety of in-house purposes. Currently, this would require explicit licensing rules.

The UAE has succeeded in promoting itself as a bulwark against “monopolization” by collaborating with figures like Altman, who hailed Abu Dhabi’s foresight; the UAE is being recognized not only as the present of AI, but also as its future. By leveraging geopolitical tensions and regulation debates among prominent corporations, the UAE is marketing itself as “open” and “welcome” when it comes to the AI industry, which is ultimately being led by the same corporate structures (G42, for example) that it claims to diverge from.

All in all, the UAE’s promise of being the “best” is being associated with the language of openness and inclusivity that is rooted in the work of tech organizers and digital rights activists,—people who have spent the past two decades weaving together ways to dismantle tech monopolies, to dream of worlds where tech is a

---

public tool, and where AI isn’t tied to some tech fantasy but to actual processes of democratization and inclusion. This supposed “openness” not only masks a corporate monopoly of the AI sector, but also the fact that it is an openness built on erasure. Jais, “the Arabic LLM,” uses “multiple sources including web pages, Wikipedia articles, news articles, Arabic books, and social network content.” As in English-language systems, the fear around what is available also applies to Arabic content, particularly because the UAE is known for the content it has manipulated by creating automated social media accounts that spew rhetoric surrounding the coup in Sudan and the war on Yemen. Behind this apparent openness lurks the question of a new industrialization, a new monopoly fueled and funded by US corporate interests—a new regional turned global power.

Conclusion

Given the importance of high-performance compute resources in achieving AI domination, the UAE is now stockpiling thousands of state-of-the-art machines that are being built above any regulated capacity, as well as planning to manufacture its own. This was underlined by the UAE’s Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence, Omar Al Olama, who sees the UAE as a “regulatory sandbox, ” or a testing ground for AI advancements and the construction of experimental regulatory frameworks.

The UAE is actively recalibrating its power through its AI industrial policy, moving to solidify its position as a global AI leader by balancing its geopolitical partnerships. This policy is part of the UAE’s larger aim to promote growth and progress through comprehensive collaborations that go beyond economic impact and touch on complex political relationships and regional dynamics. The UAE’s recalibration reflects the country’s political approach to the AI sector, which goes beyond regulating tech advancement and innovation to consider the broader implications of the ongoing “US-China race;” and the UAE’s position within it in the backdrop of regional geopolitical shifts such as the impact of Israel’s genocide against Palestinians in Gaza. This industrial turn and focus on AI underscores the UAE’s

plan to use AI not only as a tool for economic progress, but also to influence international and regional political landscapes.
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